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Pope Outlines Role
Of Catholic Press
VATICAN CITY—Pop# John
outlined the role of the Cath-
olic press and the qualities
that differentiate it from pure-
ly secular journalism in a
talk to Catholic newsmen Jan.
XT.
The Pontiff said it was “na-
tural” that the Catholic press
would function differently from
papers guided “by transitory
interests or by purely human
cleverness ... useful to no one
and which are not a good ex-
ample Of charity, and do not
serve the Catholic community
in general.”
THE POPE—who mention-
ed in an aside that as a young
man he himself had had am-
bitions of becoming a journal-
ist—went on to say ”a few
words about the press which
does not draw Its direct in-
spiration from sacred doctrine
but which is nevertheless
widespread In Catholic coun-
tries."
The responsibility of this
press is great, he said, "be-
cause it ultimately represents
before the vast world the
mentality and customs of
Catholic circles." But the Pope
said that it is “painful to re-
cord" that newspapers In
Catholic countries do not al-
ways reflect Catholic thought.
“But we must say," he told
the Catholic newsmen, “that
you must testify through deeds
and through an ever more
widespread presence, that the
press cooperates in the mis-
sion of the Church—not so
much in the measure with
which it welcomes and spreads
newt, though publishing good
and encouraging religious
newt items—but even more,
in that it is faithful to sacred
doctrine and draws inspiration
from it to be able to form
readers' minds...
“And aU this especially with
reference to the most impor-
tant specific questions we wish
to cite: freedom of the Church;
the holiness of marriage as a
sacrament which must be pro-
tected against all corroding
irresponsibility sad foolish-
ness; the rights of the school
that gives Christian instruction
and education; Catholic Action
intent on supporting the apos-
tolic actioa of the clergy; the
value of the integral and pure
social doctrine which la not
only announced but accppted
wholeheartedly and applied ia
all Us fullness."
THE POPE described (be
cesan and parochial newspa-
pers as “very valuable instru-
ments in the good cause.”
Then he quoted from a note
he had made SO yean ago aa
a young priest:
"We do not conceal that we
are attracted greatly towards
the amaU, modest, but most
efficacious fords of spreading
good ideas among the Chris-
tian people, and it would be
desirable that where these
newspapers exist, they he con-
stantly better perfected, and
others published as well.
There U no reason to fear the
danger of competition: the
wish to read ia so great today
that the good press can never
be too widespread.”
Pope John urged journalists
to look into their consciences
'■with humility and trepida-
tion" every night, to see
whether they are devoted ut-
terly to truth. “Hold truth in
holy respect.” he said. "Fear
to offend it. obscure it. betray
nr
THE PONTIFF also fold
the journalists that he believes
the world at Urge under-
stands the Second Vatican
Council and its vast signifi-
cance.
He said Um world's interest
extended far beyond Um ex-
ternals of the cmaKtl—“the
ceremonies, customs and un-
tuna! rites.”
"We believe, therefore, that
we can say Um event of the
eouacil itself was understood
—tta great reality as Um shin
teg representation of Um
Christian message In iu full
ness, in order to adapt it in a
more efficacious form to the
demands of our times.'*
New Feature
On Rosary
The Scriptural Rosary, a
modern version of a meth-
od of rosary meditation
which dates from the Mid-
dle Ages, is the subject of a
15-week feature beginning
in this issue of The Advo-
cate.
The method prefaces
each Hail Mary of each
decade of the rosary with a
pertinent Bible quotation
upon which one may medi-
tate when reciting the
prayer. Each week The
Advocate will present the
text and illustrations for
one decade. The first med-
itation appears on Page 18.
Work Explained
Council Coordinators
Meet With Holy Father
VATICAN CITY (NC>
The coordinating commission
of the ecumenical council hat
finished a week-long meeting
here which promises to ex-
pedite the work of the second
session of the council begin-
ning Sept 8.
The commission set up a
work program for the interim
period between the council's
two sessions which gives every
hope that the work scheduled
for the second session will be
effectively accomplished. j
The eommUrion meeting be-
gan Jan. 21 and continued
daily to Jan. 27.
THE IS CARDINALS wen
received by Pope John In hit
study.
For an hour and three-
quarters the Pope heard the
commission members infor-
mally discuss their decisions.
Afterwards the Pope ex-
pressed his satisfaction with
what they had done and re-
peated hit wish that the coun-
cil's work will continue with
"organic unity and intensive
rhythm.”
Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia told the NCWC
News Service that the com-
mission had limited itself to
coordinating elements that
were found to be duplicated in
the various projects submitted
to the council by preparatory
commissions.
He emphasised that the com-
mission did not discuss the
merits of the material in the
projects and did not alter
their substance. The commis-
sion’s work, he said, was to
combine what could be com-
bined.
He said Um com mission
would recommend sotting
aside some details judged to
be outside the scope of the
council for publication in in-
structions and manuals, while
preserving basic principles
and directives for council de-
crees.
ALL THIS HAD been done,
be sakl, in consulUtioa with
the presidents of the 10 coun-
cil commissions end the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
Unity.
He corrected an error stat-
ing that the council agenda
would be reduced to SO pro-
jects.
He explained that 20
topics bad been found con-
tained in the TO projects. He
said it could not be determined
what the fine) reduction would
be, but added it might be 20
or more.
He gave the topic of voca-
tions as an example of the
"coordinations" that might be
expected. This topic, he said,
bed been contained in five
projects. It will be combined
into a single topic, he said,
while other topics in the same
five projects may be com-
bined into others.
PRESIDENT OF the co-
ordinating commission is
Amleto Cardinal Cicogani,
Papal Secretary of State, lu
six Cardinal members include
Francis Cardinal Spellman of
New York.
The secretariat of Um rom-
•Utalen is made up at Arch
huhop Pcricle Fetid, general
secretary of the vewmeakal
council, and the council's five
undersecretaries. including
Archbishop EroL
Coordination of the elements
decided on during Um
commission meeting will con-
tinue until March IQ, Arch-
bishop Krol said. Then reports
wifi be submitted on the ac-
tion taken. After the reports
aro reviewed and approved,
they will be seat to the council
Fathers in printed form
around the middle of March
with the request that com-
ments on them' be returned
by July 1.
On the basis of the replies,
a final form of the “co-
ordinated projects'* will then
he printed and be ready for
the second session of the
council.
Prelate Houses
Flood Victims
GRANADA, Spain (NC)
Some gypsies and anew born
baby were among SO persons
who were lodged in the Arch-
bishop’s house here when
heavy rains flooded them out
of the basements where they
Uved.
Archbishop Rafael Garcia y
Garda de Castro of Granada
took It families into his house
when the floods made them
homeless.
H# looked after his
.guests personally and baptized
the infant.
Seminary
Collection
Ordered
NEWARK - Archbishop Bo-
lted has directed that a cot-
lection be taken up in aU par-
ishes of the Newark Archdio-
cese some Sunday in February
far Immaculate Conception
Seminary.
Isa a Usier to be read at aU
Masses the Sunday before the
date for the collection, the
Archbishop notes that the Eu-
See Text Rage 7
charist ia possible only
through priests and “the ne-
ieasily and dignity of the
priesthood needs no further
proof for the devout Catholic."
ASKING FOR geoerout con-
tributions. the Archbishop aald
the priest’s ministry "la the
continuation of divine re-
demption of mankind ex-
ercised in ‘all patience
and doctrine'.”
There are currently 233 stu-
dents at the seminary, the
Archbishop said. He reminded
Catholics that priests, because
of their manifold duties, “re-
quire a long and exacting
preparation and, hence, have
need of r sacred place of
study where the proper teach-
ii<g will be given them com-
pletely, adequately and with-
out compromise."
Cardinal Ottaviani
Calls Council Role 'Delicate'
ROME (NC) - Alfredo Cardinal
Ottaviani has described his position at
the Second Vatican Council as one who
must “keep the deposit of Faith intact”
but give “full freedom” to necessary
progress.
The 72-year-old Cardinal, apeaking
of the Sacred Congregation of the Holy
Office of which he is secretary, aald:
”1 want to emphasize that many of the
consultori and theologians of the Holy
Office are not of Italian nationality.”
Cardinal Ottaviani spoke to a Radio
Bavaria interviewer who told the. Ca-
rdinal that he la “seen as a leader.
. .
of a conservative group of council
Fathers” and that he is said to have
an “antipathy for the results of theolo-
gical research.”
ABKED WHAT kind of development
he would like to see at Um council,
Cardinal Ottaviani observed that this
wo a "delicate question" because even
the desires of one “holding an impor-
tant post in the curia (the Vatican
administrative staff)., . count for little
before the will of the Pope.”
But Um high-ranking prelate laid
that It Is his “sincere desire" that the
council "may develop according to the
desires” of the Pope.
The interviewer asked the Cardinal
how he "looks at" the Holy Office
which “public opinion. . . regards as a
sinister, menacing and medieval insti-
tuUon."
"Public opinion is not well inform-
ed," the Cardinal replied, possibly be-
cause “msny confuse the old Inquisition
with the Holy Office of today,”
The Cardinal --explained that the
Holy Office has the “exceptionally im-
portant task. . . of keeping the doctrine
of Faith and morals pure and intact."
ASEED TO GIVE tlu difference be-
tween his duties as president of the
council's Theological Commission and
his duties as secretary of the Holy Of-
fice, Cardinal Ottaviani replied that the
Holy Office's work ia “outlined by de-
cisions of the Pope and limited by the
norms of the Church's canon law.”
The Theological Commission, he
said, had the chore of “blendingevery-
thing that ia proposed by the prescrlb-
ed majority of the Fathers into the
council’s schemas.”
The Cardinal said that he thinks
the subject of changes in the Index
will be brought before the council.
"An effective solution of the prob-
lem,” be said, “should also include
the other Instruments of social com-
municaUon: films, radio and tele-
vision." .*>*;.>
"It would be fitting to atudy other
measure! which our Mother the Church
can and should take to protect her
children, and especially the inexperi-
enced. against the often hidden poison
which today’! audio-visual media
spread among men.”
ON THE QUESTION of atrengthen-
Ing the power* of Biahops, the Cardin-
al noted the Pope governs the Church
through the Roman Curia. He said that
the relationship between Pope and Bish-
ops la "determined in the Gospel, in
Catholic teaching and by the present
canon law.”
“The curia carries out what the
Pope decides," he added. He said that
hit “long experience” has shown him
that the curia la a "great halp” to
Bishop*.
See Text, Pape 2
Expect Bishop Neumann
Beatification on June 23
ROME (NC) - The Vre.
John Nepomucroe Neumann,
CSS.R, Bishop of Philadel-
phia from 1882 fo MB. will
most probably be beatified on
June 28. it was learned hare.
The Ust major step before
Bishop Neumann can he de-
clared a blessed” is schedul-
ed for FA. 12 That la (fee re-
quired general cengregatienef
the Sacred Cengwgatfon ef
Rltre-e meeting at which the
lief thst two cures attributed
to the toterresstoo of BUbo?
Neumann are of a miraculous
nature.
The Congregation ot Rites
gave its initial approval to the
two miracles at a preparatory
meeting last July.
ARCHBISHOP John J Krol
of Philadelphia requested Sun-
day. Jure 28. aa the beatifies-
torn date provided there are no
hwvw rilflkW date bretate it
UOm after lb* daw of the
•ebaef ymar and thus wtmM to-
eflEnfo the presence of teach
tag Sisters whose coogrres-
float had elope ties with Bish-
op Neumann
The miracles up for formal
reconsideration at the Feb.
12 Congregation of Bites mret-
teg involved two persons who
are still Urine One of them is
J Kent Lenahaa, who fives in
a Philadelphia suburb. In 1818
be suffered a fractured skull
and multiple internal injuries
in aa accident and physicians
regarded his chances of recov-
ery aa hopeless.
Members of his family and
friend* mad* a novena pray-
ing to Bishop Neumann to in-
tercede for him. A relie of
Neumann was touched to bit
body, and hi* condition im-
proved to a matter of hour*.
Within a month bo Vas dis-
charged from the hospital in
normal health.
The other core attributed to
Bishop Neumann involved Eva
liwasat of Tasmania. Italy. Iter
recovery from acute peritoti-
tia In I*3. when ihsvaatt,
putgn ef proper to RflfihopNmt-
MM.
BISHOP NEUMANN, born
in Bohemia ia till, worked
among German Catholics in
Western New York, lie enter-
ed the Rrdemptonst order ha
18W and made his religious
profession in 1*42 the first
Redemptortit professed ia
the U. S
He served subsequently to
Pittsburgh and Baltimore, and
was named Bishop of Philadel-
phia in 1832. During the eight
year* he served there, he rs-
tablished the nation's first dio-
cesan Catholic school system,
exerted himself in the care of
immigrants, and established
scores of new parishes.
At Clemson
Clergymen Urge
Peaceful Integration
CHARLESTON. S.C. (NC) -
Ten South Carolina religious
leader* have appealed for
peaceful acceptance of a Ne-
gro student’s admission to
Clemson College.
In a joint statement, the
clergymen. who Included
Catholic Bishop Francis F.
Reh ot Charleston, said the
Fourth Circuit Court of Ap-
peal* decision ordering archi-
tectural student Harvey
Gantt’s admission “goes con-
trary to the customs and tra-
dition* of the South and our
own state of South Carolina.”
BUT, SAID THE statement,
"H is unthinkable that we, as
a nation dedicated to rule by
law. should abandon the prin-
ciples of our American gov-
ernment.”
It also said: “Aa followers of
Our Lord Jesus Christ who
died that all might live, let us
remind all men, white and col-
ored, that ire are bound by the
law of God and love of neigh-
bor to avoid every form of vi-
olence and hatred."
Gantt. 20, was an architec-
ture student at lowa State Un-
iversity when he sought to
transfer to previously *l].
white Clemson. The college,
founded in 1889, Is a state in-
stitution with an enrollment of
1.238.
IN CLEMSON, Rev. Thomas
F. Tierney, C.S.P., pastor of
St. Andrew’s Church, praised
the efforts of college president
Robert Edwards to prepare for
the admission of Gantt.
Father Tierney, who served
on a Committee on Religion
and Ethics composed of cam-
pus and community leaden
who sought to prepare for
Gantt's admission, said “excel-
lent work baa been done on
the campus to prepare for in-
tegration.” i\.
“The students have respond-
ed admirably and no violence
Is anticipated,'' he aald.
Rev. George Leßlanc, C.S.P.,
director of the college New-
man Club, joined with other
religioui leaders In (he effort
to bring about peaceful inte-
gration.
Paatora throughout the Clem-
son area have urged peaceful
acceptance of integration.
Other Stories, Page 2
Bishop’s Pastoral Role
Cited at Consecration
By ED GRANT
NEWARK - The Bishop’s
role as the shepherd of a flock
was the theme of Bishop Wal-
ter W. Curtis' sermon Jan. 24
at Sacred Heart Cathedral as
he welcomed Bishops John J.
Dougherty and Joseph A. Cos-
tello Into the ranks of the epis-
copacy before 3,800 guests
crowded into Sacred Heart
Cathedral.
THE RANKS OF the clergy
were headed by eight Arch-
bishops, in addition to Arch-
bishop Boland, the consecra-
ting prolate. Sixty-one Bishops
were on hand in addition to the
co-eonseerators. Bishop Mc-
Nulty and Bishop Stanton. Uy
guest* were led by Gov. Rich-
ard Hughes and Mayor Hugh
M. Addonizio.
Bishop Leland Stark of the
Episcopal Diocese of Newark
was one of several clergymen
of other faiths attending the
ceremony. The guest* also in-
cluded Rev. James Aloupis of
St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox
Church. Newark; Chaplain
Clarence Bieakney of the New-
ark Fire Department and Rab-
bis Abraham Soltes of West
Orange and Theodore Fried-
man of Temple Beth Ei. South
Orange.
Thanks to a closed-circuit
television hookup, everyone in
the crowded cathedral had a
close-up view of the ceremony.
BISHOP CURTIS took aa his
theme Christ's words. ”1 tm
the Good Shepherd,” saying
that it wa* particularly apt for
tbs consecration of two Bish-
op* during, the time of the
Second Vatican Council “which
u in a very special way a
council of shepherds or pastors
of souls."
lie said that Pope John, in
convoking the eouacil. had di-
rected that the Bishops "were
to come together not just aa
custodians of the orthodoxy of
Faith
...
hot u shepherd*
mindful of the new needs of
their flock and eager to lead
the Church to the new pastures
which modern achievements
here made Trasstide to toe
Church at Christ.”
The world, he aid. ia dee-
perils for pastor* and thea-
ter atone, there are TO million
•out* without attachment of
any kind to any faith, more
touts than there are Catholics,
mare tools thsn there are
Protestants.”
BISHOP CURTIS said that
Our Lord * picture of the good
shepherd embraces three pas-
toral actions: (1) “I know
mine"; (2) "I lay down my
fife for my sheep”; (3) "I
must bring in the other sheep
that are not of this fold.”
The difficulty of the shep-
herd in knowing his sheep, the
Bishop said, ia obvious in mis-
sion lands where the flock is
scattered, but to just aa dif-
ficult In metropolitan areas.
“How often a Bishop finds
himself tied to a desk inun-
dated with details that some-
how seem unwilling to be solv-
ed by others than the spiritual
head of the diocese. The prob-
lems of growth, of expansion
...
of the need to build for
the future and to rebuild the
past require so many decisions,
with hours oftentimes given
to one decision, that the
charge to know the flock hi
any personal way seems a
complete impossibility. . .
“Yet somehow the good pas-
tor must know his sheep. Here
lies the challenge of Pope John
In summoning the Bishops of
the world to come together aa
pastors. In the vast spiritual
resources of the mystical body
of Christ, modern shepherds of
souls must find the energy and
the newness of approach need-
ed In a completely changed
world.''
TURNING TO the second
pastoral charge, he noted that
the absence from the council
of many Biahops from lands
behind the Iron Curtain points
up the stark reality that marty-
dom in our lifetime la “not be-
yond possibility for any one ot
ua.” Yet he expressed confi-
dence that our own country
would be spared “the shame
of religious persecution" and
that world prospect* might be
brightening for freedom ot con-
science and religious liberty.
“Yet short of martydom,
there ia the longer daily laying
down one's life for the flock,"
he noted. “That road each
good shepherd must trod.
Along the way. if the full
Cross of Christ is not met, at
least the Christlike weariness,
the Saviour’s discomfort and
Hit giving of every ounce of
strength drill be expected. , .
The good shepherd lays down
hla life in steady, dally sacri-
fice.
“SUCH SHEPHKRDS aa this
will be Bishops Dougherty and
Costello. Their talents aa plan-
ned by God have taken them
upon different courses of life.
The one has been the life of
public service, unselfishly giv-
en; the other has been the
hidden road of hidden service
given With equal unselfishness.
Each from the days of hia
priesthood his thought not of
himself but of souls .
, .
"In his years of study, of
teaching, of writing, of public
appearances, of scholarship
and more recently of direction
of Newark’s great university,
Bishop Dougherty has used hi*
talents well. Asa scripture
scholar, he knew so well that
of one to whom much had
been given, much would be
asked in return.
“Equally was Bishop Cos-
tello guided by this same spirit
of giving back to God his all.
A* he was unselfish and tire-
less in the service of the soul*
in St. Bridget's parish in which
he labored for many years,
similarly was he entirely un-
selfish in his service to hi*
fellow priests as assistant
chancellor of the archdiocese.
Daily spending of self for souls
is thus not new to our new
Bishops."
OF HB THIRD point. Bish-
op Curtis said: “The Second
Vatican Council brings to each
Bishop of the world a clear re-
minder that bis is a respon-
sibility not merely for the
small flock entrusted to his
care in a particular Tea of
the world, but for the entire
flock of Christ . . Every Bish-
op is to some extent a Bishop
of toe world."
In cooctusioo. he paid tribute
"a sbep-
created every day aa aw-
other opportunity to give him-
m»t yet more soul* and for
> toe Church.”
AT THE DINNER which fol-
lowed to the Robert Treat Ho-
tel. Archbishop Boland conclud-
ed the day's festivities by say-
ing “We owe great thanks to
Pope John XXIII that w* now
hare four Bishops to bring
more effectively the message
of the Gospel to the people.”
lie pointed out bow, during
the first session of the council,
the whole world had been af-
fected by the news of the
Pope’s illness and bow his sud-
den recovery had resulted in
world-wide jubilation. “I deem
it a privilege, an honor and a
duty.” be said, “to ask your
prayers for the Holy Father,
to preserve him and to give
him length of days.”
Msgr. James A. Hughes,
riear general, was toastmaster
at the dinner. Rev. Francis vj.
Houghton, assistant chancellor,
spoke for Msgr. James F.
Looney, chancellor, in making
the presentation to the new
Bishops from the priests and
faithful of the archdiocese.
IN HIS REM*ONSF, Bishop
Costello congratulated Bishop
Dougherty, saying “my honor
is enhanced at sharing it with
him. He hat taught a gener-
ation of priests, has inflamed
their hearts with love and
knowledge of Christ.”
Of his own feelings during
the consecration. Bishop Cos-
tello said, “It has given me
a great love for the Church
and I pray that I may remain
a faithful ton of the Church.”
BISHOP DOUGHERTY sec-
onded these remarks, adding,
a* a personal note. “To God,
and to the people of God, I
am Indebted. In the days left
to me, I shall try to repay this
debt by doling out to each of
you that return which ia mint
to give.”
He noted that the consec-
ration of two Auxiliary Bish-
ops on the same day corres-
ponded to the practice of Our
Lord in sending out his dis-
ciples in pairs. “He sent them
out two by two, that they
might exemplify the twin vir-
tues of love of God and love of
neighbor.”
See Pictures Pag* 10
CONSECRATION - Bishops Costello and Dougherty coexelebrate Mass of chapel altar be-
side the main altar in Sacred Heart Cathedral during the ceremony of their consecra-
tion as Bishops Jon. 24. Archbishop Boland was, at the same time, celebrating Mass
at the main altar; deeply impressive moment came as the voices of the Archbishop
and Bishops Dougherty and Costello could be heard speaking the words of Consecra-
Hon in unison.
Consecration
Rite on TV
Portions of the consecra-
tion ceremony of Bishops
Dougherty and Costello will
be shown via TV tape on
“Directions ’63” Sunday,
Feb. 3, 2-2:30 p.m., ch. 7.
It will be the first time an
episcopal consecration has
received network television
treatment.
Diocese Bans
JuniorDances
■* PROVIDENCE, R.I. (RNS)
Tho school board of the
Providence Diocese hat
banned dances for elementary
and junior high school pupils.
Msgr. Arthur Geoghegan,
diocesan schools superin-
dent, said hero that "dances,
while a good form of recrea-
tion, are an aspect of social
Ufe begun too early” at those
data tovehfi
Cardinal Suggests
Anti-Bias Steps
CHICAGO (NC) - Albert
Cardinal Meyer of Chicago
•aid here that individuals
can help break down racial
barriers fay inviting to their
homes Negroes who are in the
same category of work as they
•re.
Jhis was one of several sug-
gestions made by the Cardinal
on a telecast on which he ap-
peared with two priests, a
judge, a Protestant leader and
a rabbi.
THE PROGRAM took place
two days after the close of the
National Conference on Reli-
gion and Race, the first na-
tiona) meeting convened by
agencies of the three major
faiths in the U. S.
Asa practical effort against
racial discrimination, Cardi-
nal Meyer also suggested that
individuals do tha following:
• Join in interracial council
activities.
• Employ Negro workers.
• Invite Negroes to Chris-
tian Family Movement meet-
ings and other discussion
groups.
• Read Negro publications.
• Tsk’e an active part in
neighborhood and community
organizations.
Priests Participating
Fair Housing Group
To Hold Conference
NEW BRUNSWICK - Msgr.
Eugene ReiUy, administrator
df Christ the King Church.
Jersey City, and Rev. Gerard
J. Murphy, S.J., of St. Peter’s
College will participate in
workshop sessions at the an-
nual conference of the New
Jersey Committee Against
Discrimination in Housing at
Rutgers College of Agriculture
Feb. 9.
•'Fair Housing. Challenge of
the 1980's” will be the theme
of the all-day conference.
Charles Abrams, president
of the Natiooal Committee
Against Discrimination in
Housing, will deliver the key-
note address and Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People,
will speak at tha luncheon ses-
sion.
There will be eight work-
shop sessions covering prob-
lems of integration in housing
on both city and suburban lev-
els. The New Jersey Commit-
tee Against Discrimination in
Housing is composed of 70
local, county and state-wide
organisations. It was formed
in 1958.
Father Murphy, one of the
original members of the com-
mittee, was recently elected
vice president. The president
is Dr. Theodore A. Rath of
Bloomfield.
Housing Bill
Up to Senate
TRENTON The New Jer-
iff Assembly has again pass-
ed a bill to ban discrimination
tn sals or rental of private
giing
and it now goes to the
ite, which has rejected
tical measures in the past.
• roe bill makes it illegal to
discriminate in sale, rental,
bating, assignment or sub-
basing of housing because of
face, creed, color or national
origin. It exempts one-family
and two-family homes which
aru owner-occupied.
* Present law also exempts
Owner-occupied three-family
homes and developments of
•me homes or less. These
were amendments placed In a
housing bill by the Senate in
Cardinal Ottaviani Gives Views on Vatican Council Role
NCWC News Service
Following is the Uxl of em Interview greeted to a Redio
Be eerie announcer by Alfredo. Cerdinel Oltavianl, secretary of
Ibe Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office, concerning bis
role in the Second Vatican Council and bis dews on is.
Q. As Secretary of the Holy
Office, Your Eminence in
practice directs the curia’s
most important congregation.
In general, public opinion has
some rather unclear ideas
about the Holy Office which it
regards as a sinister, menac-
ing and medieval institution.
How do you look at the task
ronllded to you by tin VMy
Father?
A. At you rightly say, pub-
lic opinion is not well inform-
ed. This Is possibly due to the
fact that many confuse the old
Inquisition with the Holy Of-
fice of today.
The function of the Holy Of-
fice, whose Prefect is the Holy
Father himself, is to keep the
doctrine of Faith and morals
pure and intact ao that the
faithful might remain faithful
to the principles of the Gospel
and of tradition.
You see, it is a question of
an exceptionally Important
task. The faithful should be
grateful to the men who ac-
complish this mission.
I want to emphasize the fact
that many of the consuitors
of the Holy Office are not of
Italian nationality. They be-
long to different countries and
teach or have taught in uni-
versities.
Q. Your Eminence presided
over the Preparatory Theologi-
cal Com mission, sad yen now
preside over the ronacit's The-
ological Commission. What U
the difference between your
duties ns president and your
duties as secretary of the Iloly
Office?
: 'H :x* ■ • '• V
A. It ia a matter of two very
different types of duties. The
Preparatory Theological Com-
mission was Nt up directly by
the Holy Father and not by the
Holy Office. It (the commis-
sion) had 88 members and con-
suitors, of whom only eight or
nine were connected with the
Holy Office. Bishops and ex-
perts served on this commis-
sion. Most of the experts were
university professors from ail
over the world. Them were
also members of Eastern Rites
united with Rome.
The council's Theological
Commission took the place of
thi« Preparatory Theological
Commission. Like the other
council commissions, this one
ia made up in great part of
members elected by the coun-
cil Fathers and, to a lesser ex-
tent. of members appointed by
the Pope.
The difference between my
duties as president of the two
successive theological commU-
•tons and my duties as secre-
tary of tha Holy Office U this,
that the work of the Holy
Office is determined by the
Jketotoni of the Pope and is
limited by the norms of canon
law and by the spheres of au-
thority of other ecclesiastical
congregations Furthermore, it
ia a continuous task.
The function of the Prepara-
tory Theological Commission
was extraordinary and transit
lory. It consisted tn preparux
everything that an, exceptionsi
event like an ecumenical coun-
cil would be apt to treat in
what concerns Catholic teach-
tag. Thu preparatory commit-
Mon has completed its u,k
The task of tha council's
Theological Commission con-
sists in blending everything
that is proposed by tho
prescribed majority of the Fa-
thers into the council's schem-
as.
Q. In public opinion, Your
Eminence Is seen as a leader
of a typically consarvativa
group of council Fathers. You
are said to have a certain ri-
gidity, an antipathy for the re-
sults of theological research,
etc. This tendency was shown
especially during the debate
on the schema concerning the
sources of Revelation. What
is your position? .. . ......
A. My personal position is
that of a man who has, from
tito nature of hit office, the
duty to keep the deposit of the
Faith intact and who, at the
tame lime, must leave full
freedom to the progress which
Is necessary to bettor clarify,
understand and expose Catho-
lic teaching. Let us never for-
get; not all that is new is true
and good merely because it is
new.
Thera are some new
opinions in theology today
which tre, if not false, at least
debatable. In this situation, it
is a completely positive action
to defend the basic data of
Holy Scripture aod of Tradi-
tion. to avoid permitting some
truths of the Faith to be ob-
scured. under the pretext of
progress and adaptation
Q- Do you think that the
council will bring changes iu
what concerns the Index,
which la under the authority
•f the Holy Office?
A. I believe that this ques-
tion wiU be proposed to the
council. My thought, not as
secretory of the Holy Office,
but as a council Father, is that
it is fitting to examine the
problem of the Index in the
context of the present day.
An effective solution of the
problem should also include
the other instruments of so-
cial communication: films, ra-
dio and television. These last
means can serve good as well
as evil, especially in what con-
cerns morals.
The Index was set up in iU
present form at a time when
there were relatively few
books.
Today the Index is ineffec-
tive, mainly because of the
disproportion between the
needs of protection and the
flood of publications. It would
be fitting, in my opinion, to
study other measures which
our Mother the Church can
and should take to protect her
children, and especially the In-
experienced, against the often
hidden poison which todsy's
audio-visual media spread
among men,
Q. One theme of the council
will be, it seems, the strength-
ening of the power of Bishops;
don't you think that in
strengthening the Bishops’
power the position of the Ro-
man Curia will be weakened?
A. The Roman Curia is the
organ which the Pope uses to
govern the Church. The rela-
tionship should be studied in
the light of both the related
(powers), "Pope" and "Bish-
ops." This relationship Is de-
termined, in the Gospel, in
Catholic teaching and by ac-
tual canon law. The curia car-
ries out what tho Pop* do-
ctdci.
Long experience permits
me to say that, from an-
other standpoint, the Bishops
have within the curia a great
help.
Q. What are your desires on
the further progress of the
council?
A. This is a delicate ques-
tion, for in this cato the de-
sires of a Bishop or of a Cardi-
nal, even though he holds an
important post in the curia,
count for little before the will
of the Pope. My sincere desire
is that the council may bear
the fruits which the Holy Fa-
ther expects of it, and that it
may develop according to the
desires of the head of the
Church.
Inter-Faith
War on Bias
OAKLAND. Cal. (RNS)
For the first time. Protest a at.
Catholic and Jewish leadrrt
met together here to consider
a community problem—racial
discrimination.
The meeting, attended by IS
religious leaders, was the out-
growth of the National Con-
ferroce oa Religion sod Race
held recently tn Chicago, to its
concluding action, the cooler
eoe* designated 19 'target
cities," including Oakland,
which are to serve as pilot
projects for local toierreligious
efforts to fight segregation.
The clergymen heard a ro-
port by Msgr. John Cummins,
chancellor of tho Oakland Dto-
who had attended the
Chtoaio conference. They Mao
appointed a four-member coo-
Uouing committee which will
■wkoti the development of a
program to combat bias and
will meet regularly wtlh the
larger committee
Members of the continuing
committee are Msgr. Cum
mini; Rabbi John Zukor.
secretary of the Jewish Syna-
gogue Council of the East bay
area and chairman of the
East hay Board of Rabbis Dr.
Robert Hill of Taylor
Memorial Methodist church;
and Dan Kbatl. executive di-
rector of the Oakland Council
of Churches and chairman of
the committee.
To Cooperate
In Raeial Work
PROVIDENCE. R.I. (RNS)
Plans for closer liaison be-
tween Catholic and Episcopal
Interracial groups In Rhode
Island were announced hero.
About 80 persons, including
a number of Episcopal clergy-
men. attended a meeting of
the Rhode Island Chapter of
the Episcopal Society for Cul-
tural and Racial Unity
(ESCRU) with a team from
the Catholic interracial Coun-
cil (CIC) of the Providence
Diocese.
College Choice
Obligation Cited
CLEVELAND (NC) - Arch-
bishop Edward F. Hob an of
Cleveland has reminded Cath-
olic itudenU applying for ad-
mission to college that they
may not attend educational In-
stitutions which do not have a
Newman Club program.
"Church law permit! enroll-
ments in non-Catholic institu-
tions only when necessary pre-
cautions are taken," the Arch-
bishop said in a letter. “Such
precautions include enrollment
and participation in the New-
man Club, ita religious ac-
tivities. and especially its
classes in religion.”
He stated that for a valid
reason a Catholic may attend
a secular or non-Catholic in-
stitution, but added that then
"the obligation of religioua ed-
ucation ia proportionately
greater."
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'THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD' - Candlemas Day, Feb. 2, is
marked in Catholic churches with the blessing of candles
to be used throughout the coming year. A symbol of
"Christ, the Light of the World," the candle has many
devotional usages in Catholic homes and churches. Here
it is shown In the "bugia," an ornate candle holder used
in solemn pontifical functions and the low Masses of
Bishops, abbots and some lesser prelates. The bugia is
held by a chaplain or acolyte when the prelate reads the
Missal or pontifical ritual. It takes its name from Bougie,
Algeria, a center for wax used in church candles.
Via Dolorosa
In 10th Year
BAYONNE - The 10th set-
son of Via Dolorosa, a Pas-
sion pageant with music, wiU
be presented at the Via
Dolorosa Auditorium of As-
sumption parish here from
March 10 to April 7.
Based on the 14 Stations of
the Cross, the pageant in-
cludes music by Puccini and
Handel and also incorporates
scenes depicting the Annuncia-
tion, Nativity and Resurrec-
tion.
Performances will be on
Sunday afternoons from March
10 to April 7, on Friday and
Saturday evenings from
March IS to April 6, and on
Sunday evening April 7.
Parish to Present
Musical Review
FLORHAM PARK - Holy
Family parish will present
"Variety Time,” a musical re-
view, at its auditorium on Feb.
22-33, with a cast composed
entirely of parishioners.
Kay Monahan is director
and Robert Wdgand chairman.
Ml. Carmel Guild
Sets Braille Course
GLEN ROCK—The ML Car-
mei Guild for the Blind uhl!
conduct a 15-week course in
Braille for sighted transcrib-
ers. beginning Feb. S at St.
Catharine's rectory here.
The course wilt be taught by
Mr*. Elisabeth Campbell of
Glen Rock and will be limited
to to persons. Registration
may be made by catling Mrs.
Campbell at OL 2-230*.
St. Philip's Novena
CLIFTON Rev. Bernard
J McGinn. C.M.. of the
Vincentian Mission Rand will
preach the solemn novena in
honor of Our Lady of Lourdes
at St Philip's Church Feb. 2-
II Services will be each
evening at I.
FOR NEW CONVENT - Archbishop Boland broke ground
Jon. 26 for the new convent at Queen of Peace, North
Arlington. He Is shown above with Msgr. leRoy McWil-
liams, pot tor. The convent will provide for 40 Sisters at
the parish grammar and high school.
Golden Jubilee
For Passionist
DUNKIRK. N Y. - lev.
Columbsn CouzUma. C.P..
formerly of Union City, will
celebrate the golden jubilee of
bis ordination at a Solemn
High Maas of Thanksghrteg
here Feb. 3 at 3 pm.
Father Court man has been
teaching at Holy Cross Pre-
paratory Seminary here store
ISM Before that, he taught
In Button: >t SL MirheW't
Monastery. Union City, from
ISIS to I*o. and in Scranton.
BORN IN New York, Father
Courtmao came to Union City
et and early age aed etl<-r.:rv|
Michael's * Grammar
He cefared the Penahmteu
In 1901 at St Mary's Hau-
te) here lie itndied et St
Paul * Monastery. Ptttabergh.
e» e ratter and pronou»r«d
bis vows April 4. ISM He com-
pitted hit studin* at several
Passionist mona strict, includ-
ing SL Michael's, and was or-
dained Dec. 21. 1112 by Bishop
OXatmat of Newark.
'ln addition to teaching,
Latin. English, French. Italian
and astronomy Father Court,
man has given missions and
retreats throughout the Buffalo
Diocese
Assisting at the Feb. 1 Mats
will be Rev. Luke Hay. C P.
deacon, and Rev. Coiumban
C P., Mbdeecoo. The preacher
•ill he Rev. Lama Monahan.
C.P.. a Union City native, who
preached at the ordination
Masa 30 years ago.
FATHER COURTMAN
Literature Committee
Seta Nutley Meeting
NUTLEY - The Decent Lit-
erature Committee of Nutley
has invited representatives of
114 civic and religious organ-
isations in the community to
attend a meeting Feb. l at
•:» p.m. in the Nutley High
School Auditorium.
Arthur Magnusaon of the Es-
sex County Sheriff's Office will
speak at the meeting on cur-
rent trends in indecent Dtern-
lure and what effect* them
trends have on youth.
Evaluation of Schools Topic
At Feb. 8 Teachers’ Institute
PASSAIC - Brother E. An-
thony, F.8.C.; president of the
National Catholic Education
Association, secondary de-
partment, will give the princi-
pal address at the annual Pat-
eraon Diocesan Secondary
School Teachers' Institute Feb.
S at Pope Piua High School.
A teacher of English and ed-
ucation at LaSalle College,
Brother Anthony will speak oo
"The Evaluative Criteria
and. the Catholic High
School." The general session
will also hear Sister Irene
Margaret, former principal
of Bayley-EUard, report on
the Middle States Association
evaluation of that school.
„■'-V'
REGISTRATION will begin
at 9 a.in., and the general ses-
sion will be convened at 9:45
a.m. by Msgr. Denis A. Hayes,
superintendent of schools. Fol.
lowing his opening remsrks,
there will be a welcoming ad-
dress by Msgr. Andrew J.
Romsnak, spiritual director of
Pope Piua High School.
After lunch, there will be a
series of special sessions in
various branches: library.
Latin, guidance, English, busi-
ness education, modern for-
eign language, social studies
and mathematics-science.
SPEAKERS INCLUDE Rev.
Bennett Coffcrey, 0.5.8., U-
brarian of Delbarton School;
Dr. Margaret Finn of Ferrto
High School, Jersey City;
Robert A. Withey of the State
Department of Education;
Sarah C. Christie, assistant
superintendent of schools,
Trenton; Helen Cioffl, assist-
ant principal, Pennsauken;
Charles A.S. Heinic, editor-in-
chief of the Chilton Language
Scries; Mrs. Edward P. Hoop-
er, headmistress of tbe Pros-
pect Hill Country Day School,
Newark, and Brother Gregory
Claude, FAC., of LaSalle Col-
lege.
Sister Mary Stephen, 0.P.,
principal of Pope Pius, is in
charge of general arrange-
ments for the institute. There
will be 38 exhibits by leading
textbook publishers and manu-
facturers of classroom teach-
ing equipment.
$1 Million Loss
In College Fire
LATROBE. Pa. (NC) - A
fire of undetermined origin
destroyed a 120-year-old
chapel, a laboratory and dam-
aged two other buildings at
St. Vincent College here.
Firemen from five commun-
ities battled the blaze in four-
above-zero cold. College of-
ficials estimated the damage
at tl million.
The fire started in the lab-
oratory and spread to the
chapel, which bad not been in
use for several years. It then
spread to a preparatory school
and a monastery building. St.
Vincent College is conducted
by the Benedictines.
Sussex Mission
Holds Meeting
SUSSEX - A meeting waa
held Jan 29 to orgamte the
oew misiioo of St. Francis de
Sales which will serve Catho-
lics of SL Monica’s parish liv-
ing in the McAfee area.
The chapel is a former
three-room public school,
nhich has been renovated to
provide room for 230 worship-
pers. It It hoped that the first
Mats will be offered there at
Easter.
Among the communities to
be served by the new mission
are Pleasant Valley. Grand-
view Etta lea. Cloud Crest and
White Swan. Msgr. Christian
I>. Iteag. pastor of St. Mon-
ica's. aim has summer mis-
sions at High Point, Lake Wal-
kill and Clenwood and a year-
round mtsaioa at Highland
Lakes.
Football Game
Aids Boystown
KEARNY - The West Hud
too Junior Clumber of Com-
torn ku pmnud a dad
for SUM »to Rot Robert P.
Egan. director of Now Jersey
Boystown.
The moory nymnud don
a lions from the *« Hudson
troop and aim bom the New
Jersey Junior Chamber of
Commerce derived from the
profit* of a professional foot-
ball exhibition between the
New York Giant* and Phila-
delphia Eat Jr* UN September
at Princeton
Each amt in tha atate was
allowed to designate a chanty
to which it* aha re of the prof-
its would be allocated.
Town Inaugurating
Shared Time Plan
VANDERGRIFT, Pe. (NC)
Shared time education
makes its debut in the Groens-
bur* Diocese Jan 3* when the
second semester starts in Van-
dergrift Junior High.
About 17* seventh and eighth
graders from St. Gertrude and
Holy Trinity Catholic schools
will attend the public school
tor one class each week in
home economics and vocation-
al training. Next year the pro-
gram will be enlarged to two
periods a week.
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Chicago Weighs First ‘Shared Time’ School Experiment
CHICAGO (RNS) Chica-
to’* first experiment in the
"ahtred-Umo’’ program —a
plan whereby parochial school
pupils take certain courses In
public schools -* is being sug-
gested by Catholic school au-
thorities.
According to Msgr, William
E- McManus, school superin-
tendent for the Chicago Arch-
diocese, the city’s Board of
Education may be asked to ac-
commodate Catholic pupils
pert time at the proposed $3
million Kinxie High Schbol to
be built on Chicago’s South-
west Side.
The Catholic school system
would then build anew co-
educational high school a
block or two away from the
public high school.
nOWEVKR, MSGR. McMan-
us said, “before we can spe-
cifically propose this to city
school authorities, we have to
know we can finance the new
(Catholic) school." Religious
teachers also would have to be
provided for that school, he
added.
“Catholic educators think
the experience of attending a
public high school part-time
could be very maturing for
students, that they could be
challenged to go out and live
the religion they are learning
in a wider environment," he
pointed out.
Adoption of the program
could mean substantial savings
to Catholic parents in their
tuition bills at the proposed
parochial high school.
Msgr. McManus said the
archdiocese would be interest-
ed in sending Catholic pupils
to the public high school (or
mathematics, science, foreign
language and vocational sub-
jects, while keeping them for
English, social studies and re-
ligion.
Obscenity Bill
WASHINGTON (NC) - Sen.
Clifford P. Case of New Jer-
sey is among XI senators spon-
soring a bill to establish a
commission to investigate the
problem of obscene literature.
• Sen. Karl E. Mundt of South
Dakota, principal sponsor of
the measure, said Congress
owes it to American young
people and their parents to
approve the proposal.
The bill was referred to the
Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations. A hill to es-
tablish such a commission
passed the Senate in the STth
Congress but failed to wia en-
actment in the House.
•
Abortion Proposal
PIERRE, S.D. (RNS)
Abortions to prevent the birth
of a deformed baby would bo
legalised under a bill Intro-
duced in the House of Rep-
resentatives here.
The measure would permit
abortions in cases where at
least three doctors agree that
an unborn infant was de-
formed because the mother
had taken harmful drug*.
It also would allow abortiaoa
in rape cum for the "best
interests of society."
•
Council Follow-Up
PORTLAND, Ore. (NC) -
Archbishop Edward D. How-
ard of Portland has named a
nine-member arcbdiocessn
commission to help pastors
Rinto effect changes la thegy arising from the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.
The new commission, includ-
ing representatives of ill dean-
eries in the archdiocese, is un-
der the direction of Msgr.
'Thomas J. Tobin, vicar gen-
eral
•
Rebate Rejected
BOSTON (RNS) - A bill
which would have required the
state to reimburse parents for
tuition paid for children in
private and parochial schools
was rejected here by the
Massachusetts House Educa-
tion Committee.
The bill was sponsored by
James F. Fallon Jr., a Mod-
ford, Mass., attorney who was
also the only person sup-
porting the measure in testi-
mony before the committee.
•
School Prayer Bill
ALBANY, N. Y. (RNS) -
Bills to make prayers in the
public schools constitutional
both in the *Ute and the na-
tion were introduced here tn
the New York State legisla-
ture. /■'
The "package” of three bills
included the following propos-
als:
• Passage of a joint resolu-
tion asking the U. S. Congress
to adopt| a
~
institutional
amendment permitting non-do-
nominations! prayers in the
nation’s public schools. , M
• Calling a constitutional
convention of the states for
the purpose of proposing such
an »mend meat,
i • Amending the state con-
stitution to allow prayers in
the public schools.
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At op* of your now neighbors wo would like to announce the opening of our
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The CUSTOM GENTLEMAN cor-
dially invites you to come in end sec
PHOTOMETRIC
The newest advance in the art of
making fine clothes
Come in today and see how this
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1963 CHEVROLETS
Impalas • Corvairs
Chevy II • Corvettes • Trucks
LEASE 1
1A
«3 CHEVROLETS A CADILLACS
ALL OTHER 62 MAKES
NEW LOW RATES
M 1*33 • L AMMOSINO Prr»4rnt
3085 HUDSON BOULEVARD
JERSEY C!TY • OL 6-8000
4 NcHfc of rsti SqWBr+
O p*« »* t • W#<J. & Sat. 4
GOODYEAR TIRES
WITH TUFSYN
COST NO MORE!
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Take your choice ...
NO MONEY DOWN-FREE MOUNTING
LANE’S INC.
659 Communipaw Av«., Jersey City
DE 3-6300
630 Main Street
Hasckentack, N.J.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No rnonoy down...4 months to payl
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Average Ordar la Accompanied by a Filled Book of
TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
Ifyou want thebest ...
is the place
Catholic Spokesman Critical
Kennedy School Proposal
Follows Previous Patterns
WASHINGTON (NCJ-Prcsi-
dent Kennedy's 1963 education
program follows the pattern
of its predecessors on the is-
sue of aid to church-related
schools: colleges and univer-
sities arc in. grade and high
schools for the most part are
out.
On the level of hlgcr edu-
cation, both public and private
colleges would be eligible to
take part in a proposed $3 bil-
lion loan program for construc-
tion of academic facilities.
LIKEWISE, students in both
public and private institutions
could'share in student loan in-
surance, student work-study
grants and graduate fellow-
ships.
In addition the program calls
for forgiveness of up to 30%
of National Defense Education
Act loan to a student who
chooses a teaching career. The
forgiveness feature would be
extended on an across-the-
board basis to all teachers,
rather than restricted to pub-
lic school teachers as now.
Both public and private col-
leges would be eligible for
grants for library construction
and expansion; foreign lan-
guage programs; graduate
school expansion; and college-
level education of technicians
in engineering; science and
health.
Public and private institu-
tions of higher education would
t '-o he equally eligible tor
federal grants for elementary
and secondary school teacher
training; and for specialised
training of teachers of handi-
capped and gifted children and
adult illiterates, as well as for
training of librarians and other
specialised personnel.
HOWEVER, the President's
proposed four-year $1.3 billion
program of f.derrl grants for
raising *ilari?s of grade and
high school teachers and tor
building grad* and high school
classrooms would make funds
available to public schools
only.
As now. public grade and
high schools would get grants
for science, mathematics and
foreign language teaching
equipment. Private schools
would get loans only.
Also, only public school*
would be eligible for vocation-
al education funds and federal
g""t* for a-iu't brsie cduca-
lion.
A LEADING spokesman for
Cathode education expressed
“ jyspro'ntment" at the Pres-
ident's program for aid to low-
er education while saying he
was encouraged by the propo-
sals lor higher education
Msgr. Frederick C. Iloch-
watt. director of the NCWC
Education Department, said
the President's education
message "contains something
far everybody—everybody ex-
cept the ctuklren whose nr-
ea.s have elected to send them
to private schools "
Curbing that the program
’•iTiores one Oild n seven m
elementary schools'* by ex-
cluding children in private in-
stitutions, Msgr. Hochwattaaid
in a statement:
"The claim that this fed-
eral aid program is compre-
hensive and balanced echoes
a hollow sound in the halls of
private elementary and sec-
ondary schools.
"Any proposal of a pattern
of discriminatory legislation
that disregards such a rich
educational resource cannot
be called balanced nor can it
be considered truly in the na-
tional interest.'*
Msgr. Hochwalt said the po-
sition of the NCWC Is “equal
treatment for all children,”
and added: “On this we stand
firm."
REP. ADAM Clayton Powell
of New York, chairman of the
House Education and Labor
Committee, said in a statement
that the President’s education
program is doomed unless
the major groups that speak
tor US. education can reach
agreement.
Powell said: “Unless all the
forces of cducstioo. including
the NaUooal Education Asso-
ciation and the National Cath-
olic Welfare Conference, can
come together and speak as
one for more and better edu-
cation for American youth,
then federal aid to education is
finished for the immediate fu-
ture.”
Powell said the Education
and Labor Committee will be-
gin bearings on the education
bill as soon as possible. The
committee will drop other mat-
ter* until the hearings on the
education bill are completed,
he stated.
SK". 17.WNK MORSE of
Oregon, c. airman of the Sen-
ate education subcommittee,
said hearings would begm In
the Senate as soon as Senate
committees are organised and
the current argument over
Senate rules is over. He ex-
pressed confidence that the
bearings will be "well on their
wsy” during February.
"Speaking personally."
Morse added. “I think it is
highly desirable to proceed
with this single bill and taka
te*u oooy from all of the inter-
ested group* and see if wo can
develop a consensu* on the ed-
u ato.ial needs of the coun-
try.”
GETTING UPDATED - Auxiliary Bishop Stanton, an alumnus of St. Peter's College, re-
turned there last week to brief the student body on the Second Vatican Council. Here
he chats with, from the left, John Daly, Robert Borgess and Frank Woodruff. Bishop
Stanton attended all the meetings at the council's first session which closed last Dec.
8 after two months of deliberation.
Laymen to Conduct
Forums on Faith
YAKIMA. Wish (NC) -
Catholic men la Yakima dio-
««m parishes will conduct
special forum* on Prt 3 Is
explain Catholic subjects amt
viewpoint* to member* of Uw
Church and to mm-Calhotirs.
““dnp P Dou-herty
of Yakim aaikcl Catholic* t i
bunt at least two doo-Catho-
lic frie-d* The program "’ll
hi a dt #1 i»y I'm r ocevio
Ciuoc.l of Catholic Men
33 Guest Speakers
At Labor Institute
'
’SEY CITY - T e an
p trance of It guc.t speakers
w.U feature the spring term
of the St. Peter's Institute of
lndust- at H Mailers, which
mens Feb. It at S' Pc'er'a
Prep.
Most of the guest lecturers
will appear in the series of
Wednesday night classes,
w'oicb o-en Feb. JO, Eight of
them will be beard in a course
titled. “Social Problems at the
Community Level," which will
Include such topics at alcohol-
ism. teenage drug addiction,
racial tensions, public housing
and public relief.
Another 1? speakers Mill
take part in the popular
Wednesday night panel discus-
sions conducted by Rev. Wil-
liam J. Smith, S.J., director of
the institute. This series will
be devoted to a discussion of
tome of the current topics af-
fecting the labor movement:
automation. unemployment,
public attitude, the runaway
shop and strikes.
ON MONDAY evenings,
eight speakers will be beard
in a series devoted to "Vital
Issues in Labor-Management
Relations." There will be eight
other courses given that night,
and seven on Wednesday aven-
ings in addition to the panel
discussions.
Among the guest lecturers
will be Judge David A. Nimmo
of Superior Court, ChieJ Mag-
istrate Nicholas Castellano of
Newark, Dennis Clarke, ex-
ecutive secretary of tbn New
York Catholic Interracial
Council; Dr. David Cana van
ol the Mt. Carmel Guild Hos-
pital, Paterson, and Vincent
J. Murphy, president of the
New Jersey State AFL-CIO.
A complete schedule of
courses can be obtained from
Father Smith at the school.
No tuition It charged and reg-
istration is open to all.
Maternity Class
TETANECK - A class for
expectant parents will be held
at Holy Name Hospital each
Monday evening at 7:30 p.m.
from Feb. 18 through Mar. 18.
Registration will be at 7:15
Sm.
Feb. 18 at Marian Hall,
was announced.
Scores Stand of 'Extremists'
OKLAHOMA CITY Over-
emphasis on the principle of
solidarity ts well aa a mis-
understanding of what it In-
volve! has been the cause of
much of the "fruitless debate"
between liberal and conserva-
tive Catholics, Rev. William
Faherty, S.J., of St. Louis, told
the National Conference of
Sodality Directors.
"The failure to recognize the
principle of tubsidarity has
been at the root of the fruit-
lesa debate between liberal
and conservative Catholics,"
be said.
“The liberal," he said, "ad-
mit* the duty of the state to in-
tervene in social affairs; but
he has become so disappointed
at the failure of private as-
sociatlons and local govern-
ments to bring about justice
that he relies entirely too much
on the activity of the central
government.
"The conservative Is so en-
amored of the ideas of local
government and free initiative
of individuals that he forgets
that as a final resort the gov-
ernment can and must step in
to insure justice to all its citi-
zens."
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Book Reviews
More Glass Fragments
raise high the roof-
ream, CARPENTERS AND
SEYMOUR AN INTRODUC-
TION, by J.D. Salinger. Little,
Brown. MS pages. $4.
JJ). Salinger, the darling of
fto sophisticates, here adds to
the aaga or what he has
promised will be the aaga—of
the Glass family.
The Glass family consistsof
Mama and Papa, former
vaudevilllans, and their seven
children, all former child ra-
dio stars. One of them, Walt,
was killed in some sort of
freak accident. Another, Scy-
mouv, an introspective type
who was the family adviser in
matters intellectual, put a
bullet in his noggin after bis
Army discharge. And that was
the end of Seymour, the sub-
ject of these two tales.
However, the other Glasses
ail erudite and apparently
almost as unorthodox as Sey-
mour—carry on. In book form,
wa have now met, at various
stages In their life, Franny, a
religiously-confused college
girl; Zooey, a TV personality
who tries to straighten her out
(these, along with Mama or
Bessie —afaOen-awty Catho-
lic, were the subjects of
“Franny and Zooey’’), and
Buddy, the narrator in the
present Instance. And, of
course, Seymour, although we
don’t actually meet Seymour
in the flesh, which Is probably
the way he would have wanted
it anyway.
SALINGER has elected to
tell the Glass family story
or better, short stories about
various members of the Glass
family in bits and pieces
through the New Yorker. That
is where these two tales, and
the Franny and Zooey frag-
ments, first appeared.
Others have appeared there
also, but they have not yet
been committed to book form.
. Considering the demand for
these stories the New York-
er Issues in which they ap-
peared are collector’s items
and librarians have to guard
their copies against surrepU-
ous scissoring this at least
proves Salinger's financial
acumen. Four or five books—
Ssllnger claims not even he
knows how many stories there
will be eventually at tt a
throw win put more bread on
the Salinger table than ooe
omnibus volume selling at,
say, RH.
ANYWAY, to the matter at
hand. In "Raise High the
Roofbeam. Carpenters," Bud-
dy, who at the time (a miner-
ably hot June 4, IMS) to a
pleurisy-ridden G.1., tails the
story of Seymour's tany wed-
ding.
Or rather, what happens
when Seymour, an Air Corps
corporal figures ball skip the
ceremony and wait for the
bride-to-be at her bouse,
where she's bound to return
when he makes Uk* a no-show
political hack, then they will
slope because Seymour to too
happy to get married on bis
wodkUhg day.
NOT AWARE OF bis plans,
the guests are somewhat upset
and at It happens Buddy to
jammed Into a limousine with
some of them, including the
angry matron of honor, aa
they are on their way to com-
miserate with the supposedly
jilted bride.
Only Salinger could make
out of such ingredients s
plausible entertaining
story. He doe* it with his np
tea far making even banal di-
alogue natural and mvaaingfel
and wftb his knack far realis-
tic itaacrtptton of the eesnman
place.
You never find yourself
saying that such a snowy tale
couldn't be.
"SEYMOUR an Introduc-
tion" to in a different vela. It
to a reminiscent essay by the
now elder and professorial
Buddy and purports to be an
introduction to a coOcctioo of
Seymour's poems written,
naturally enough knowing Sey-
mour, in an Oriental form.
Buddy's writing here gives aa
much iru:cht into Buddy him-
self (and Into Sating*?) aa to
Seymour
There to much philosophic
meandering and musing which
takas it out of the realm of
ordinary interest bat tree Sal-
inger buffs umi simp tt in
their breasts all the mare rev-
erently far that.—Jeaepfc R.
Thomas.
Code and Wisdom
CHRBT AND THE MODERN
CONSCIENCE, by Canon
Jacoet Leclercq. Translated
by Ronald Matthews. Sheed
and Ward. SS.
Canon Leclercq has made a
valiant effort to give Christian
morality a proper perspective
in dm world of the 1960'a and,
if be has not quite succeeded,
it is perhaps more the fault of
our confused world than of hit
succinct prose.
His book warrants careful
reading and must be read in
its entirety. There is great dan-
ger that, selected quotes from
it, used out of context, may be
employed by polemicists to
prove points that the professor
of philosophy at Louvain Col-
lege carefully refutes on other
MOST OF THE confusion
comes up when be defines the
difference between the coda
morality most Catholics live
by 'and what he refers to as
"wisdom morality." a higher
code developed out of the rec-
ognition of God at the source
of all love.
The quick reader might at
times be led to think that Can-
on Leclercq has fallen into the
trap# which caught such think-
era as Nietzsche, who absolved
his Superman from the neces-
sity of observing the rules
which bind mere men. But the
Canon carefully explains that,
while the wise man may seem
to be abeotved of aoma of the
accidents of the moral code,
be la, as a member of sodety,
obliged to observe them In so
far as it is necessary to avoid
the giving of scandal. (An ex-
ample: Catholic scholars must
read books banned to the aver-
age Catholic in order to be in
a position to refute false phi-
losophy)
CANON LECLERCQ is con-
cerned with some of the over-
emphasis given to certain posi-
tions in the Christian coda mor-
ality at the expense of far
more important points. Ha Is
afraid that too many Catholics
may be led into the error of
the self-justifying Pharisee be-
cause of their does obser-
vance of ana or two command-
menu, while at the same time
they neglect others. The mo-
rality of the Gospels, be re-
minds ua, is one of positive
commands (love God, love Uty
neighbor), not negative Injunc-
tions.
There are times when the
reader wishes that Canon Le-
clercq had perhaps developed
a point more extensively. This
is particularly true when be
comments on what Is usually
referred to (though not by him,
specifically) aa the New Mor-
ality. Ha makes some Mtag
points against the prophets of
our age, the NeoMslthuusn*.
atheistic Existentialists, etc.,
but they are scattered, per-
haps to be collected together
and developed in a later wort.
If there is ooe objection to
Canon Leclercq's own position,
it is that ho seems to be, phil-
osophically, what is known aa
a Christian Existentialist. As
a practical philosophy, this to
viable, but it dose not always
make fbr the sharp distinctions
that render the work of a Mar-
italn or a Chesterton easier
going for the noa-profrsalenal
In philosophy. - R> Gram
Red Slant
On Scripts
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Youngsterr are swarming to
*o* "Taras Bulba," from
Nikolai Gogol's story about
16th century Russian cossacks,
"struggling for freedom from
Polish oppression." As history
the film to punk. As spectacle
it has its moments.
One minute Christian char-
acters bless themselves. The
next minute they commit
fiendish cruelties. One teach-
ing monk gives a student an
unmerciful whipping while an-
other monk, (with imputed
futility?) prays for the boy.
The big question now Is why
many communists and pro-
communists are hired to work
on precisely the type of
screenplay that best lends it-
self to perverse, anti-Chris-
tian, pro-Marxist slanting.
THE SLIP-SHOD "Taras
Bulba" script is written partly
by Waldo Salt, named by
several self-admitted com-
munist* as one of their party.
To this, in MU. ha rtfused to
•ay "yaa" or "nay." lUatory
or Gogol may lend substance
to Salt's script, but from his
background as a writer he
should know that the juxta-
position of scents, with em-
phasis on seme facto and omis-
sion of others, forms the very
woof and warp of propagan-
dist fabrication.
Samuel Bronston bat hired
Ben Barman. who left tha
US. after being identified as
a communist. He collaborate*
with Philip Yordan (never In-
volved m Congressional In
vostigaUun) oa Uw script of
Bieeaton’a Impending super-
spectacle. "The Fall of the
Roman Empire." This, like
"Tara* Buibe" on aa even
larger scale would *oem to
offer opportunities or tempts
tioaa to si** history against
the Church. Yontan s "King
of Kings " wa* foil of hi*
torical. scriptural aad thro-
logical toarcuraries.
DO THOSE who defend the
right of a communist writer
to work hero, or of a film
producer to employ him. re*
ognlro minority rights only?
Whst happens to the right of
an American majority to be
free from ily Marxist nudging
when they go to the movies?
When Otto Preminger
openly hired Dalton Trumbo
for "Exodua," the American
Legion and the press raised
questions. Tbey had said noth-
ing when Trumbo. under a
phoney name, wrote "The
Brave One" for the King
Brothers. Stapley Kramer em-
ployed Nedrick Young (as
"Nathan Douglas") to help
write "The Defiant Ones."
Protest came only after the
films had been well launched
at the theaters.
Moye recently, when Otto
Prfmtnger hired King Lard-
ncr Jr (like Malts, one of
the Hollywood Ten), protests
were beard because it was un-
derstood Lardner was to script
Robinaon's novel. "Tha Car-
dinal," now starling active
Kiduction in Boston andme. Preminger says that
Robert Potter, a promising
young writer with a Catholic
background, has written "The
Cardinal"
The press and certain or-
ganisation* opposed to com-
munism in this country, draw
distinctions between employ-
ing • man with a pro-corn
munlit record and entrusting
him with Uw type of story no
dedicated Marxist could han-
dle without doing it violence.
Africa Play Due
At Blackfriars'
NEW YORK - "Decleton at
Tenge." an original two-act
Ptoy by J. J. Genghegan. wtli
open el Bteckfrian' Theatre.
“urrtftaa-
emerging African eountrw*.
and eeea through the eyee of
an trtah mtotianary.
"Decision at Tm*o" to
scheduled to run to March 11.
Reservations: Circle 1 SOS.
Father Finlev
In TV Series
NKW YORK
- Rav. James
F Finley CAP . vksr gen-
-vM of Uw Paultsi Fitter*
aid director of their com-
muotcatiras du.n.ir.. will be-
gin a IS-week series of talks
•■a WHN. Sunday. Peb. g. at
•;M a.m. Father Finley to a
native of Jersey Uty.
TRto of Uw aeries to ' Count
Uw World Conquered " Talks
wlL' deal with Uw Individual s
oopeettian in Uw mission of
Christ as Ha evtreome* Uw
world.
MOVIESm
For fmrfbrr information MA 5-5700 or AD 24W00
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Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Plays■
Abe lincoln in Illinois
Strong and affecting revival of
Sherwood’s drama about the
moody young Salem lawyer's
first brush with destiny. (Fa-
mily)
School for Scandal, The
Eloquent and elegant revival
of Sheridan’s eomedy of man-
ners by a superior British com-
pany. (Family)
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Communism Study
WASHINGTON "Commu-
nism in Five Hours." a book-
let published by the Catholic
Education Press has gone into
Its fifth printing. Designed for
students and discussion
groups, the booklet is avail-
able through Catholic Univer-
xtty bare.
Librarians List
Sr. M. Catharine
PHILADELPHIA - Sister
Mary Catherine O'Connor of
St. Elizabeth’s College, Con-
vent Station, will address the
Philadelphia Area Unit ef the
Catholic Library Association at
its 16th annual Catholic Author
Luncheon Feb. 23.
Sister Mary Catharine, au-
thor of “The Kinderbeast
Prize" published last year, will
speak on “The Nun as Liter-
ary Subject and Artist.”
Hines to Sing
At Marylawn
SOUTH ORANGE - Mary-
lawn of tha Oranges will pre-
sent its annual Jerome Hines
concert Feb. 2 at the Audito-
rium, sponsored by the Fa-
thers' Club.
The Metropolitan Opera star
will be accompanied by a
group including Mary Curtis-
Varna, Barry Moreil. Helen
Vanni aod pianist Alexander
Alexey.
Hines recently returned from
a tour of the Soviet Union.
6 the advocate Jamury SI, IMS
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For LUNCHEON & DINNER
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
US MT. PROSPECT AVI., NIWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUmholdt 2-5019
Per Poreom Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12d0 A M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at tha Boulevard, Eait Paterson, NJ.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directlonti
Driving South on Qarden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
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ADORESB_
CITY -STATE-
NEWARK OFFICE: MA 3-5314
CHURCH * MAM INFORMATION
For the gourmet ..,
UtttEE RESTAURANT
rranl Slroat ' • PUINHItO
7-3007 far Una la bar
Gracious Elegant
Dining Decor
Superb French Cuisine
Lunch
Cocktails
Dinner
Party Facilities
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BILLIA
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•n' %
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To remember and be remembered
L ... iluTucquUite deoor. our famoue
continental cuiiinc, the auperb French aerviee. Erery glam-
orout detail arranged with impeccable taate. Select from 20.
beautiful function room*, all fully air conditioned. Aooooh
modeling front 10 to 1500 peraona.
BROAD STREET AT UN COIN PARK, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Manicotti
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2449 Morris Ave.,
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St. Joseph's
Files Plans
PATERSON - The St. Jo-
•eph’s Hospital $8 million ex-
pansion procram moved for-
ward this week with the an-
nouncement that preliminary
plans have been filed with the
city Planning Board.
Demolition may begin this
apring on buildings which will
be torn down to make
way for the new edifices. -The
new buildings will increase the
bed capacity from 524 to 624
and will also double the X-ray
facilities.
There will be expansion of
outpatient facilities on the
south side of the hospital, con-
struction of anew three-story
building in the rear, which
can later be raised to six
stories, and provision for new
parking facilities.
To Stan Work
On Infirmary
LODI Archbishop Boland
will break ground for the in-
firmary of the Felician Sisters
at the Immaculate Conception
molherhouse here Feb. 2 at 10
a.m.
The new building will be a
four-story edifice and will ac-
commodate about 90 infirm
and aged Sisters. The second
floor will be given over to
care of the sick, while the
third and fourth floors will
have rooms for retired mem-
bers of the congregaft—.
There will also bes chapel
on the first floor, seating about
100.
Msgr. Hamilton
To Bf Honored
JERSEY ClTY—Msgr. James
A. Hamilton, pastor of Si.
Patrick's Church, will be guest
of honor at the annual dinner
of the Friendly Sons of St.
Patrick Mar. 14 at the Union
Chib in Hoboken. Msgr. Hamil-
ton will be presented with an
Irish shillelagh.
Guest speakers will be Rev.
Charles F.X. Dolan. S J., of
St. Peter's College, who grew
up in St. Patrick's parish, and
Dr. Maurice Leahy of Ford-
ham University.
Oradell Architect
On State Board
TRENTON-John J. Trich.
Oradell architect who special-
ize* in church and school de-
signs, has been named to the
New Jersey State Board of
Architects by Gov. Richard J.
Hughes.
He will serve for five years.
The five-member board ap-
proves the licensing of archi-
tect* and oversees operation of
the state'* architectural law.
Essex CWV Honors
Trio at Convention
ORANGE Presentation of
the For God. For Country and
For Home Awards highlighted
the 1963 convention of the Es-
sex County Catholic War Vet-
erans Jan. 27 at St. John's
School Hall.
Rev. Matthew M. Pesaniello.
director of the department for
the mentally retarded for the
Mt. Carmel Guild, accepted
the For God Award for Msgr.
Joseph A. Dooling, guild di-
rector. The For Country
Award went to former Assem-
blyman Frank A. LaMorte and
the For Home award to Rev.
Paul V. Colbs, associate di-
rector of the arebdloeesan
Family Life Apostolate.
OTHER AWARDS included
an activity award to Gold Star
Post, Irvington; a distinguish-
ed service award to Edward
Egan, third vice commander,
and a chaplain's cross to Very
Rev. George E. Sherry. OS B ,
county chaplain. These were
presented by outgoing com-
mander Chester J. W’ilk.
Paul V. Caffrey, national
hospital chairman, presented
hospital awards for out-
standing service to Stanley
Soltysik. Essex County hospi-
tal chairman, Anthony Kotin-
ski. post treasurer of Gold
Star Post, and to the Gold
Star Ladies Auxiliary.
Dr. Joseph A. Santiago was
elected commander of the
county chapter and Mrs. Jo-
sephine Pace was chosen as
president of the ladies auxil-
iary.
Resolutions adopted by the
convention included endorse-
ment of bibs to re-establish
equitable properly exemptions
for veterans and senior citi-
zens. commendation of the
Newark office ot the Legion of
Decency and a request that
municipal boards of education
make all important national
holidays vacation days.
THE INVOCATION “Kyne
rleuon” came from the Ori-
ent to Rome In the sth cen-
tury.
CWV AWARDS - Holding awards received at the 1963 convention of the Essex County
Catholic War Veterans are, left to right. Rev. Matthew M. Pesaniello, Frank A laMorte
and Rev. Paul V. Collis. The convention was held Jon. 27 ot St. John's, Orange.,
Seminary CollectionOrdered
Dignity of Priesthood Cited
following is the text of a Utter Irons Archbishop Boland
asking that a collection for Immaculate Conception Seminary
he taken np in all parishes tome Sunday in February,
The annual collection for the
major diocesan seminary shall
be taken up at all the Masses
In every parish church in the
Archdiocese on a Sunday in
February to be designated by
the reverend
pastor.
Foremost
among the
sublime gilts
which Our Di-
vine Lord be-
queathed to
Hi* Church
are the Bless
•andSacrament
and the priesthood. Since to
priests alone has the Holy Eu-
charist been entrusted, and
through priests alone 1*
the Eucharist possible, the
necessity and dignity of the
priesthood need no further
proof for the devout Catholic.
For the priest calls Our Divine
Lord upon the altar in the sub-
lime eacrifice of the Maas; he
brings the Savior to the souls
of men In Holy Communion;
he is the ambassador of
Christ, (he dispenser of the di-
vine myeteries. In a word, his
ministry Is the continuation of
divine redemption of mankind
exercised in “all patience and
doctrine.”
BESIDES. the Catholic
priesthood has always been,
as It Is today, the bulwark of
eternal truths. Because of hie
sacred teaching office, he
must, in season and out of
season, affirm and demon-
strate the existence of God,
'he immortality of the soul,
the wonders of the Incarnation
and Redemption and the abso-
lute need of grace for salva-
tion. •
At the same time he must
proclaim and defend the com-
mandments to love God above
all things and our neighbor as
ourselves, to explain and up-
hold the sanctity of marriage,
the rights and duties of parents
and children; the mutual rela-
tions of employers and work-
men.
CANDIDATES who aspire to
the priesthood require a long
aud exacting .preparationand,
hence, have need of a sacred
place of study where the prop-
er teaching will be given
them completely, adequately
and without compromise. It is
in the major seminary that
they are trained in piety,
study and the knowledge of
truth translated into actioo
through the cultivation of vir-
tue in the giving of good exam-
ple and devotion to th« Blessed
Eucharist.
At present we have 233 stn-
dents in our major seminary.
To tho faithful and clergy
who have made our major
seminary possible goes the
deep gratitude of the entire
archdiocese. May Our Divine
Lord, the great High Priest,
bless all those who contribute
generously to this collection.
May His Sacred Heart, the
source of all. consolation,
richly reward them for their
xeal in promoting the apostolic
work of vocations to the priest-
hood.
Leddy Elected
MIAMI BEACH - Raymond
P. Uddy of Newark was
elected treasurer of the Na-
tional Association of Catholic
Publishers and Dealers In
Church Goods at the Kth an-
nual convention here last
week. James A. Doherty of
Scranton was named presi-
dent.
Pediatrics Wins
Opens at All Souls
MORRISTOWN - All Souls
Hospital is ready to open its
new pediatrics department on
the third floor of the west
wing of the new building.
The floor has been com-
pletely renovated. It will have
two sections, one a teenage
pavilion and the other treating
babies and children.
The children's section has a
sick nursery for six to eight
babies, another area for six (o
eight toddlers and a third area
for tonsillectomy patients.
A FEATURE of the teenaga
pavilion is separate dining
units for boys and girls. There
is also a large room, divided
into two sections for teens and
younger children, where tele-
vision and varioua types of
toys and games are available.
Work has begun on the ma-
ternity section.
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ANTI-CHURCH PRESSURE
ON THE RISE, SAYS
POLAND'S CARDINAL
One recent Polish law classifies convents as “luxury
hotels" —andtaxes them accordingly. In the words of Stefan
Cardinal Wyszynski: “The pace of the onslaught is quicken-
ing."
This week, in an exclusive Saturday Evening Post inter-
view, Cardinal Wyszynski tells of his long struggle with
Poland's Communist bosses. You’ll learn how a near-miracle
saved the Cardinal from a firing squad. How his knowledge,
of Marxist philosophy confounded Red officials. And how he
and Party Chairman Gomulka have reached an “understand-
ing" that may yet save Poland from bloodshed.
Read this exclusive story in the current Post. Pick up
your copy today.
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Your Race Conscience
Racism is the country’s “most seri-
ous domestic evil." This in capsule is the
call to action of the National Conference
on Religion and Race held recently in
Chicago.
BY UNANIMOUS vote delegates to
the conference adopted “an appeal to the
conscience of the American people." To
our national shame this appeal comes in
January of the 100th anniversary year of
the Emancipation Proclamation.
The appeal admits “this evil (racism)
has deep roots. It will not easily be eradi-
cated
...
We mourn the fact that patterns
of segregation remain entrenched every-
where, North and South, East and West.
The spirit and letter of our laws are
mocked and violated.
“We have been slow to recognize
that racial discrimination and segregation
are an insult to God, the giver of human
dignity and rights.
"We repent our failures and ask the
forgiveness of God.
"We ask the forgiveness of our
brothers whose rights we have ignored
and whose dignity we have offended."
The U. S. census report (1960) shows
that 38% of the population of the City of
Newark is Negro. It is now three years
later. To say there is need of education
on both sides is understatement. The task
on any front is not simple.
We must keep before us the words
of Pope John XXIII In “Christianity and
Social Progress": “Let them (sincere Cath-
olic men) take great care not to weaken
their efforts in constant controversies
Nor should they under pretext of seeking
what they think best, fail to do what they
can and hence should do."
THE NEGROES who have migrated
North in recent years are almost all of
rural Protestant background. Their Chris-
tianity may differ from ours, though all of
us may call ourselves Christians. For the
most part their education and job train-
ing has been inferior. They are qualified
for fewer and usually lower paying jobs.
In turn they can afford only lower rent
housing with the accompanying living
conditions.
If conscience is pricked, let it be
pricked to action—action in the direction
of education and job training opportunity,
equal employment opportunity, equal
recreation and housing facilities freely
chosen. Most important of all let there be
opportunity to know and be one with the
whole Christ.
In the words of John XXIII, "As no
one really enjoys liberty unless he uses
it, so no one really knows how to act ac-
cording to Catholic teaching in the eco-
nomic and social fields, unless he acts ac-
cording to this teaching in the same area."
Needed: More Sisters
In a diocese in the Mid-West four
Catholic elementary schoola and one Cath-
olic high school are vacant. The same con-
dition exists in a Catholic school in South
Jersey. The reason no Sisters are avail-
able.
FROM TIME TO TIME we have this
complaint from parents: "We send our
children to parochial schools because we
want them to get something they cannot
get in public schools —aCatholic train-
ingunder the guidanceand supervision of
Sisters. One of our children has not bad a
Sister in class for six yean. Our other
child had two Sisters in eight years. Why
always a lay teacher? Something is wrong
here.”
There certainly is something wrong.
Every religious community is complaining
about the lack of vocations —and the vo-
cations that are stifled or smothered.
A pastor In the Archdiocese of New-
ark applied to the Mother Provincial for
another Sister because he had added a
classroom to his school. He received this
answer “Father, I would like to help you.
At this moment the onlv one I could send
you would be myself. Every available Sis-
ter that I have is out teaching in our
schools."
Why the lack of Sisters and voca-
tions? The reasons are minted One
Mother Provincial placed her finger on a
sore spot with this comment: "In many
cases the family, and the mother in partic-
ular, must take a great deal of the blame.
They are too anxious to marry off their
daughter to some prominent and respecta-
ble young man. Life in a convent is some-
thing they would hardly find suitable for
her."
How shall we have Sisters in our
schools if parents discourage their daugh-
ters from entering the convent? Instead
they should pray for the grace, privilege
and blessing of a vocation in their fam-
ilies.
At the same time we should not un-
derestimate the value and the importance
of the dedicated and loyal lay teachers
that we have. Without them our parochial
schoola would be in a sad plight. But if
parents want Sisters to teach their chil-
dren they should examine their con-
sciences. They may have a vocation right
in their own family. Vocations must be
fostered and encouraged.
Sign of Recognition
Archbishop Boland has been the
Shepherd of the Archdiocese of Newark
for a decade. During those fruitful 10
yean, marked by a series of astounding
achievements from the completion of the
cathedral to the founding of the first med-
ical school in New Jersey, 212 members
of his flock have been signally honored
by the Holy See. One hundred twenty-
four priests and 88 of the laity have been
accorded honors by the successon of St.
Peter.
CERTAINLY THE TITLES conferred
and the medals awarded to the Prothono-
taries, the Right Reverend and Very Rev-
erend Monsignori, the Papal Knights and
the Ladies represent honor and just mer-
it for the 212 recipients. But even more,
they represent honor for the Archdiocese
of Newark. These titles and honors and
medals are clear evidence that the Holy
See recognizes the tremendous vitality of
the Church of Newark.
But those who have been honored
through the last decade are merely the
representativesof the more than a million
souls who really constitute the life prin-
ciple of this portion of the Universal
Church.
The Archbishop has sought and ob-
tained these honors from the Holy See
for every level of activity in the archdio-
cese and has seen them distributed in all
the four counties which comprise the
archdiocese. Priests who have given their
lives to education were created Mon-
signors as representatives of those count-
less priests who teach. Priests in the par-
ishes were honored as representatives of
those indefatigable pastors who labor tire-
lessly for their parishioners. Priests in
the chancery were honored as representa-
tives of the unwearied administrators of
the archdiocese.
LAYMEN AND LAYWOMEN were
honored as well. Some for their philan-
thropy were named Knights of St Greg-
ory. They are the representative* of those
who have given much through the years
to the support of the archdiocese. Others
were honored for their direct service to
the Archbishop and represent all those
hidden workers whose service is constant
and generous. Laywomen were honored
for their increasing activity in behalf of
the Church: there were catecbical work-
ers, leaders in the works of charitv. un-
seen secretaries, all of them representa-
tives of the unending sacrificial work of
the women of the archdiocese.
Organizations were honored as well.
The CCD and the NCCW*were recognized
in the persons of their members who were
honored. The Holy Name Societies, the
NCCM and tbe administrators of tha Arch-
diocesan Development Campaign were not
overlooked. Serra, tbe work of laymen for
vocations, was recognized in the honoring
of four of its chaplaina.
Indeed, while Rome and the Arch-
bishop singled out individualsfor recog-
nition, in reality, Rome and the Arch-
bishop were saying to the entire archdio-
cese, "Well done, thou good and faithful
servants of the Archdiocese of Newark."
Something for Everyone
When Christ told His apostles to
preach the Gospel to everyone, He surely
did not mean that this was to be the only
means of announcing His teachings. From
the time the four Evangelists put their
quills to parchment, followers of Christ
have been using the written word to
spread the “good news."
FROM THE SEEDLINGS of the Go*
pels, the Catholic press has branched out
in many varied forms. The figures for
just this country alone give some Idea
how prolific are today's successors of the
Evangelists.
At present there are 118 Catholic
newspapers. Each year the number in-
creases while the number of secular news-
papers is on the decline. Circulation fig-
ures, too, take a healthy jump upwards
each year.
Catholic magazines number 371. They
appeal to a wide variety of interests.
The/e are magazines for the family, for
the missions, for youth, for religious and
so on. The latest in the field is published
just for buyers in Catholic institutions.
• Last year 1,100 Catholic books were
offered by 200 publishers, of which 75
are strictly publishers of religious books.
The number of pamphlets, booklets
and bulletins published each year on top-
ics of Catholic belief and practices is
practically countless.
WITH SUCH A MASS of written ma-
terial available, there is no excuse for a
Catholic to be Ignorant of the teachings
of hi» Church. No excuse, that is, except
indifference.
Only God knows the good that these
publications are doing. While there is no
way of Judging the force of their influ-
ence, persecutors of the Church give us
our best clue. From Nero to Castro, their
first attack has always been to silence the
Catholic press. In every case it has
emerged stronger than ever.
Catholic Press Month
Disciples of John
Go Off With Christ
By FRANK J. SHEED
Our Lord ntnud to to*
Jordan to be greeted by toe
Baptist aa Lamb of Cod. tt
*ll no mere ceremonial greet
tag. It bad blood in It What
must tt have meant to Our
Lord*
He knew that He was the
Paschal Lamb. Me knew what
Isaias baa said about tbe sharp
led to tbe slaughter, what
Jeremlaa had said about tha
mack lamb lad to the tlaugh-
terhonae. and knew that the
prophets were talking of Him-
self
The Baptist ! phrase toM
Him nothing He did not al-
ready know. And He vu not
God only: Ha was flash ami
blood man toe. Each new re-
minder of what lay before Him
would bring its own foretaste
of Cetharmam
THE BAPTMT foes on to
say that ibis Jteua Is the
One to whom be had so stead
Uy referred, the One far whom
hi* own lesser mission was a
preparation He tells of the
fpirtt dear ending upon Him at
Mia Baptism, and that this was
tbe sign Cod had premised by
which he should know tbe
Mesata*. He eoartwdea: "And !
taw; and 1 gave testimony,
that Uiii M Um Son of Cod '*
Gabriel had told Our Lady
that her Son should bo colled
toe Son of God. Satan bad said
twice ‘lf you are the Son of
God." Now at last a mao calia
Him to.
Who beard the Baptist say-
ing all this? It msy be that
Our Lord came while the
crowds were still there. It may
be that He came at the end
of the day when none re-
mained save John and his dis-
ciple*. We are not told.
Was John the Evangelist,
who records the arena for us,
present at UT At any rata, La
was there neat day when Our
Lord returned and the Bap.
list once more said "Behold
the Lamb of God." We are
even toM toe Ume of day
it waa toe tenth hour, about
four p.m.
THE BAPTIST stood there
with two of hi* disciple*. Oae
waa Andrew, toe brother of
Simon Peter; the other Is not
named. John never names
himself; in hla Gospel, too
word John always means tbs
Baptist; but whenever be
pointedly avoids naming some-
one, that someone la he.
As Our Lord loft too river
bank, Andrew and John fol-
lowed Him. He turned and
naked them why they were fol-
lowing Him, what they wanted
of Him. They answered "Rab-
bi, where do you live?" And
Ho said "Come and see."
Than was something special
about Uus interchange tt u
toe first wholly ordinary roe
versa boa reported of Our
Lord
ANDREW AND John call
Him Rabbi, which mean* Mas-
ter. Tbe word bad MM at pres
ant official meaning A man
was called Rabbi not because
be held a particular position,
tort because other man regard
ed him as profoundly learned
in the law
•
Andrew and John had been
disciples of toe Baptist, had
got their first apostolic train-
tog from him. knew him fjr
the great prophet he waa.
Store he acknowledged Jesus
as hi* mastrr. they could do
no less
What was tbe Baptist think-
tog a* be watched them go*
They bad been hi* disciples:
that was now over They had
chosen toe better part, and it
was be himself who had shown
them that It was better H#
rejoiced foe them; but there
i» always sadaess when trie rats
part He rejoiced for them,
was he longing to go with
them?
For Vocations
Members of toe Apos-
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgenca
under toe ordinary condi-
tions on:
Feb. 2 - Feaat of the
Purification
Once a week, U one re-
cites dally, with piety, any
prayer for vocatlona ap-
proved by too occlealaaUcal
authority.
A partial indulgence of
800 days may be gained for
each act of charity or
piety performed for toe in-
tention of fostering voca-
tion* to tha priesthood.
All Communists
Our Enemies
By LOCK r. BUDENZ
Wore the contents of toe
December Interaatmoal Af-
fairs widely known, we would
be less tempted to relax our
aatl-commoaiat efforts be-
cause of toe SteoSoviet dis-
pute. We would become sharp
iy conscious that while we
were watching toe Chinese
end Soviet communists, Tito
bad slipped openly into toe
Moecow comp, taking with
him the U billion we gave him
While International Affairs
waa denouncing the Pentagon
aa guilty of "tatemeticnal law-
lessnen." our President of
‘piracy" toward Cuba, and
Boon again of "anti-Soviet
hysteria," what are most of
our respected Journalists say
iag.
ONE OF OUR columnists
recommended that now we
could enter Into "a teat ban
treaty," presumably without
Inspection. This was because
“tha main danger of Chins,
sheltered Soviet cheating" will
have disappeared. The British
"Soviet expert," Edward
Craakahaw, wax bidding ua
look to a future wonderland of
peaceful coexistence" The
Manchester Guardian and
Washington commentator, Max
Freedman, urged that we re-
new favorite trade benefits to
Red Poland and Red Yugosla-
via, both bent upon our ruin.
Two of our leading newspa-
pers even hinted that com
muniam under Khrushchev
waa now ending its drive
against the West for good aa
Islam did, because of divisions
and lack of original fana-
ticism. This waa a misreading
of history.
WHAT 18 IT that Khrush-
chev says In the current In-
ternational Affairs?
First, the Pentagon I*
charged with making an "ef-
fort to turn lawlessness into
law, so aa to juilify the in-
ternational crimes committed
by U. S. militarist*." This has
not only been marked by "il-
legitimate acts in too air and
in spaco," but alio by toe at-
tempt to "aubatantiate U. S.
aggression against Cuba, which
la aimed at the forcible over-
throw of toe social and eco-
nomic system freely chosen by
the Cuban people."
The publication charges that
U. S. armed forces have vio-
lated the basic proVlaions of
toe UN charter. They have
dona ao "by their aggressive
act* against Cuba
" TVn the
question U iikcd
"What remain* of respect
for sovereignly and idepend-
ence. of equal righis and non
interference, when the strong-
cat capitalist power threaten*
Cuba with aU her military
might and trie* to dictate to
her what the U to bay abroad,
wboaa economic and defense
auiatance *he i* to accept or
not arcepiV
THE CHARGED include (be
idea that "the blockade i* sim-
ultaneously a means of U. S.
interference in Cuba'* domes-
tic affair*, in short, it is inter-
vention. which is prohibited
not only by the UN charter
but alio by the charter of the
Organisation of American
States '* The conclusion is
reached that the world must
see the necessity "to bridle the
U. S militarists and tbetr ac-
complices." The leaders of the
U. S. armed forces should be
checked in their "reckless
acts," since they are promot-
ing "savage jungle law."
from that attack, the pub-
lication goes on to indict
‘ “American imperialism" on
page after page. It reaches its
high point when it demands
the end of all U. 8. bases in
Latin America. They are aaid
to be not only "part of the
, world-wide military system of
'American imperialism." but
also agencies for suppress-
ing national liberation move-
ments.
When the whole story Is fully
told on inner-communist argu-
ments and relations, we will
bitterly learn again that all
communists are our bandit-like
enemies. This is so whether
they art called Khrushchev,
Mao. or Tito.
February Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral Intention for February
is:
That those who are tak-
ing part ta the council may
seek, with mutual charity
and understanding, the uni-
vernj good of toe Church.
The mission Intention sug-
gested (or- the Apoatleahip
of Prayer by the Pope is:
That toe rulera of newly
independent African na-
tions may realize that the
Church promote* social jus-
tice. , ' ■
„
•
The Question Box
Principles Guiding
Evolution Study
Rev. Leo FarUy, S.T.D., and St tv. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary. Darlington, Ramsay, S. /,
are editors of The Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them there for answers in this column, or to Question Box
Editor, Tbe Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N, J.
Q. Last week our question
waa a summary composite of
toe maay totters received on
ovolntion and Catholic atti-
tudes. In response Rev. Ras-
Mil G. Rofflno, Ph.D., of toe
Mmtoary faculty made the
aaceetary preliminary dis-
tinctions In this highly com-
plex matter, and set the stage
fer his cesrttonatton tola week
•f toe pkltonaphte and scien-
tific dimensions of too prob-
lem.
A. In any consideration of
evolution-and this should to-
dude eipedally the formal In-
vestigation ot tbe scientist—-
some basic.principles of na-
ture muat be constantly main-
tained:
(1) There i* an essential
difference between life and
non-life. Yet. this actual dif-
ference doe* not mean that,
by proper arrangement, life
could not have come from
noo life (The justification of
this principle far exceeds our
scope here.)
(2) There is an essential dif-
ference between plant life and
animal life Every living form
muat be either one or the oth-
er.
(3) Development of specie*
cannot be determined entirely
by chenee. Evolution muat be
understood aa purposefully di-
rveted: it points to h* Intelli-
gent Cause.
(4) If man is to be included
to the evolutionary process,
the principle of life in him
(toe soul), since it is spiritual,
could not be toe direct product
of a material evolution. The
human soul's coming inio
existence would demand a
special Intervention of toe
Intelligent Cause
Further, a basic caution is
always needed tn this area.
For. to certain cases, what ap-
pear* at first glance u> be
naturally possible, on closer
analysis can Appear to be im-
possible Thu* m a sense It
might seem possible for a hu-
man being to be born of an
ape. Yet when considered in-
tegrally <l*.. not only phyti
tally, but also pwychologically,
aocially, and according to
man* unique dignity), such a
phenomenon seem* to be an
impossibility.
ficultics have also been un-
earthed. The intermediate
forms found up to the present
are quite limited in number
and type. Also, some forms of
life seem to have no related
forme and indicate e sudden,
rather than gradual, appear-
ance. More disconcerting to
the scientist is the fact that,
while the very nature of evolu-
tion la to proceed from the
leu perfect to toe more per-
fect, apparent Inversions of
the process have been estab-
lished. Finally, toe constant
aource of embarrassment to
evolution is that some very an-
cient forms of life still exist
quite the same as they were
millions of years ago.
AT THIS POINT I offer a
two fold conclusion concerning
evolution (as we have defined
it) ot non-human life. On the
one hand, toe evolutionary
proposition in general is
definitely favored. On toe
other hand, it is impossible to
aay what the actual extension
and limits of this proposition
are. To be faithfully scientific,
we muat affirm that thus far
actual evidence demonstrate*
only a related development
within family groups (e.g.,
canidae: wolves, foxes, dogs,
and their variant*).' Extra-
family evolution is not strictly
demonstrated, but only more
or lets certain.
This certainty would depend
on numerous factors, and var-
lea in proportion to toe exten-
sion of the categories of life
forms The less extended the
category (eg., carnivorous),
the more certain is tho
group's connected develop-
ment; toe more extended too
category (e g., mammals), toe
less certain is its connected
development. When we finally
arrive at the most extended
category of life forms, the
Phylum (eg. the verte-
brates). evolution becomes
merely a valid speculative
possibility And to dlacus*
extra phylum evolution (auch
a* vertebrates and non-verte-
brates coming from toe samo
original form) is timply to
speculate
But *o much for non human
evolution. Next week we will
complete our entry withs con-
sideration of the evolution ot
mankind
Editor's note: IT# bate re-
ceived an ot eruhelming ret-
Ponte to our appeal of a few
uaekt ago for information
and views on the problems of
young Catholic adultt übo
u ant to meet per tom of their
ouu age gronp on a tonal
let el. tTe promise a fnll re-
port in she near future, when
all data is sifted and ap-
praittd.
BUT BESIDES the** phile-
aophical point*, which already
give ua some general guidance
in considering evolution, ac-
tual scientific facts must be
appraised. What i* the current
scientific effort on non human
evolution?
A* often happens in the sci-
ence*. so also the formal
study of evolution begins with
a suspicion. Even a cursory
look at living things evideners
a similarity in the very diver -
aily a t living forms Morphol-
ogy Ohe study of the structure
of living things) reveals airai-
larttfoa between toe arm of a
man and toe from leg of a
bear, aad even toe wing of a
bird! All vertebrates, wheth-
er mouse or giraffe, always
have spinal column* of seven
vertebrae Embryology also
supports toe suspicion: to the
development of an embryo
aoroe organa appear and then
disappear; rudimentary or-
gans (organs which are some-
what developed, of no use.
yet remain) seem to manifest
an evolutionary history.
With their cuspicims ap-
parently confirmed, fttentists
have turned to more direct
methods of study such as pal-
•ontology, paleobotany and
geology. In their diggings all
over the world they have
found many telling fossils and
remnants of living things. So-
called “Intermediate" forma
. (distinct combinations of two
or more life forms) are of
particular importance; e.g.,
bird* with teeth or hooved ani-
mals which were carnivorous.
However some serious dif-
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Hails Tribute
To Silence
Mary E. Dempsey,
Morristown;
Editor:
Congratulations to tho edi-
tor* of The Advocate for their
beautiful tribute to "alienee’*
In the Christmas supplement.
The whole Idea was cleverly
planned and carefully execut-
ed.
I hope every subscriber
found one hour of that pre-
cious silence In which to read
the inspiring passage from
Thomas Merton’s book, "No
Man Is An Island.’’
Everyone knows there Is no
substitute for prayer but ha-
bitual prayer has a tendency
of becoming repetitious to the
point that our mind wanders
from the thoughts implied.
"Silence" Is indeed S welcome
supplement to our means of
communicating with Qod.
IF WE could spend U min-
utes each day In silence, it
would be IS minutes well
spent. We could take that IS
minutes and:
Watch the brilliance of the
stars fade as the rising sun
foretells Its arrival with pas-
tel-tinted clouds.
Watch the rain as drop Joins
drop to form tiny riverleta that
twist and turn In snake-Uk*
channels under the froaen
snow.
Watch the birds as they
Slide and soar on currents of
frosty air, above the black
lace arms of barren trees.
Wonder at the beauty of the
structure of the crystal, as we
see the graceful fronds that
crept across our window-pane.
la the spring we can watch
the hand of God awaken alt
living things; in the summer
He stands guard over Hla
maaterwork as crop* ripen to
maturity; In the fell Hli col-
ors defy description, but even
now In the winter we can see
all around us evidence of Hla
work.
Any hour of the day or
night, anytime of the year, In
all corner* of the world, al-
ienee proclaim* the glory that
is God’s.
"Oh, Lord. I love the beauty
of Thy Houae, the place where
Thy glory dwell*.’’ (Psalm M)
Information
For the Sick
Anna Marie Sopko
Bayonne
Editor:
After reading the article by
Mias Tbmanelli, some readers
of The Advocate might be In-
terested to obtaining further
Information about our aposto-
late.
The Catholic Union of the
Sick la • Catholic Action
group—unique in that it is only
open to those who ere tick,
handicapped or chronically ill,
be they children or adults, lay
people or religious.
For details and fur-
ther information, those who
ere interested may address in-
quiries to:
Mrs. Robert Brunner, The
Catholic Union of the Sick in
America. 100 East SOth St.,
Apt. 39-A, New York a. New
York.
Sees Attitude
Anti-Semitic
David Safadl, M.D.
Morristown
Editor:
For the same reasons that
* Perfidious Jew" was dropped
from the Easter Maas, I call
your attention to whet, in my
judgment, la an implied anti-
Semitic altitude In the book
review of “The Dally Life in
the Time of Jeaus" in the Jan.
IT Advocate.
The Implications of the sen-
tence. "Likewise, the sinister
methods by which the Phari-
sees sough, to entrap the Mu-
ter," team one with the Idea
that special, unusual method*
vers used.
Phartaa'.j Judaism, (which
is present day Judaism), used
to such Sinister tad unusual
technique. I refer you to the
definitive works of Klausaer In
Ms "Jesus of Nsaareth."
"From Jssus to Paul," and
"The Messianic Idee In la-
ra*L” Other boob to aubatao-
-Ist* my atotoment for your
ioformatioo are the following:
"The Case of the Nuarsae
Heopensd" by Golden; "Juda-
ism and Christianity" by 100
Haeck; "Whirs Judaism Dif-
fered” by Silver; "The Root
and Us Branch" by Gordis,
and Buber's writings m "Tho
Interacts Between Judaism
and Christianity."
I am confident that an In-
tellectually honest study of
that period would do away with
this myth about the trial, at-
titude, and methods of the
Pharisees which is the basis
fm much implied anti-Stmi-
tt»m that has boon attributed
to the Church in tho post
God hove You
A Meeting
Of Martyrs
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
This Is the third in the so-
rise on my experience* at the
Vatican Council. It is called
"I Saw Martyrdom.’’
There has never been a
council in the history of the
Church where there were more
martyrs preseat The only one
which could compare with U
was the Council of Nlcee.
which took place after the He-
man persecutions, but the total
of Blshopa at the council did
not equal tho number of mar-
tyr* at this one.
When we speak of martyr*,
w# do not mean "wet mar-
tyrs’* but "dry martyrs.**
"Wst martyrs" shed their
blood end die once; "dry mar-
tyrs" ere brought to the point
of death through brain-wash-
ing. torture and Imprisonment
and "die" a thousand deaths
without dying.
Tho Romans during tho per-
secutions wanted the blood of
Christians. The communists
know that "tho blood of mar-
tyrs Is tho seed of Christians ’*
They seek their souls, not
their blood.
THE NUMBBIt OF years
served in prison by the Bish-
ops at this Council would add
up to at least SOO. Two of the
Bishops whom I ssw walk to
their seats every morning hsd
taken part In death marches.
An American officer wrote of
one of them: "Every Ume I
saw him. exhausted though he
was, he was carrying a man
on his beck."
Another Bishop, from Yu-
goslavia. was imprisoned at
the seme .time as Archbishop
Stcpinac. Witnesses sUte that
whenever he went out for a
walk in tho prison yard doves
would fly down and rest on his
shoulders. The communists
killed the doves because they
said they were "carrying mes-
sages.”
WHO ARE THESE men?
They ere, as Scripture calls
them. "Witnesses to Christ,"
for that Is the meaning of mar-
tyrs.
And there we were, Ameri-
can Bishops from our prosper-
ous land, privileged to be with
those who could say with
Paul: "I am glad of my suf-
ferings on your behalf, as In
this mortal frame of mine, I
help pay off the debt which
the afflictions of Christ silil
leave to he paid, lor the take
of Rls Body, the Church."
The Divine guarantee of the
success of the council 1* the
Holy Spirit; the human guar-
antee of success is the mar-
tyr R labor i who help redeem
the rest of us.
The God la heaven knows
that we ha the U. R have to
became martyrs too prayer-
martyrs and money martyr*
for lha sake ef the Church. We
American Bishops, priests, re-
UglcHM and laity are part ef
the same Mystical Body as
they are- They are taring the
world; we most save them.
GOD LOVE YOU to WXC.
for $100: "For the Holy Fa-
ther to noo wherever be feels
it will do the moet good." To
Ronnie and Pat for $0.00: "Wo
gavo a puppet show when it
rained last Saturday and mad*
all this rnooey for the mis-
sions.” To DA.D. for $10: "In-
stead of going out to the mov-
ie* during the past month. I
stayed home and watched tele-
vision. I know it la more Im-
portant tor others to be fed
than for me to be en-
tertained."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
U to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
3M Fifth Art., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton. 31
Mulberry St, Newark, or
Magr. William F. Louis, M
DeGrasse St. Paterson.
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Some Random Thoughts
About the Confessional
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I doubt If there la any way
of making the business of
going to confession less of a
problem than It la for people
like me, but If there la, I hope
that somebody In the ecumen-
ical council will think of 11
I am always profoundly
sympatico when told, by
friends thinking of becoming
Catholics, that thta sacrament
Is whst chiefly gives many
prospective convert* pause.
It can hardly give anybody
mew* pause than It has given
me ever tince I was a boy
telling the priest In a breath-
less whisper that I had gone
and talked hack to my mother
•fain.
MY TROUBLE then, end
my trouhle ever since, has
been an enormoua shyness. I
can vividly remember running
to my bedroom and crawling
under my bed—eo far under
that nobody could reach me
—when visitors cam* to our
house.
This self-consciousness
sometimes has taken unex-
pected forms. 1 was hideousuly
embarrassed when my mother,
to whom 1 had confided that
I might possibly become a
priest, called me into the par-
lor one day when the pastor
had stopped to see ux.
“Tell Father Linus," she
said with pardonable but mis-
taken fond pride, "what you’re
going to do when yon grow
up.”
IT WAS ALL OVER In an
instant, and to this day 1 can-
not quit* understand why I
did what I did. But the fact Is
that I looked the pastor to the
eye end blurted. "I'm going
to drive a garbage truck."
Father Linus set me at esse
by bursting into a roar of da-
lighted laughter.
This hypersensitivity of
mine about the inviolability of
the Innermost man makes me
horribly awkward at moments
of the Mftdercst Identification
with the difficulties and sor-
rows of others.
ONE OF THE probtems
about confession, I suppose, is
that no do not htv* a precise
theological knowledge about
guilt.
When I told the confes-
sor. time after time, that 1
had talked back to my mother,
was 1 really confessing e sin*
I doubt It We were an argu-
mentative family- Almoat
every maal was a debate.
When I "talked back" to my
mother, there was no Intention
of disrespect and so probably
no guilt.
But who am I to say? We
are poor Judges of our own
cases. We may be too lenient
with ourselves: w* may be too
harsh. That m doubt U on*
reason for confession.
THE ROOT REASON, of
course. Is that Christ in-
stituted the sacrament; and
being God ts wall at man,
knew exactly what He wu do-
ing, and why. And m I go to
confetsloo. even though I’ve
got to take myself by the sect
of the pants to do it Perhaps
it la more pleasing to Him
than if It were easy for me.
And perhaps not Maybe
what Is wrong is that 1 lack
humility.
Oddly or not oddly. 1 am
doubly embarrassed to tho
confessional when 1 am not
conscious of having atoned re-
cently.
It teems boastful snd
self-blind to say that you know
of no deliberate infraction
since your last confession; snd
yet, If that is the fact, It would
be dishonest to pretend other-
wise.
MY MOTHER used to
recommend this or that con-
feasor because "he gives you
so much consolation ’’ I used
to reply —and I still reply—-
that I do not go to confession
for consolation, but for ab-
solution. That’s my consol-
ation.
I doubt that any homily
could add anything to my ielf-
condemnation; and 1 doubt
that it would be good for me
to be consoled. I'm more than
sufficiently conceited aa it la.
Absolution, however, la the
ultimate to consolation*. To
know that God has cleansed
the soul through the sacra-
ment makes a chap com* out
walking oo air. even though
he. went to disliking every mo-
ment of it.
Social Action Meetings
Reflect Varying Needs
By MSGR. GEORGE O. HIGGINS
Otee*aer» Stist At Horn Deg#, NOPC
Tb# National Conference on
Religion end Race, on* ef
several social action meetings
I recently attended hi Chicago,
wu one ef tho moat Impor-
tant and successful interracial
conferences *e*r held la tho
U. i. ft aloe marked a *J Com-
cast turning pohsi hi fetor-
faith relations, Previous effort*
at latarfoith cooperation in tho
(mid ef aerial action havo sel-
dom enjoyed the aßote sup-
port of top level Church organ-
nation*.
The rente ran to was aa si-
togather new experience from
almost every point ef view, it
had the complete support of
the highest authorities to tho
thrao religious groups in the
U. 8; and tt wee conducted
m an extremely cordial atmos-
phere of inter-faith under-
standing and goad will.
It wu e meeting that would
b*vs warmed the heart at
Pope John, who is an deter-
mined to promote the cause
of unity.
THB FIMT convention of
the National Conference of
Catholic Employers and Man-
agers attracted Uttte, if any,
attention even in the Catholic
press. It remains to be seen
whether It will manage to sur-
vive and prosper.
Such an organisation can
keep alive the concept that re-
Mon has something important
to say to and about American
business. And It can be in-
strumental —la cooperation
with moral theologians and ao-
ctel aclentiata in promoting
tho systematic study and sp-
pUcatfen. to the field of Amer-
ican busfeees and fedustry. ef
&K3S
nun nuxarLU «
tend far beyond the narrow
fited at ao-ealtad luwtoom
•tele* a* ante, i thfe|%ss
Bn argued that periupt • fee
meet Import am tealtenge fee-
Scsffu
tag the study and application
of sound huidnena ethics, but
tether ef toatiUing totbebu..
»*n community a proper
Mae of value* based on the
Christian understanding of the
nature ef men and the sub-
ordinate purposn ef hte eco-
nomic institution*.
Many years ago the late
RM. Tawnay. in "The Ac-
quisitive Sodety." made the
point that only on* thing is
necessary to man's written
and that that no* thing to not
unlimited economic productivi-
ty for It* own seke bat e
proper balance between man's
*ll Important spiritual goals
and the economic and other
mean* white•he employ* to
pursuit of these goals.
Tawney's rhetoric may be
slightly outdated, but the sub-
stance la still my timely.
If the NCCEM succeeds in
popularising Tammy'* distinc-
tion between means nod end*
and If it further succeeds in
reusing this distinction from
the point of view of Catholic
trfflffrssjur'1
I MY TUB to spite ef dw
c-bvroean drawbacks in er«no-
iatog Catholic managers end
employer* feu, « separate
Catholic eeeoriatmn. particu-
larly at this auspicious stags
to the development ef the
Catholic Protestant Jewish dia-
logue in the U S There is al-
ways tbs danger, for example,
that an organisation tike
NCCEM will so absorb the
um# and ooorg** of its mem-
bers as to withdraw them from
the mainstream of American
Ufa sml Isolate them tote an-
other Util* Catholic ghetto.
There ia every reason to be-
lieve, however, that the found-
er* are aware of this dangrr
and that they intend to do
everything possible to eounttr-
*ct it For further Information
about NCCEM. the reader
may contact lu president,
Edward Jamieson, at 10M
South Michigan Avt., Chicago
s, m.
STRANGE BUT TRUELlttle-Known Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY mx sava sn row
Marriage Contract
Obligations Outlined
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, SJ.
Atthtmt Frofmor of SotMogf, Si, Lomii Ut~*ortky
Doe* • wife have the right to just walk out of her marriage when she pleases? A
week after returning from tho hospital after having our baby my wife just decided to
go home to mother and refused to come back. Since she wouldn't let me visit the child
during the following year, I took the case to court snd the judge assigned a definite
time for visits. Whst about her marriage promises can she receive the sacraments?
Also, eon she dote another person? What do our marriage vows mean and how bind-
ing ore they?
in answering a letter 11k*
yours I must state my aims
explicitly. Otherwise I (ball re-
ceive * flood of angry protests
claiming 1 lute women, that
your wife probably had very
good reasons for walking out
on you, and oo eo. 1 do not
profess to know why your
marring* broke down. In what
follow* i am merely going to
state the rights and obligations
that resalt from any valid
marriage contract.
Briefly stated, when a Chris-
tian couple eater marring*
th*r pltdg# ihtfHttjy to
work for the;.- mutual develop-
mate and aaactifieaUai by
dadkatiag tbemsatvea perman-
ently and exrtuslvety to the
noble mission of bearing ami
fitting children.
Faith and reason teach us
that this society is based an
0 permanent todtoaotohto bond,
that R to aatefetero in tho
eenao that under no conditions
may the partner* grant mar-
tial rights to anyone other
than the spouse, and that It
nseooaarSy involves cohabita-
tion. life-companionship, and
mutual aid and support
ALTHOUGH EVERY wen-
ins true ted Catholic knows and
accepts thta positive teaching
an marriage, to practice many
tend to roteombar only torn*
of its negative aspects Cath-
olics shouldn’t commit adul-
tery, shouldn’t get a divorce,
and so forth.
eoartgement, tod emotional
support; to develop sincere
communication, sharing, and
companionship; to give the
best that is to them to make
the marriage succeed; snd if
they run into problems they
can't seem to handle, to tsks
their martial obligations so
seriously that they will seek
competent outside assistance.
This latter point is impor-
tant A Catholic may not sim-
ply walk out on marriage
when troubles arise.
YOUR WIFE clearly had a*
right to go beam to mother
without first peaking com-
petent and tea la
Mflflllrfjr jo CGOpGTftto
to sincere efforts at roceoeO-
totion. The marriage row* Im-
pose permanent obligations to
Justice aad charity, and if a
serious marital problem
arises, demand the sincere ef-
fort snd cooperation of each
partner to solving it
May your wife receive the
sacraments? I cannot answer
because I do not know the
reasons (or the separation, nor
what efforts she may bsv#
mad* to make a success at
your marriage. Sine* the mar-
riage vows impose grave ob-
ligations. any notable failure
to live up to them is serious.
They tend to forget their
positive commitments to foo-
ter mutual love, respect, eo-
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EDUCATION
COURSES
crt
SAINT PETER’S COLLEGE
BEGIN WEEK OF FEBRUARY 4
CHOOSE YOUR COURSES
...
• Improvement of written and oral English
• learning to be your own art critic
• forming a stamp collection
• English for the foreign born
•
psychological problems
• trading In thestock market
• a citizen's legal rights
• historical evolutton of world crises
• reading improvement
• elementary Arabic, French, German,
Italian, Russian, Spanish
*the man Beethoven and his music
Write or telephone
JERSEY CITY 6, N. J. - DE 3-4400
17th SEASON
“HIS MOTHER S PROMISE*
APRIL 7th
Bishop's Performance
and Reception.,.
for Information
regarding this
EXTRA ordinary
occotion
. . . coil
Father English
of SHarwood 2-8819
A RELIGIOUS DRAMA
Will NOW BE PRESORTED
IN OUR NEW
$200,000 AUDITORIUM AND STAGE
1050 SEATS
441 Main (near Slater St.) Paterson, N. J.
Presented by
ST. BONIFACE PASSION PLAYERS
Performances for Grammar
and High School Students
SATURDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
March 14, 23, 30 - April 6,
Admission 50c; Adults $l.OO
TWO-HOUR
PERFORMANCE
SPECIAL
GROUP urn
Performances for
Adults
SUNDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
March 17,24,31 - April 7
Admissions: $2.50 • $1.50
BISHOP'S PERFORMANCE FOR THE BENEFIT OF
DIOCESAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
HONORARY CHAIRMAN. RT. IHV. MIOR. WILLIAM P. LOUIS, Chemeier, Dletete el
Oeneral Cholrman, Mr. Jaieph Gauge/ • Matter el Ceremonial, Mr. Stephen P.
m» Mr.MwiyAtililonl Chairman,. Von VaHenburgh, Mr. Werner Vagal
ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW
PtAN A THEATRE PARTY
Hr Reservation, or Infermetleni
Phone SHerwood 2-8819
REV. FRANCIS A. INGUSH
44 JACKSON STRUT PATIRSON. N.J.
Cherh er Meney OrSera eheitU o<rom P r.ny nil order, Hr ticket,. payable i.
St. SenlHee Htelen Piny Deductible term Yewr federal Interne Ten
ST. BONIFACE NEW AUDITORIUM
Almost everyone
PAYS BY CHECKI
4* kg
Dbcorer foe peertelf why Many people nee
Fint WathwielV ipidilCheeking Acooant aerrica.
All you need to pay year MBa—or to make a
purchase, Mytim m year chockbook and • pen.
It’» time-earingbecause yon pay bymail, without
unnecessary tripe ••• teier, hicaaae tbero'a no
dangerof losing cash.And yonr cancelled eheoks are
your receipts •«• a handytiurdwhaai tsTssarodoa.
ainln ibalai niOiehoakbookafree-
(■ealplMa
o*e than ■ emailaMolhly
100 if dttirwL
> be ■ boa
It’s time rn opened a First Notional
special checking account I
Bettor banking begin* at
your fuU-service bank!
the VjlT
FIRStj \XATiaXAL BANK
IWt Ofeti One Eidunp Place, Jetty CNy
;..Mi tea attar cemakat attest la
linai City, Hikakit, Witt Mm Tart. Hathaa aai Kaanqf
Bishops’ Consecration: Tim Receive Full Priesthood
Ad[?]cate photo
by D.J.Zeb[?]der
FIRST, A VISIT - Bishop-elect Costello (extreme
right) and Bishop-elect Dougherty (for left) make
a visit to the Blessed Sacrament at the very start
of the ceremony which is to confer upon them
the fullness of the priesthood their consecration
as Bishops. Kneeling between them are Arch-
bishop Boland (center) who will consecrate them.
Bishop McNulty (left) and Bishop Stanton, the
co-consecrators who will speak the words of epis-
copal consecration along with the Archbishop.
BEARING GIFTS - The newly-consecrated. Bishops Cos-
tello (far left) and Dougherty, joined in Offertory Proces-
sion by their attendants and the co-consecrators. ap-
proach the throne of the consecrotor. Archbishop Boland,
with gifts of bread, wine and candles. At right are the
gifts as they waited before the ceremony: for presenta-
tions by each new Bishop, two candles, two loaves of
bread, two small casks of wine, each decorated with the
Bishop's coat-of-arms. The ceremony of episcopal conse-
cration it among the most colorful and impressive in
the Church.
PAUSW IN PROCESSION - Each new Bishop stops of the
first pew to bless members of hit family and offer his
Indulgenced episcopal ring for their kiss. Above, Bishop
Costello and his mother, Mrs. Dennis Costello; below.
Bishop Dougherty and his brother. William.
BEFORE HONOR, HUMILITY - Before they receive the episcopal order
through the imposition of Archbishop Boland's hands upon them and
his words "... Complete in Thy priests the full power of Thy min-
istry.. Bishops-elect Costello and Dougherty prostrate themselves
and remain in this position of supplication while the entire litany of
the Saints it sung. In minutes they will have the "duty" to "judge, in-
terpret. consecrate, ordain, offer, baptise and confirm."
ENTHRONEMENT - After the mitres, gloves, and episcopal rings of the
new Bishops hove been blessed and presented by Archbishop Boland
he takes each by the hand as he is doing above wish Bishop Oougherty,
leads him to a faldstool and places the pastoral staff (crosier) in his
hands. The crosier it adopted from the shepherd's crook to connote the
Bishop's role os poster of hit flock.
THE BLESSING - The crowds in Sacred Heart Cathedral receive the blessing of Bishops
Dougherty (left) and Costesllo, who walk down the main aisle after their investiture with
mitre and ring, and their enthronement with their pastoral ataffs. The beautiful "Te
Deum," huymn of praise to God, is sung, and the new Bishops return to the Sanctuary
for the completion of the Mass.
MYSTICAL ANOINTING - Bishop Dougherty's head,
bound by o linen cloth, hos been anointed with holy
chrism. Now his hands ore anointed by Archbishop Bo-
land "... with the sanctified oil and the chrism of sancti-
fication.' ,
THIS CONSECRATED HAND - Bishop Costello's hands ore
clasped within a linen cloth which has been around his
neck during the anointing as Archbishop Boland prays
..may the imposition of this consecrated hand or
thumb be profitable to all unto salvation."
NORTH JERSEY'S BISHOPS - The joy of the occasion is reflected in the faces of the
consecrated, the consecrator and the co-consecrators in the cathedral sacristy after the
ceremony. From left, comprising the hierarchy of the Archdiocese of Newark, are Aux-
iliary Bishops Stanton and Costello, Archbishop Boland and Auxiliary Bishop Dough-
erty. At extreme right is the Bishop of Paterson, Bishop McNulty.
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Remembrance in Will
An Act of Charity
The American people, the
richest on earth, give hun-
dreds of millions of dollars a
year to various appeals. It is
not the man who gives the
most, however, who will re-
ceive the greatest award. U
depends on the motivation of
one's giving.
TO build a field house or a
science building or a gym-
nasium to glorify one’s own
name is not worth as much aa
giving a cup of cold water to
a thirsty man in the Name of
Christ. Our works and deeds
have merits because they are
united with and done in Christ.
When it comes to making
your will you will do more
for your soul if you leave a
little money to the Vicar of
Christ to spread redemption
throughout the world than if
you leave a million dollars for
a law building with your name
Inscribed in stone.
Think well on your material
possessions. Leave them in
Christ’s Name by leaving
them to His Vicar on earth,
the Holy Father. This you can
do by writing In your will:
“I give and bequeath to the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith the sum of 5,.... .
This amount is to become part
of tha General Fund and it
will be distributed through the
Holy Father and the Congre-
gation of the Propagation of
the Faith.”
For further information on
wills, write tha Society at Its
offices at 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2, N. J.
Mission Appeal
In Union City
Bishop Stanton viU make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Feb. 3 at
St. Joseph’s, Union City,
Rev. Edmund McMaboo,
C.P., pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Father McMahon and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible. -
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Moat Rev. Martin W. Stanton. B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark >, N. J. Phone 6X3-MM.
Honrs: Dally, • a.m. to S p.m.: Saturday, I a.m. to IX.
Diocese of Patersoa:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St, Patersop l. N. J. Phone ARaory 4*4 #4
Bonn: Dally, • a.m. to S p.m.: Saturday. • a.m. to 12.
Donatfant to tba Society for tie Propagation of tba
l-aith are income tax deductible.
Christmas Night
inBengal Jungle
Lata Christmas greetings
come from Rev. Francis Vil-
la. S.X., whose Christmas
Mass in Bengal was offered
for you as well as for his faith-
ful native Christians.
"My little black angels
crowded around my motor-
cycle,” ha writes, “when I
readied my littla village In
Pakistan. ’Let Jesus ha
praised,* they sang, and In this
Holy Night they reminded me
once again of the great mys-
tery that waa taking placa
across the world —another
Christman had coma to men.
“finally I arrived at the
heart of the village where the
old folk were keeping warm
around the fire. Everyone
stood with a happy expression
and called out, ‘Jesus be
praised.*
"The chapel was a small
hut -converted for the great
feast. A chorus began to sing
the Mass of the Angels. At the
Offertory they sang Adestn
Fidelia in their native Benga-
lese. and for a moment I
found myself moved to teen.
A few minutes later .Christ was
born again in abut, in the
heart of the green Bengalese
jungle, in the mysterious soli-
tude of a mysterious oriental
silent night.
“I remembered my mother
.on my last Christmas night at
borne. She was with me here
this Christmas night. God
blest her and me and my peo-
ple and God blest yon. too.
who are helping me In Christ's
work by your prayers and
good aims.”
Mission Ship
On SeaDuty
Altar It month* of work an
PMpla «n Uktep la the Mar
Mulls, celebrated roundly
whan tt was - ready (or the
waya.*'..;y;
"The launching was an Is-
land event," be said.
“First trip w»i a picnic to
the lagoon about mo people
Since then the chip has done
•bout 3,000 miles trips to
Kwajaktn. phis one to Jatyt
and one to Majuro.
"Apart from the ship, erary
thing elaa has goon wrong.
There has been some sickness,
but the most difficult problem
U an argument ter the last
three months between owners
and workers. It’s a silly thing,
but there has been a lot of
bitterness here.
“People are not even saying
hello to each other. I worked
on the deal, but three of the
workers' leaders do not want
peace. They want trouble, so
there’a no give to It The
meanness of paganism? Wa
are praying for peace."
Burma Missioners
Mark Anniversary
Missionaries of Our Lady of
La Salette in the Burma mis-
sions art celebrating their
23th anniversary in that cor-
ner of the world.
Bishop Thomas If. New-
man, conifers ted first Btihop
of Promt by Pope John in
IM2, sends greetings to mis-
sion helper* and thanks them
for their generosity during the
last quarter of a century.
He tells of a lonely Christ-
mas a few years ago in the
village Of Natchingyaung when
the catechist who served Mats
served also at pariah choir.
The hut which served as
church was crowded with
members of the Sit thu tribe
gathrred from miles around
This congregation was known
•a fervent devil worshippers
whoso only religious feasts
were orgies of drunkrnm-M.
“Looking down on them
scantily-clad man. on the facte
of their woman, horribly u-
tootd. their naked child too.
yon would have snht that sure-
ly the Christmas story would
never mean anything to them.
And yet with the passing of a
fow years I returned there a
feet Christmases later to find
a village iptmdMly decorated
and ready for the mtd mzht
procession. Nothing can mist
the grace of God that is the
fruß «f sacrifice and protr
yours sad tors.
"This year we knelt at the
grams of tear eg lit finest
wtotenariiiefLa fintetts m
caPtewm nehsitp u*
Bvfii, They are part of the
prertms ptee we have paid
for the growth of mar ateato*
there, a sacrifice that looms
Urge and important a* aa •».
planstiao of dm peogseea and
growth of the Church in the
Dtooese of Prom*. May Ged
rest their noble tools! And
w* *«h God to Mete you. tom
just as though yon wore to tact
omtegr. eotopmrioo.bm to
Chicago to Staff
Panama Parish
CHICAGO <RNS> Deper-
*urt ceremonies were held
here in Holy Name tiihedral
far three Chicago priests who
will aaUbtiih a pariah in Pan-
ama.
The miuioo in the San
Miguelit* area U the lirat lo
ha sponsored la LaUn Ameri-
ca by the Chicago Archdiocese.
Albert Cardinal Meyer of
Chicago preaided and preach-
ed at the departure ceremo-
nies. He said the priesU were
being sent in response to an
appeal from Archbishop Fran-
cis Beckmann, C.M., of Pan-
ama City.
Joint Bank Loan
JOUET, 10. (RNS) - Thir-
teen Du Page County banks
have pooled their resources to
lend the Joliet Diocese $2 mil-
lion to help build churches and
schools.
WELCOME TO MISSIONS - Rev. Hugh O'Rourke, S.S.C.,
(right), shows his brother. Father Paul, S.S.C.. a road
sign near Bhamo, Burma. Father Paul, enroute to his
first mission assignment in the Philippines, was ordained
last year. When Father Paul arrives in Manila he will be
greeted by another O’Rourke, Sister Mary Loyola. The
Colu[?]bann missionaries O'Rourke ore from Providence.
Bishop 'Paddy O’Hara'
Pays Debt of Gratitude
ST. PAUL, Mum. (NC) -
The genial, bearded B;»hop in-
troduced himself as “Paddy
O’Hara."
Far although Bishop An-
thony Padtyara is Ordinary of
tho Diocese of Ootecamund to
Madras State. India, he hat
good reason to associate him-
self with the Irish.
BKMOP r ADI Y AR A was
here to pay a "debt of grati-
tude” to an Irishman, the late
Magr. Joseph Corrigan, former
PMtor oft». Mark’s Church.
As an anonymous benefac-
tor. Msgr Corrigan had sup-
ported Buhep Padiyara's
training as e seminarian to
Bangalore. India.
Los* than two years ago,
•Her • diligent search, the
Bishop, who was elevated to
the hierarchy to 1193 at the
*** of 33, learned his bene-
factor's identity. Hr some a
letter of thanks te relatives of
Magr. tertian. »be died to
1287. i
Biatmp Padtyara spent a
week here op Me wey heck
to India from the ecumenical
cnuuciL He riatted many rela-
tive* of hie tote henefacter. as
as.anarjrjt
blessed the grave* of Magr.
Corrigan and several of hi*
relatives.
Bishop Padlyate said his
;.500*auare mile diocese num-
bers 37,000 Catholics, of whom
“about ter*." belong to the
lowest caste, the so-called "un-
Umctubli" Hiruani.
“It is always the poor peo-
ple who think of God.” ha re-
marked .
Radios in Cars
Aid to Priests
PIERCE CITY, Mo. (RNS)—
Catholic priests in Lawrence
County, Missouri, are keepingtheir ears glued to tho radio
hero —a radio that broad-
casts no newa, no music and
no commercials.
Seven priests have Installed
two-way radio hookups to keep
line* of communication open
between their car* and the rec-
tory and between themselves.
It ha* proved a unique way to*
•olv# the distance harrier in
this sparsely populated area.
Rev. Wilfred L. Curran,
pastor of St. Mary Parish
here, maintains a ’’atation" in
hit rectory. Ho and his »«rir
tant along with other area
priests, also Installed receiving
and sending seta to their auto-
mobile*.
"We do quite a bit of travel-
ing every dey, vialting shut-ins
and making tick call*,” Fa-
tber Curran explained. "If we
are needed elsewhere, the
housekeeper has merely to
pick up a microphone to reach
ua."
Spanish Croup Plans
Latin Missioners
SARAGOSSA. Spain (NC)
The Society for Latin Ameri-
cta Priestly and Lay Coopera-
tion hope* to send 1,300 to
3.000 priest* and laymen to
I-atta America in the next
three or four year*, said the
Meter's president, Archbishop
Cstimiro MorciUo ConsaW**
Saragossa.
The 10-year-old society has
•o far arranged for 630 Span-
l*h Priests and <4 toymen to
to to 21 countries to t-atia
America.
UNTO. LATE Middle Ages,Ember Days were "b«ened as
telydays of obligation.
Liaison Unit to Coordinate
Pupils’ Latin America Work
WASHINGTON (NC)-A Hal-
son office to serve student
summer work projects in Latin
America has been established
by the Latin America Bureau-
NCWC.
Called the Liaison Advisory
Committee for Collegiate Latin
American Summer Project*
(CLASP), It will function as a
channel of communication be-
tween U.S. Catholic itudent
group* carrying out *ummer
project* in Latin America and
the Latin American Bishops
and their needs.
THOMAS E. Quigley of the
Council of International Lay
Associations has been named
liaison secretary.
Rev. John J. Conaidine,
M.M., director of the LaUn
America Bureau, said the
committee will encourage and
promote an understanding of
the objectives of the student
projects. •
The goals of CLASP art:
• To provide Independent
student groups, through affilia-
tion with CLASP, ■ mode of
relating to the LaUn American
hierarchy.
• To gather information
concerning the nature and
scop* of the various U. 8.
groups and coordinating eea-
ter».
• To refer Inquiries from In-
dividual persons and colleges
to existing coordinate cen-
ter*.
• To disseminate informa-
tion and suggestions received
both from the Latin American
hierarchy and from the stu-
dent groups themselves.
The office of the Liaison
Secretary to 1312 Massachu-
setts Ave. N.W., Washington 5,
D.C.
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STONY LODGE
Ossiaiag-on-Hudson, New York
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely equipped for
Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental and Nervous Conditions
Insulin Coma Electroshock Psychotherapy
Masses and Sacraments Available
LEO J. PALMER, M.D.
Medical Director
Charlee A. Bright, M.D. Maurice J. O'Conner, M.D.
Associate Director Aesedate Director
Telephone *l4 Wl 1-7400
INVEST for LIFE and ETERNITY
» through our Minion Contract
You will have an assured incoma from your money, and your
good dead will assist needy students to the Priesthood.
11 yO« i»*Mt money through our LIFE INCOME MISSION
CONTRACT (AN ANNUITY) you will have . . .
No worry about the stock market. An interestcheck every six months as long
as you live.
A remembrance In the prayers and Masses of our S.V.D. missionaries through-
out the world.
The consolation of aiding the Apostolic work of the Church.
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IN INDIA, NAMES HAVE MEANING
~ora mi Men
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tram MtUktr? A tra*«t writer
• tomtom: Mack, a
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Juwt, iMMate inttr I
la »k* Malabar im amaaw tka
Ino mist rhrtaiton*. TWy an Mka
la Ute Uan M M. Than** Ika Apaatl*
. . . Father Jmaph Menaihacvp af Ika
7lr.Maw a* Snaakulam la naalkata
JbAOnJrLJ. India aaeto* a* aa araaat Mac "I catyte
ika pariah prtoai af a anal I partok wttk
IS* faatllto*. Ike Majority poor laborer* . , . Titer* la a aall
rkarak which caaaal irriaaalHa Ika praaaat aaagewgaetaw.
I kata kacaa aaaalwnUaa af a Macaw (kank .. . Tk* WMki
la kalMlaUkat" UAN to w«M la ftatoh tt ... Tka Arek-
ktah#p af ERNAEtrLt'M naM ctra kin aaly IJ4# toawf to.
Fathrr roaliaar* 1 <ui tl i lan tm ratoa Ika laiiaal . . . Ika
paaa par *' Mara kara already girra am ikaa Unto taparily
la ft*#." Yoar aaaall aaarlftoa win aaaa mafc* tkla akarak a
rva.lty . Plena* taad nwuUiag. aaytklac. Yaw aaa ka aara
Falkar Jaaepk wilt ka pray toe far yaw. Aba a la* af Malta iw#.
raab. Lila. Jakaa awl Jem**' ... Alto M. Tkaaaaa tow far
tkla U hb land!
ST. JOSEPH* OL'H MAN OF THE YEAH. 1962
•OMg MONTHS AGO wa mentioned him lo a chapel appeal.
Tka rattan** awrprtoad u» . . , Tka ailenl Mint certainly baa
nuay devoted fellowerv. Sa with gratafal baana wa award hito
our nominiUcn tor tke year pan ... Now at CANDUUCAS Urn*,
wa faal Intpallad is mention him again. Wbal wars kb thought*
aa b* brought hi* fo.ier-Sot, tka U*ht at th* World, to tka
Temple? . 11* had only two dor** to offer the primp—-
th# gift of a poor man. And thou to hear Simeon'* manrelowa
prophecy about Uia Child ... Imagine hi* ewe a* he found him-
eolf in Uia cantor of the dletno drama. The prteata. eater* and
brother* in our care there hie poverty and feeling af awe wheel
they retllle how much their work mean* to foul* In non-Chrta-
Uan land* . . The MASS STIPEND you tend u* may be a
prtoet e aole nipport for the day. The chapel we build far him
hu come perhaps from your STRINGI.ESS GUT We placed
It where the Holy Father thought the need was greatest. Wont
you continue your help?
OTHER WAYS TO lIELP
Job «ne of oar MISSION CLUBS. For V a day ill a month)
ywo can help any of the following!
DAMIEN LEPER CLUB rare* for leper*.
ORPHANS BREAD feed* orphan*.
PALACE OF GOLD provide# fee aged.
THE BAS ILIANS ■■pporta minion aehool*.
THE MONICA (UIfLD chalice*. altar*, etc., for church**
BtIGGESTED GIFTS FOR A MISSION CHAPEL. Veit men to
(SM). Monstrance 1*10). Chalice («*•). Ciborium <WO>. Taber-
anele (MS). SteUona of th* Croa* <SU). Center <SM>, Sanctuary
Lamp (SIS). Altar Linen* (ftS). Sanctuary Bell (SSL
Plea** remember ua in your will: Our official UUat THB
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION. Single
mttnberehlp SI a year, family memberahlp S3 a year. Perpetual
membership le S2O for an Individual: SlOO for a family.
DEAR MONSIGNOR RYAN:
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I . MANOS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, PraeMaM
M*«r. Janph T. Bywa. Hart See's
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I 410 UxlnpfenAv*. at 461 h St. N#wY#*k 17, N.Y.
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ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-47
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BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
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InTimtof Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose cartful and understandingservice is inaccord with
tba traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
THOMAS J. DV9RY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
Wfbtter 9-0098
PUNKRAL HOMI -
m ran avsnuc
hasmouck heights, n. i.
ATk»» 8-1342
TUNICA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOO • BOGOTA
imiE FERRY
HUbbard 7.3050
VOUC FUNERAL HOMES
TtANBCK. T* 6 0202
EOOOTAi HU 9 2202
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
MOGEWOOO. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7450
OORMUY FUNERAL HOME
315 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbard 7.1010
CLIFFORD H. FftNECKI
1321 TEA NECK ROAD
WEST CNOtEWOOO, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
ESSEX COUNTY
PETER J. QUINN
Fwrwral Director
320 BEUEVIUE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
91l*rtm 8-1260
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVf.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 34400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Mu.m Ay*.
Eo*» Orange, N. J. 0
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODRY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HURLSINBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Avg.
Newark 4, N. J.
Karl W. Hue lien beck
Director
ESmx 2-1600
CODBY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT, PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR « SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 24700
STANTON FUNBUI HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N. J.
NOrtb 74131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOMS
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 34514
JOHN 9. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVCNUR
NEWARK. N. J.
EStex 34053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOMS
323429 PARK AVENUE
ORANOE, N. J.
ORange 94348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVIUE, N. J.
Plymouth 94503
FRANK McOEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222 «
MURRAY
FUNRRAL SERVICE
MICHAU J. MURRAY,
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
ORA Cl MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
OORNY 4 CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
L V. MULLIN 4 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 34660
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL F. BOS WORTH
311 WIUOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ava.
Jfreey City, N. J.
Charles A- Steven*,
Manager
DEloware 3-6446
LAWRENCE 0. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bargen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 84114
NECKRR4HARPI
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 74767
inn FUNERAL HOMI v
20th ST. A HUDSON M.VD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UN lon 3-1100
HOWAID J. BRENNAN
MU BERGENLINE AVE. '
WEST NEW YORK. N. J. .
UNlon 7-0373
VfIUIAM SCHUMM, INC.
7200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
MMB a. McIAUGHUN
391 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WIUIAM SCHLEMM, INC
339 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderaon 44)411
MORRIS COUNTY
BIRMINGHAM
.
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON. N.J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
711 Newa:k Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
Tt 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY « OORNY
MORTUARY
SI 9 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMIIY FUNERAL HOME
134 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3113
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. j.
Elizabeth 2-6664
OORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
for Hating ih Ihla aMtl«n coll Th* Advocate, MAr
NAME YOUR NURSE - These six women are candidate for nursa-of-the-yaar and stu-
dent nurse-of-the-year awards at St. Mary’s Hospital, Hoboken. Tho Florence Night-
ingale Gold lamp will bo presented to the winners on Feb. 23 at the hospital's Char-
ity Ball in tho Hotel Commodore Now York. Tho nurses will vote for (standing loft to
right) Mrs. Mary Collins, Hoboken; Mrs. Henrietta B. Winters, Cliffside Park, or Mrs. Jane
Horn, Union City. Students may vote for (seated left to right) Lucyanne Emma, Ho-
boken; Mary Lynn Florio, Brooklyn, or Jean Brodham, Jamesburg.
North Jersey Date Book
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FRIDAY, FEB. 1
Becred Heart Mothers' Gelid. Hudson Heights—
Meeting, t p.m., perish ball; films by Public
Service, Mrs. Salvatore Afibeaaoe, chairman.
bm4Mhuiu District Omcll w ceUh
Woomb Holy boar, ■ p.m.. St John’s, Or-
ange; meeting foflowing. Displays by commit-
tee chairmen.
•acred Heart Jaukr Beeary, Irvington - Meet-
ing, auditorium, following evening Mass
SATURDAY, FEB. X
Holy Rosary Narsery Gelid Dinner-dance.
Hotel Suburban, East Orange; reception. 7
p.». Mrs. Joseph Vuocolo, Adclyne Caruso,
Mrs. Anthony Noreia, chairmen.
St Vincent’s Academy High Scheet M ethers’
Guild, Newark Dessert-bridge-millinery
fashions, auditorium. X p.m.; Mrs. Frank J.
Gtovine. Mrs. Patrick Hanley, chairmen.
St Vhtoi De Pa el Rosary, Stirling Program
by Mary Productions (Mary-Eunice, Jeams
and Joseph SpagaoU), X p.m.; proceeds to
organ fund.
SUNDAY. FEB. X
Don Boece High School Mothers' Guild, Rspury
Meeting, X pjn.
at Mary's Rosary. DenviUo Book fair (Fob.
M), eofsterta (X aja.-l pju.; • 0.m.-t p.m.;
• 0.m.-l p.m.); Mrs. Joseph Ford, chairmen.
MONDAY. FEB. 4
St Joseph's Altar and Scapalar Confraternity.
Bogota - Meeting, •:». cafeteria; pray so-
cial, Mrs. John Healey, chairman.
Our Lady of Lourdes Beeary, West Orange
Meeting, evening.
Christ the King Rotary, HUUde White ele-
phant sale-Chincee auction; proceeds to sta-
tion wagon for Sisters.
•t Mary's Hospital League, Orange - Meeting.
•:», nurses’ educational building; Mrs. An-
thony SaDette, Livingston, speaker on Jewel-
ry. Cake sale during the day; Mrs. Gus Vl*
ciooe, Mrs. Joseph Scbettinl. chairmen.
Immaculate Heart of Mary Rosary, Maplewood
Meeting, following t p.m. Rosary, school
hall; fashion show.
Sacred Heart Rosary, Vailsburg. Newark
Moating, 8:30, cafeteria-auditorium; hat show.
•L Cecilia's Rosary, Kearny Meeting, 8:30,
cafeteria; skit, Mrs. Warren McNish, chair-
min.
Oar Lady of tho Valley Rosary, Wayne Meet-
ing, 1:30, multi-purpose room; Rev. David H.
McLeod, St Philip's, Clifton, speaker on vo-
cation*.
Si. Theresa’* Rosary, Kenilworth Mooting.
S p.m., auditorium; Detective Joseph Hunt,
speaker.
St Mary's Rosary, Rutherford Meeting, fol-
lowing t p.m. Rotary, high school; Katherine
Irwin, chairman.
Oar Lady a( Mercy,"Whippany Meeting, t
P-ra.; Mias Regan of Welsh Farm*, speaker
on foods.
St. Rose of Lime Rosary, Newark Meeting,
•:XO, school ball, to honor Ethel Wills, nominee
for the Pro Ecdesia et Pontiflce Award.
St Aloysios Roeary, Jersey City Meeting.
X p.m., auditorium; narrated pantomime writ-
ten by Mrs. Charles Hollenbeck.
St Lea’s, Rosary. Irvington Meeting, evening.
Assumption Rosary. Morristown - Meeting fol-
lowing norena. choir room.
TUESDAY. FEB. S
Marylswu Mothers’ dub. South Orange - Meet-
ing. 1:90, gymnasium; Bernard J. Lottos,
US. Food and Drug Administration. speaker.
SL Vincent’s Hospital School of Practice] Nars-
tag Ataosaae. Montclair - Meeting. 7:38, Hal-
kwin Pavilion; Thomas Muetter. Newark
Police Detective Bureau, speaker on nar-
cotics. .
Haiy Cress Rosary. Harrison - Meeting, i p,m.,
auditorium; Olm, Helen McNamara, chair-
man.
St. Asm's Rosary. Fair Lawn Meeting. 8:45.
auditorium; Dr. Herbert Keller. Para mu*,
speaker on subjects of heart disease end vari-
COW VftfiS.
Sacred Heart Rooary, Jersey City - Meeting.
8 15, parish hall.
Oar Lady of Borrows Raoary. South Orange
Dessert bridge-fashion shew, gymnasium. 8 30;
Mrs. Henry J. McCabe, chairman.
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 8
Holy Name Hospital General Auxiliary, Teaneck
- Executive meeting. I p m.; regular meet-
ing. 1 43
St. Venantteo AJtar Society. Orange Meeting.
8 p.m., auditorium; Edith CoUagkaa showing
slides on Western U. S. Mrs. Edward F.
Elvers, chairman
SATURDAY. FEB. •
Junior Setae League Lußcheon-fashten show.
Paris ta tho Sky. East Orange. UiXS: Lea
gjgJJ*** Waal Orange,
CUart Rosemary, CDA 50th anniversary din-
ner dance. Union Osh, Hobafcon; Mrs. Leo -
Thomnean chairman
Don Baoca High School Mothers’ Gelid. Ram
•ay Ceteedar sapper party. 7:30. immac-
ulate Hall; Mrs. John Taachier. chairmen.
New Rochelle College. Garden State Alumnae
- Theater party. Paper Mill Playhouse, MUi-
burn; Mrs. Alexander St. John. Gin Ridge,
chairman. Proceeds to scholarship fund.
SUNDAY, FEB. 10
Our Lady of Sorrows Rosary, South Orange
Caka seta following Masses, school hall; Mrs.
Elisabeth Cevoli. chairman.
R Theresa’s Rosary, Paterson Meeting, X. 30;
farewell to Mrs. Rosa Magenoy. Mrs. listen
Keating.
Sacred Heart Jester Rosary. Irvington Caka
sale after Masses; Peggy Shortok, chairman.
MONDAY. FEB. 11
Oar Lady dl Chester how a Mothers' Geild. Her-
- ’ ruon Moating, evening.
Ceart Mater Dei. CDA Hat-party sate, 8:13,
St. Bernard’s Auditorium. Plainfield; Mrs.
Robert Merfcle, chairman.
TUESDAY, FEB. IX
SL Rom College (Albany. N. Y.). Jersey Ahim-
nao Meeting. 8:30, home of Mrs. Charles B.
Flynn, Oracle 11; making cancer dressings.
THURSDAY, FEB. 14
Sum Hall College of Medicine aad Dentistry
Woman’s Guild Luncheon-bridge, 12:30,
Cbantieler, MUlburn; Mrs. William J. DiGia-
eomo, Mrs. Thomas Santoro, chairmen.
SL Theresa’s Rosary. Kenilworth Theater
party to "Mr. President," dinner at Mama
Leonies; Mrs. Richard Grau. Mrs. Albert Baa-
set, Mrs; A. K. McCarroU, chairmen.
National Women’s Council Informs Senate
Of Opposition to ‘Equal Rights’ Amendment
WASHINGTON (NC) - Tho
National Council of Catholic
Women has reaffirmed its op-
position to the proposed equal
rights amendment to the Con-
stitution in a letter to each
member of the U.S. Senate.
Signed by Mrs. Jpscph Me-
Cirthy, NCCW president, the
letter states that she was re-
quested to voice this opposi-
tion by the federation’s board
of directors at its annual
meeting in Washington. The
27-member board represents
some nine million Catholic
women throughout the coun-
try.
THE LETTEB states that
the proposed equsl rights
amendment, which bos been
before Congress for tho port
30 years, "In our view tends
to flaunt nature Itself. Men
and women are endowed by
the Creator with differing
characteristics end functions.
To attempt to make them
equal in all things is to over-
look their fundamental differ-
ences. and remove tho true
foundations of woman’s dig-
nity."
The proposed amendment
provides that equality of rights
under the law "shall not be
denied or abridged by the
United States or by any state
on account of sex."
MRS. McCarthy quoted
from a resolution adopted at
the NCCW 28th national con-
vention, which stated the
council position on this issue.
It reads: "Again we strongly
reiterate our opposition to the
proposed equal rights amend-
ment to the U S. Constitution
ns » threat to the nature of
woman which individuates her
from man in God’s plan for
HU Creation.
“Under the guise of equal-
ity, the proposed ‘equal
rights’ amendment would In
reality wipe out the many
legal safeguards which pro-
tect woman’s position in the
family. Under tha proposed
amendment, maximum hour
and minimum wage law* for
women, widows’ allowances,
alimony and support pay-
men)*, and the basic respon-
sibility of man to provide for
his family would be placed in
jeopardy".
The resolution continues:
"Because it proposed an idea
of woman foreign to the Chris-
tian concept of woman's co-
equal, but individual, dignity
with man, and because it
would destroy the legal safe-
guards women have secured
through the years, we oppose
the proposed ’equal rights'
amendment.”
Jerseyans Join
French Society
WASHINGTON—Two Ridge-
wood students have become
charter members of the Trin-
ity College Nations) French
Honor Society, PI Delta Phi.
They ore Margaret Keller and
Nancy Leyendecker.
HELPING - Mrs. Fred Has-
ney, president of tha St.
Mary's Hospital Senior Aux-
iliary, Orange, was given a
briefing on the Swenko Gas-
tric hypothermia machine by
Dr. Matthew latest[?], who
suggested the equipment
which it a gift of the wo-
men's auxiliary.
Archdiocesan Newsletter Serves
Truth With a Touch of Humor
NEWARK - The January
Newsletter of the Newark
Archdiocetan Council of Cath-
olic Women considered two
tough subjects is its column.*,
fmdm* time to read and or-
ganttatteoai support.
Mrs. Daniel S. Griffin, arch
diocesan libraries and litera-
ture chairman, gave a report
on reading in preparation for
Cathode Pres* month ta Feb-
ruary. included was the fol-
lowing
no LITTLE Timer Hints
from our notteoa! rice chair-
man. Him Lorraine Kinney
Talk lean. Always have a hook
with yon. Keep a book under
your pillow at night If you
can t steep, read. Keep a book
handy, in kitchen, by tele-
phone. any convenient spot.
Hove a book to read white
waiting for oomtoor usually
tele.
"Take a book along when
visiting dentist, doctor, beauty
shop. Why read their old mag-
auaes? Keep a book in cor foe
aU unexpected delay*, such as
car repairs. Always take a
book when going on a trip, you
may not like your companion
Always remember that a book
m the hand U worth two in
tho bookcaoe."
A FILLER dealt with the
orgaateatiaa'a problems
"Hew to wreck year organ!-
saltan ta five easy step* <n
Don’t coma to meetings. (1) U
yon do. coma late. (8) if the
weather doesn't suit you. don’t
come at aIL (4) If you attend
a meeting. Bad fault with the
work of tha officers and other
members. (3) Let Jone do R."
The Newsletter also com
mended channel 13 for its
"good educational teieristen
programs,” Merio-Goktwya-
Mayer and Scholastic Maga-
zine for reissuing classic mov-
ies for student viewing aad
Bamberger’s. Newark, for Hs
Renaissance Christmas theme
and displays.
Union Council Reviews
Literature, Fund-Raiser
GARWOOD - Attention was
focusod on decent literature
aad m a opting fond-rataor at
f
ag of tho Unton-West-
drift Council of Cotho-
len at St Anne's par-
HP
*
’
B, HOGAN of Jersey
city, attorney sad representa-
tive of the Legion of Decency,
emphasized ‘‘vigilance by par
enta, mothers especially, to
watch the kind of malarial
children read, tho motion psc-
turm they attend and tho tele-
vision programs they see.’’
Miss Hogan warned that
there is a connection between
indecent literature and tho in-
cttOM in Juvenile delinquency.
MRS. KENNETH Keiter nf
Wostftrki, district libraries and
literature chairman, distribut-
ed book lists and asked (hat
the women encourage good
reading in their families She
elan suggested possible hooka
for Lenten reading
She asked tho women to
Flan reading program* during
Ibrir February moorings and
to remember that Catholic
Book Weak. Feb. 17 3. has aa
IU theme: Books Transcend
Space end TUne ."
MRS. GEORGE A. Womans,
chairman of tho tunebooo
foahtan show to be bold at the
Beoteh Plains Country Club
Jnoe I. announced the follow,
tag committee beads: Mrs.
Oscar Klein. Westfield. tick-
•ta; Mrs. John Uhrin. Jr,
Clark, decoration; Mrs. Wil-
liam R. Klim as, Garwood,
publicity; Mr*. Peter Kooric.
Scotch Plains, gifts; Mrs. Ah
fred Berg. Rahway, giro-
■ways; Mrs. Nicholas School,
der. Rahway, awards, and
Mrs. Charles Frid. Westfield,
card*.
lUgr. John J. Cain, council
tnuderator. closed tha meeting
•ith Bcnc-hction
Collegians
To Ski
CONVENT One hundred
female collegians 80 from
tha Collegeof St. Elizabeth and
80 from Caldwell College •
will spend the Feb. 1-3 week-
end at ML Snow, Vermont.
The post-examination break
win feature skiing, skating,
tobagganlng and swimming.
ANN GASS, senior, and
Mary Ann Synder, junior, are
in charge of the St. Elizabeth
party. Elmer V. Austin, col-
lege development officer, and
and his wife wUI chaperone.
Betty Crump, a sophomore,
is directing the CaldweU Col-
lege group.
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garage a. rama, inc.
N. J, LARGEST GARAGE BUK.DER
fiyr
2-CAR
GARAGE
710 00IK
V. ■
COME and SB NIL'S
lAEGEST GAUGE DIS-
MAY lOCATED ON
tOOTJ 44 IODt, NJ.
WE AW THE ONE AND
GAUGE BUIIDEKS IN NJ. WHO
, HAVE fUU SUE MOOS, GAUGES THAT YOU CAN
, WIVE YOU! CAI IN CHOOSE BOM OUt MANY
WUSBE MODUS.
PHONE PRemlt 7-3838,
Displays open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.—
GARAGES
Rte. 16
llodi, N. J
FINAH>:|NC
•s ' •VtS !
HURRY ORDER NOW
Ordars taken now are guar-
anteed to be completed In
10 days. Phone Nowl
im
mtt SAFETY
W PROFIT
i&MM
WO'N A '/a 1°
*•«
l*P
*<#?£* ft
.
ass^
v ! MS■v
IMohawk
SAVINGS and Loan Association
10 Commerce Street Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
The PROMISE of
QUALITY
hat been kept
for 46 years
WEBCOR
■ f j
I
by i
TAPI
Not Webcor Quality JnSS!
h CMn Better Prelaw
than Ever Before
AT THE UST DEMOS IN 7OWN
CeO WA 3-4900
MUTATE mm itn, It L
RELAX ON AaFUN-FILLED
SUN-FILLED CRUISE
THE PRICE BRIGHT FOR EVERYONE
LUXURY SHIPS
LEAVING WEEKLY
'
6 DAYS TO BERMUDA
.
/ - 7 DAYS TO NASSAU
v
13-19 DAYS TO THE WEST INDIES
[LONGER CRUISES TO THE MEDITERRANEAN'
1 *l6O 1
ii i
EXTKA SPECIAL... BOUOTOOR TOEMOPE
42 EXCITINB DAYS . . .81440 ... LEAVES JULY
1t ON THE MA6NIFI4ENT S.S. UNITED STATES
uV.r5,LLV tBCORTtD --ALL INCLUSIVE ...
HOTELS ... MEALS ... TOUR ESCORT... TIPS
...TAXES... SICHTSEEING... SPECIAL EVENTS
Inc.
>**L Mu*.h tJI m>.
DONT
BEA
DRUDG&
BUY A
mm
End washday drudgery. 'With an
clothes dryera complete loadof*ash canbe
fluff-dried in less than an hour. Save ftw
and save work. Buy a dryerat your
favorite store.
&PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
-
. Turing. SwmXof A fhut tm. J
Have You
Read...?
Tie following questions ore
iesed on articles tint appear
in tilt week’s issue of Tie
Advocate. Tie onswert ere et
tie bottom of tie column witi
tie pege listing foe tie
article.
1. What event was Important
enough to warrant a full
page of picture#?
(a) examinations
(b) the consecration of two
new Bishops
(c) the opening of track
1 Interest among high school
sports’ fans is centered this
week on
(s) the stats track champ-
ionahip
(b) Chinese Now Year
(c) the CYO basketball
playoffs
'k Who is celebrating n ISth an*
niversary in Burma?
(a) Missionaries of Our
Lady of La Salette
(b) U. S. Infantry
(c) Dr. Dooley’s Medico
4. What important event in the
Church calendar ended last
week?
(a) the Chair of Unity
Octavo
(b) Advent
(c) Feast of Pentecost
ANSWERS:l-(*),pegs10;
2-(e),page15/Ms),page
U(4-(e),Peg#1.
Bergen Library
Has 1,600 Books
NEW MILFORD A recent
survey of the new Ascension
School library indicated that
the 1,600 volumes have reach-
ed a circulation of about S.OW
readings since the library
opened in September, IMS.
The project of Mrs. Henry
Schuldt and Mrs. David Rob-
erta, mothers of students, and
Mrs. Gertrude Lewis, a retir-
ed Bergenfield librarian, the
library was built by donations
of books and funds from the
parish.
The chairmen organised
a staff of librarians which
now numbers IC.
Msgr. Francis A. Fos. pas-
tor, in checking the statistics
called the library a success
because it was a “labor of
love.”
St. E’s Joins
College Singers
BROOKLYN The College
of SC Elisabeth was among
six women's colleges repre-
sented at the charter meeting
for the Catholic Intercollegiate
Women's Glee Ctah Associa-
tion at SC Joseph's College
here.
A charter was drawn tad
the Brat intercoUegtate pro-
gram was planned lor Match
S at Lady cliff College. High-
land Falls. N.Y. Jeon Nicholts
of SC John’s University. Ja-
maica. Long Island, was alert-
ed president.
Reservists Give
Check to Blind
NEWARK The children of
St Joseph's School for the
Blind, Jersey City, had an
additional surprise at their
annual party at Newark Air-
port sponsored by the 9196th
Air Force Reserve Recovery
Squadron. They were given a
check for more than 170 to be
used to buy equipment for the
school auditorium.
Lt. Col. Thomas 0. Cole-
man is commander of the
group which meets one week-
end a month in Newark.
Fair Planned
In Jersey City
JERSEY CITY—St. Nicholas
School will hold a science fair
in ths new school building
Feb. 5 at 7 p.m. Trophies will
be awarded to the top three
entries in the primary, inter-
mediate and Junior high divi-
sions.
Magr. Alois Auth, pastor,
will announce the award*.
Judges include Rev. Albert W.
Stegle and Rev. Charles C.
Stocker, St. Nicholas «Hrt-
ants; Dr. James A. Pegollotti,
St. Peter's College; William
C. Scully, principal of Public
School 39; Ralph Del Plano
Cranford High School, Charles
A. Wolfe, Public School 9, and
G. Willms, broker.
St. Mary's to Try
First Musical
PASSAIC The Senior
Guild of St Mary’s Hospital
Is trying its hand at theatrical
promotion for the first time
to raise funds for the student
nurses scholarship loan and
development fund.
The women trill present “Hi
Fever Follies," a musical.
Feb. 14-16 in the hospital's
Bishop McLaughlin Audi-
torium. Dennis Drew will di-
rect for Jerome H. CsrgiU
Productions of New York.
Over 150 persons from sur-
rounding communities started
rehearsal Jan. 29 at a talent
party under the direction of
Mrs. Marion F. KaletkowskL
Mrs. Leslie J. Howes is show
chairman. &*
SYMBOLS - The lily is a symbol of Mary and her purity. This sing has been used since
medieval times. It is sometimes also called the fleur de lis.
First Class
But Unmailed
NORTH BERGEN - Stu-
dents of St Bright's here
wanted to show their pride
at the consecration of Bish-
ops John J. Dougherty and
Joseph A. Costello.
Sister Francis Michael.
0.P., eighth grade teacher,
offered the solution and
Kathleen Rutter and Char-
lotte Kudlac, turned the 12-
foot bulletin board outside
the classroom into a giant
greeting card.
The “card" congratulated
each of the Bishops end in-
cluded their mottos.
Newman Girls
Set Retreats
NEWARK - The New Jer-
sey Newman Club has an-
nounced two retreats for col-
lege women in February.
Douglass College Newman
Chib will sponsor a woman's
retreat at Our Lady of the
Cenacle Convent. New Bruns-
wick. Feb. 1-3. Linda Victoria,
sophomore, is chairman Con-
tact may also be made with
Rev. Louis Leyh of Sacred
Heart New Brunswick.
Cto Feb. HO. the Meatrteir
Stete Teachers Cottage's New-
man Cbb will sponenr a re-
treat tor women of the New
Jersey Province at St Paul's
Abbey, Newton. Rose Mary
Bergmaaa is chairman.
ADDIE SAYS -February is Cotholic Press month. Toke
a look at some good Catholic books and mapazines and
try to fromthe habit of good reodinp in general.
Cenacle Apostolate Sets
Day at St. Bridget’s
NEWARK-Aboot l« tenter
and junior members af the
New Jersey MJastenary Cen-
acle Apostolate will ait rod a
day of rsreltectton at It. Brid-
let's here March 3.
Man at M win opoo the
prorus which urtu inc hide a
luncheon, conference* and
BenedfclMn. Magr. Vtoceat p.
Coburn, archdioceeaa efficiali*
end St Bridget's pastor. will
**l«*»e the group Re*. FU-
*ta» Bailer. MSSS T
.
St. Jo-
soph's Shrine. Stirling, will be
retreat matter.
ARCHDIOCESAN Ccasctes
participating are St. Bndgat'a.
St Michael’s and Our Lady
Queen of Angels. Newark;
Christ the King. Jersey city;
Little Flower. Berkley Height*
end St. Tereea’a. Summit.
Laura Fritter of Mootclair
is chairman.
Sale in Cranford
For Library
CRANFORD - rbe library
board of St. Michael's School
will conduct a book (air under
the auspices of taa Paubst
Pma Fob. J-i. Tha sale will
ba open » a.m.-4 p.m. Sunday,
dood4:M and 7:30-10:30 Moo-
day and nooo-4:l0, Tuesday. '
Mrs. Janes Manley is chair-
man.
Washington, Lincoln, Rose and February
By JUNE DWYER
February la the month for
celebrating famous birthdays.
It's a special month for
Americans.
Hut beforo we slip into that
month of Washington and
Lincoln, we would like to pay
tribute to someone else bom
in February who isn't famous
but whom we think belongs hi
that patriotic month.
HER NAME ia Rom and
she comes from a large fam-
ily of nine children. Each of
them, with their parents’ nelp,
worked bit way to college.
Now Rose Is es American as
ice cream. She never fought
in a war and never was a
great leader but the is up-to-
date on all current events
and make sure she votes.
8!!E’8 THE kind of Yankee
Doodle Dandy who looked spic
and span throughout a dusty
tour of Europe, because
“they’re judging America by
what they see us do.’’
She never ran /or office but
Mm gave up a good job aod
went back to school at night for
teaching credits because ’'let’s
face lt, these kids have the fu-
ture of this wholo country
right in their schoolbags."
You might get our birthday
girl Into a hot debate on the
Cuban question and find she
can back up her ideas with a
first hand view from some of
the refugees in her own Girl
Scout troop. She is so busy
that ahe la rushing from one
activity to another but she’ll
always find time to have a cup
of coffee with you or to laugh
off a problem.
BUT THE REAL Yankee
Doodle Dandy part of our
story can be found in Rose's
fingers—she plays the piano.
She has that touch at the
piano that makes a tone-deaf
sixth grader sing "My Coun-
try Tis of Thee" with a Joy
that's worth listening to.
When Rose and music get
together a shy boy can sing a
lead in a show when he ha*
never sung before, a chorus
can give you that warm feel-
ing when you know it really
Isn’t that good musically and
... . •..- .
people who fear mOslc 'find a
door they can enter unafraid.
ROSE HAS been teaching
for a few year* now. She
formed a church choir aod
she plays the piano to people
all over the state particu-
larly when there is a good rea-
son to play, like making peo-
ple happy, raising funds for a
worthwhile cause or giving
support to a nervous singer.
Once when the occasion de-
manded, she even gave up her
seat at the piano and went
onstage to do the singing “be-
cause somebody had to do it
and I was the only one
around." Onstage she was
great. The fingers didn’t
move, but the heart still gave
—and those around her could
feel it and they were proud
and happy.
WHEN FEB. 3 comes I'll bo
saying Happy Birthday and
meaning it happy day you
were born, Bose; happy to
those who know you and to
the country that has you for ■
citizen.
I wonder bow many other
Americans whom you know, in
your school, ia your neighbor-
hood, in your family, are just
a* worthy of a salute. Unless
each of us ia, our country has
a weak link.
Newark, Garfield Tops
In CYO Press Test
NEWARK-St. Francis Xa-
vier. Newark, and Mt. Virgin.
Garfield, took the two first
place awards in the Artbdio-
cesan CYO journalism contest
for parochial schools.
“Xavier Torch," by St.
Francis students, took first
prise in the newspaper divi-
sum and "Vlrglnette" by Mt.
Virgin. Garfield, took the top
magaxine award.
ENTERED in the tins!
judging were school pubika-
ttooa which previously scored
best ia Bergen. Eases and
Hudson counties. The compe-
tition is an outgrowth of a se-
ries of lectures given during
the fall on journalism
Second piece entries in the
arcMwcessn judging were:
St. Francis. Ridgefield Park,
"Angels Echo" (newspaper di-
vision); and Our Lady of Li-
bera. West New York “Ecno-
-1“. tmagasine division). In
third place were St Nicholas.
Jersey City. “Mother Pauline
Echoes" (newspaper); and St.
Ana's. Newark. “The Tele-
scope" t magaxine).
EDITOR tn chief of “Xavier
Torch" was Clair* Ryan, with
Joann* lags as assistant Oth-
ers on the staff totted sd An-
thony Srtarttlo. Robert GUil.
Franc tee DriVescovo. Anthony
Sptdone and Michele Bar-
bette.
Heading the staff for “Vir-
glncite" were Judith Carate-
nuto and Karen Walsh. Others
serving included Louis Lemba,
John Castolamaro. limits For-
ests. Ronald Sealers. Rocco
Albino. Rosalind Petrino and
Tboross CslandrieUo.
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Young Advocate Club
Catholic Press Contest
Benlaes: (Boys and girt* from the fifth through the eighth
grades) Make a poster on Catholic Press Month. It may
oot be any larger than U inches by U inches.
Juniors: (Boys and girts from the kindergarten through
the fourth grades) Make a poster on Catholic Press
month. It may not be any larger than U inches by U
inches.
(a) Entries must be mailed no later than Wednesday.
Feb. IT, to Miss June V. Dwyer, Young Advocate
Club Headquarters, SI Clinton St, Newark 2, New
Jersey.
(b) Each entry must be accompanied by the above
coupon or by a copy of it
(c) Your entry makes yon a member of the Young
Advocete Chib.
(and) Prises of |3. $3 and *3 will be awarded in each
fFfff
CAMP SI. JOHN’S IAKISMMOUNTAIN
4-U. 1100 tl. mh. Sandy
N.V.C. Metere •
mUni Cetfefftt trip
beech. cperkMng dear tgrwvgled lake. 100
by teodwn end cnctfccc
•ckeeh. 1 Counsellor to 4 keys. letldcnt
Inclvtl** foe.
Oe.elepr
In M<k cabin. Central hot ihewen. One ell-
by Good Housekeeping.
o*el Ocedlag ftogietn cpltceel i
Write lebert X. Glengengock, Yolo Unit. AlMellc Acwu. New Keren. Conn. or
Pbeae Ohogon 7-4545 (H.Y.C.), Vglley ttreen. 5-lON (long lileod)
BOYS and GIRLS • Agat 6 to 16
OFF TO CAMP
ST. JOSEPH
Somoni July 2 to August 27th
A SPORTS INCLUDING
WATER-SKIING, SAILBOATING,
GOLF ON PREMISES-
•
WuT*
*** b#T ' • lf, ‘ *" •«*•»**• at print*
• ISOO MM W h.olthful K*nk woodland at 1700 f*at altitude
• Individual cobin,, on. coun,.llor (or *1 comp.,,
• I.ptrkncod, malar* count.llort InttnMt and carefully luporvli.
k •'* MlFptfl ' ‘ ’ * i-'V'.'Vw'' f
"
.■>
• R*ipon»lbl* AU-INCIUSIVI ratal (*r I *r I w**kij conv.nl.nt
poymant plant a.oilobl.
• &3TS? lrn-
- llluitratod catalog and catac, writ* or phono.
Di factor of Comps, Saint Josophs, Sullivan Cos., N.Y.,
Mantleolio 770» Now York City TWining 9-5800
Ca.upi conduct..! by th. 5i,..,, of si. Oomlnlc 0 ( AmityvUU
Naflfogl Catholic Camping AimklbHm
If your children need...
SCIENTIFIC
SHOE FITTERS
in Olivia
>■ luy
CA 64404
Om M to. rufcM U«
W HWMMiI-
<74 lUwwfhid Aw.
M 5-2722
Seton Hall University
School of Education
READING CENTER
PATERSON
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and special Instruction for
»tudom» who hove reading problem* and those
desk* to Improve their reading ability.
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
February 2, 1963 to May 25, 1963
Enrollment llmitd
SCHEDULE
Pupil* will be scheduled for one hour each Saturday
between 9too and I2ioo
GRADE LEVELS OF CHILDREN
Grade 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child and parent
2. Evaluation of reading ability
3. Psychological evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On the basis of anticipated needs pupils will be
placed In group* of 3,4, or 5 students who hove
similar difficulties and who will profit by working
together
STAFF iff]
Director, psychologist, and trained reading specialists
APPLICATIONS
Write tot Mrs. Margaret G. Murphy, Director
Reading Center, Seton Hall University
151 Ellison St., Paterson, New Jersey
ort Telephone IA 5-3425
SAINT PETER'S COLLEGE
FEBRUARY. APRIL
sth, 6th, 7th grad* students
Bth grade students
FOR
high school students
college students
adults
Enquire Department of Education
Jersey City 6, N. J.
OE 3*4400
WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE!
There never was a better time to have an
EAST COAST FINISHED
BASEMENT ROOM
To eleor out our warehouse of overttock ma-
terial! wo art offering Finiihod Basement* at
fantastic low Pricetl Imagine: pro-flniihod woll
paneling, acoustical ceiling filet, colorful floor
filet, recessed lighting -and every Flnithed
Batement INCIUDES a BUIIT-IN BARI n't all
yourt —and the price will be much leti than
you dreamed postiblel
NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 7 YRS. TO PAY
11x16 Ante ROOM
100
16x24’ BASEMENT
W6TOIO*
FINISHINO
by foil
Coo»t, wolli ituddtd
4»w & doer open-
lnO* prapoted coll-
i"9« furred.
Northern New Jersey 5W 7*M2O
hte» A Caetrel NJ. II 3-6474
la Mint County JE 9-3606
la Union County EL 3-4545
SHOWROOM: 34-17 BROADWAY (Route 4)
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
_locoted One Mile Watt of Bamberger't - Open Dally From 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
QUEEN AND COURT - Cloire Tottorallo of Holy Famlly (Nutley), seated, is crowned
queen ofthe Essex County CyO's Snowball Oance Jan. 26 by Joyce Zena of St. Peter's
(Belleville), the 1962 queen. Runner-up was Ellen Donachie (left) of St. Peter's and third
place Eileen lamb of Immaculate Conception (Montclair)).
Chicago Family Greets
Eighth Exchange Student
CHICAGO (NC)—The image
Cf the U.S. as a friendly na-
tion is being enlarged here by
• couple with seven children.
Ur. and Mr*. John W. Drish
of suburoan Evanston have
opened the doors of their
home to eight students froir
Europe and Latin America.
"That is, eight of the stu-
dents stayed with us for at
least a school year," explain-
ed Mrs Drish. “Others have
come in between and stayed
for shorter periods of time."
THE CURRENT student
the eightn. living with the
Drish family it Rene Rodri-
gue* of Sucre. Bolivia. Of the
others who stayed at the Druh
home for e school year, one
was from Cuba, two from Ger-
many and ooe each from Aus-
tria, Panama, Chile end Gua-
temala.
Each of them came here
under the International High
School Student Program of
the National Catholic Welfare
Conference.
ASKED WHAT he conaidcrs
to be the major difference be-
tween student life in the U.S.
and in Bolivia, he said: “At
home ere have a much harder
schedule. Clssaes begin at •
a m. and cootinue until noon.
We go home for toneß tost
then return tor classes from I
to 5:38 p.m."
Rodrigues is scheduled to
return to Bolivia in July. When
he does, Mrs. Drish said the
and the rest of the family
will be reedy to welcome stu-
dent number nine for a year's
stay.
Bergen Appoints
Publicity Chief
FORT LEE Thomas H.
Phelan Jr. of Maywood, a
counselor in the Bergen Coun-
ty CYO’s day camp program
for nine years, has been ap-
pointed public relations direc-
tor of the county unit, it was
announced by Rev. William P.
Devine, county director.
Phelan Is a graduate of
Fairfield University and pres-
S2*’*2S
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Essex Selects
Photo Winners
MONTCLAIR - Harry May-
er of St Thomas the A[»c»i]e
(Bloomfield) and George Muha
of St. Ana's (Newark) wero
the top winners la a photo-
graphy contest conducted by
tbe Essex County CYO.
• Meyer woo the high school
division's top prise end Muha
won in tbe grammar division.
Each will receive a plaque at
the CYO'a annual night of
champions.
plnoer* in the high school
division included: People
Prank Bruno. Our Lady of
Lourdes (West Orange); na-
ture William Sherer. Our
Lady of Lourdes, end pictorial
end school or CYO events.
Mayor.
Grammar winners were:
Peepie - Ruth Lardier. Holy
Family (Nutley); nature —-
Muha: pictorial - Robert
Voßchm. St Mary s t Nutley
and pets Antonio Pereira.
St Charles Borromro (New.
School Plans
Pross Program
NEWARK in eheervettan
hw Mooth. the
Soda! Science Federation of
t«es Catholic High School
a pictorial dis-
play entitled “Church Council
tbe Years • Feb. • at
S-'IS p.m
Highlighting the program
* « “Mw* hr Rev.
JAn B. Sheerin. CAP., editor
of The Catholic World lie will
***** *■ U* ecumeekal coun-
cil, which be covered.
THE PAPAL STATES were
incorporated tote tho Napoleo-
nic Empire in 1808.
news at
Catholic
Youth
Vocation Notes
Are We Willing
To Pay Price?
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
In our last two columns we wrote about the importance of
prayer in the all important matter of preserving and strength-
ening s vocation to the priesthood or religious life. Prayers
to saints taints like St. John Francis Regis ctn be
powerful; prayers by nuns can be powerful, but so too can
prayers by priests be powerful. Here is ooe example we
came upon quite recently.
*. * *
ON DEC. *, IMJ, POPE JOHN XXIII canonised as n
saint, Rev. Peter Julian Eymard, the founder of tbe Blessed
Sacrament Fathers. Starting anew religious community was
not an easy task. Father Peter looked desperately for vo-
cations to join him in his new work. Only ooe came. And
after a while even he left. When that happened our newly
canonized saint went before the Blessed Sacrament end said:
“lord, I am going to stay here oo my knees until that young
man returns!"
Four hours later, white Father Eymard was still kneeling
before Our Lord in tbe Blessed Sacrament, the chapel door
opened slowly and a familiar voice whispered softly, “Fath-
er Eymard, I'm back!”
• • •
FOR THOSE OF US WHO ARB INTERESTED in safe-
guarding and strengthening vocations, that true story should
convince us that It costs a lot. in the way of prayer and
sacrifice, to save a vocation us the priesthood. Brotherhood or
Sisterhood. Are vre willing to pay the price?
• • •
PERSEVERANCE IN PRATER LIKE THAT of St. Peter
Julian Eymard is important, but important too la persever-
ance m the face of discouragemeat on the pert of our candi-
dates for Use priesthood, brotherhood end sisterhood. Many
leave our seminaries and novitiates because they don't have
the courage to keep trying. They could learn much bom e
story that is told of history's famous Tamerlane.
He was the prince of the Tartars who ardently wished
to conquer the world. But be teat his first haute. Far day*
he hid in some old rums hroedtag over hit failure Then he
aaw an ant climbing a wan. The ant came la a protecting nek
and fell. Immediately u picked up its toad and tried again.
Again and again it fell. Tamerlane counted U fell To times.
But an the list try the ant succeeded in cbmbtof over
the rock. The prince of tho Tartan said to fctmaetf: “1 waa
defeated only once and 1 have already toet courage. I am go-
ing to learn from ike ant!" He learned something ahum cour-
age and perseverance and became one of the most famous of
oriental conquerors.
•• •
*
OCR SEMINARIANS AND NOVICES WOULD DO WELL
to learn well the advice St. Teresa of Avila gave herself
several Umee a day. The advice wrdten on her famous book-
mark:
Let —<l*l disturb yon.
Let nothing frighten yon.
AU things pass away.
God atone never changes.
Patience obtains all things.
Nothin* It wanting to tom who has God.
God suffices. •
o o m
Apostolate tor Vocations
Newark Arrhdtoceet Magr. William P. Furlong. St.
Mary's. Elizabeth. N.J. Telephone: EL 341 M
Patman Diocese: Roe. John P. McHugh, DePsul High
School. Wayne. N. J. Telephone OX 44730
Paterson CYO
Plans Contest
ForCheering
CUFTON Entries are be-
ing accepted for a cbeertead-
u»g contest which will be span-
••red by the Peterson I>i».
cesan CYO at St Philip’s au-
ditorium Feb. St. i
Competition for the gram-
mar school division will bn
from 3 to. 3:13 p.m. and 3:13
to 4:30 p.m. for tbe high school
group. Parishes may enter
one squad in each division.
Teams will be Limited to II
members
Winners will be announced
at tha contest, but awards win
bo presented by Bishop Mc-
Nulty March 13 at t:3O p.m.
at Pope Pius H& School.
Trophies wtll be given to the
winning team in each division
and tbe next three teams in
•aeh group will receive a
plaque
Entries, which wtll close
Feb. 10, can be made with
Mrs. Gladys Frits, its East
Oth St., Clifton. 772-23(7.
St. Benedict's
Holds Margin
NEWARK r- St. Benedict'a
retained its two-game margin
over St. Mary’s, (Nutley) in
the Esses County CYO inter-
mediate Boys’ Bowling Lea-
gue last week. St. Mary’s
John Hudaik boosted his lea-
gue-leading individual scoring
average to IST to outdistance
the field by 17 points.
Richie Uilley of St. John's
(Orange) rolled the week’s
high game of 243. Hudsik's M3
was the top set.
Holy Family (Nutley)and St.
Anthony's are tied for first in
the Junior Girls’ League. Holy
Family’s Jane Shiles (137). Pat
Dlmichino (13S), and Carol
Lardier (131) are the top trio
in the individual scoring race.
Michele Chase of St.
Charles (Newark) produced
the week’s high game, 174, and
high series, 433.
Han Dance
NEWARK - A Valentine
Dance la being planned by the
Immaculate Conception CVO
Feb. 3 at • p.m. at VFW Hall,
Grafton Ave. Music will be by
tha "Esquires”.
PROJECT 300 - Thomas C. Murray, on Essex Catholic High School teacher, points out
to David Davies, executive director of the Now Jersey TercentenaryCommission, the area
to be covered by Essex Catholic's Project 300, a salute to Now Jersey on its anniver-
sary in 1964. Joining their moderator are student members of tho executive commit-
tee, lerft to right, Michael Santangelo, Kevin Prendergast and John Boyno.
Youth Corner
Essex to Salute
N.J. Birthday
By ED WOODWARD
A topic of much discussion
around Essex Catholic High
School these days aside
from sports sod recently-com-
pleted warns is Project 300.
Project 300 is a salute being
planned by faculty and stu-
dents at the school in honor
of New Jersey's 300th anniver-
sary detention in ISM. Tbe
Essex Catholic plan is an am-
bitious, six-day program
which will run from April 2 to
8,18 M.
OF COURSE, it's a long way
off at toast it seems so
but Thomas C. Murray, a
teacher at tbe school and di-
rector of the project, reports
that a kickoff meeting was
held lasi week with David
Davies, executive director of
the New Jersey Tercentenary
Com minion.
it has the endorsement of
Gov. Richard J. Hughes, who
said Essex Catholic's salute is
"remarkably thoughtful and
logical and I congratulate
WoHdag with the director
will be many of (he students,
tod by an executive committee
of John Boyne, chairman, and
Michael Santaagelo and Kevin
Prvndergatt. ail members of
the Class af ML
THERE WILL RE three
phases to the project, la the
first, the New Jersey History-
mohtto will visit Knox Cath-
olic; the second win be com-
posed of at toast seven areas,
or displays, to be set up hi
the school ballroom, and tho
third a closing ceremony with
honored guests and speakers.
Under the secood phase, a
symbol win be designed and
erected by an architectural
committee Areas to be to
chided m this phase win be
displays from each of the 38
communities represented by
Essex Catholic students.
The growth of business and
industry hi tho state, the past,
present and future of the
Archdiocese of Newark, a
pictorial history of the state
and profiles of outstanding
leaders art some of tha other
subjects.
• • •
SCIENCE MINDED stu-
dents m North Jersey have an
opportunity to apply tor a re-
search and training program
this summer at Newark Col-
lege of Engineering. Teachers
can also apply.
Thera win be 31 students
and 14 teachers accepted for
an eight-week program in
which 18 separate projects —•
all under direct supervision of
NCE instructors will be con-
ducted. Stanley W. Dublin, the
research director, said that
special emphasis will be given
to instruction to research tech-
niques and preparation of
technical reports.
Students who an selected
will receive a weekly allow-
ance of $7.30 to cover travel
and lunch expense*. Applies
tions mutt be received by
March 31 at the foundation
headquarters, 323 High St.,
Newark.
oo o ’
RAYMOND HAYSER of
Marist High School recently
took first prize In a Voice of
Democracy essay contest
»porno red by a Bayonne VFW
post. The topic was “What
Freedom Means to Me." Ar-
lene Mazak of lloly Family
Academy was runner-up and
Paul Levendusky of Marist
was third.
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
South Orange, N. J. ,
Aimmcts
READING IMPROVEMENT
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS Al» ADULTS
SPRING SESSION 1963
Seton Hall Univeriity offer* reading improvement
course* for college student* and adult* at It* reading
center located In McQuaid Hall on the South Orange
Campus.
k
Claue* will be held on Monday and Wednetday eve*
ning* from 6>30 p.m. to 7t43 p.m., beginning on Mon*
doy, February 4, 1943 and end Moy 27, 1963.
Application* will be <*>~«eted until February 1, 1963
For application ana nurther Information, contacli
Professor Joseph Zubko
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
Telephone: SO 2-9000, Ext. 171
m
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Senre God by Seinnj Others
Si»f*ni of Reparation
of *ho Congregation of Mary
Me CUM Hr
*»**f »••'»>« I. awotat. Nirtlul
TANARUS««%Hun
*
i c ■•***•"«•• *w w«n-
Wilirr VtT4U*a Dir*<txTM
1«J t«tt» Itftrf, N. V. 11, N V.
CH.lm HM
BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Tractors
; Social Workers ■ Craftsmen
CONTACT
I*OTHM STITMIN AIMSTTONC tc.
CARDINAL CUSHING ACADEMY
#«■ A Will MIWtUTT. MASVACMUSUm
/ V i.
V •/
TANARUS««« «n'.«d la wrtf jewmf ot i iottd m
.
tom tftifscAU mm -HIIk ,1,1,
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rWtTUAL KXYWUN. mqmushv ... ssjob
FIAIKCISCAN MISSIONARY OHIO*
us wtsi 3ist sron, KEW YORK l, rew yo*e
lOntKTt MOT?. It as c»n ft 6-229
Vocation Retreat
In monastic silence & prayer, let us help you decide
your vocation.
Write to:
Retreat Master
Sacred Heart Monastery
Box 5742
Baltimore 8, Maryland
''FRANCISCAN
Prl#*f or Brother
CHRISTS work in Perishes, Schools,
Homo ond Foroign Missions.
Lock of funds no obstede.
WtJHi
VOCATION DIRECTOR
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
SI- SweerdWs Meae story
$
47 efa!^sto!*N“t*■o. 177, fl "
The Christian invite y®« »<> dovoto yourself to »ho
Brothers *
#rv,c * of Chrlpt In »ho classroom.
. Brolhor* aro oducotors and loaders of
Or Ireland youth throughout North America.
For details, wrlto: Rov. Br. I. C. O'Connor,
11 Pryor Terraco, Now Rochelle, N.Y.
CALDWELL COLLEGEFOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS Of ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited «» Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fullyaccredited Liberal Arte College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, NJ.
Founded In 1899 by the Sitters of Charity
College of SaintElisabeth
Convent Station, Now Jersey
JESUIT BROTHERS
Four Challenge Pony Pirate Laurels
By ED GRANT
JERSEY CITY —Seton Hall
Prep will defend its NJSIAA
Catholic schools indoor track
and field championship at the
Jersey CUy Armory Feb. 2
and may havo Just enough
talent to hold off a challenge
from Essex Catholic, Bergen
Catholic, St. Aloyklus and
Christian Brothers Academy.
The Pony Pirates will base
their hopes on individual ef-
forts by defending champ Jim
Wolf in the 60-yard high hur-
dles, Vadim Schaldenko In the
1,000-yard run and John Bond-
er in the mile and on strong
relay units at the 1,000-yard
and two-mile distances.
WOLF, WHO also holds the
two outdoor hurdles crowns,
is the key man in the Seton
Hall picture. In addition to his
hurdle chorea, he will lead oft
the 1.000-yard team. Another
doubler will be John Harring-
ton In the 60-yard dash, where
he placed third last year, and
the 1,000-yard relay.
There are 19 schools in the
meet—a record total—but only
Essex. Bergen, St. Aloysius
and CBA have the talent and
depth to make a fight of It for
the team title against the Pony
Pirates.
Essex has Bill Cummings
primed for the 440, Denny
Murray and Ed Rebenack in
the 1,000 and Jack O’Leary In
the mile. In addition, Fred
Dwyer can call on a sound
second-string two-mile relay
team, plus several field event
men who could sneak off with
a decisive point here or then.
THB BERGEN push will be
made in the shot put with Tom
Obrotka and Ed Higgina, In
the hurdle* with Jim Wenthe,
in the mile with Dave Faherty
and in the relays, where the
Crusaders can field strong
chibs at all three distances,
1,000 yards, mile and two-
mile.
St. Aloysius, competing on
its home floor, is doubling
George McHugh, who took the
440-yard crown last year, In
the 60-yas! dash and 1,000-
yard run, along with Richie
O'Malley. Ken Ball# will run
the 440 and Tom Saal is a
threat in the hurdles and high
Jump.
The high Jump and shot put
winners could both come from
Christian Brothers Academy,
with Ed MuWihill favored in
the first over defending Richie
Kennedy of Don Bosco and
Gus ZiUncar picked to take
the shot over the Bergen en-
try. Tho chore school also has
Tim Sheehan In the 1,000 and
John Eager in the mile, plus
strong relay teams at 1,000-
yards and one mile.
INDIVIDUAL PICKS include
Mickey Albers of Mariat In thn
•0, Wolf in the hurdles, Steve
Aahurst of Our Lady of the
Valley in the 440, Schaldenko
in the 1,000, Richie Myers of
Camden Catholic in lha mile,
MulvihiU in the high jump and
ZiUncar in the shot put.
Aahurst finally qualified for
the national lntericholastlc
440-yard race Saturday as he
ran 32.0, placing second to A1
Grimes of Bayside at the St.
Francis Prep meet. Paul
Drew of St. Benedict's made
the grade in the 60-yard high
hurdles, though failing to
reach the final.
Essex Catholic
Wins Relay Title
NEWARK Led by a rec-
ord performance from its two-
mile relay team. Essex Cath-
olic captured the New Jersey
Catholic Track Conference re-
lay championship here Jan.
28. The Falcons squeezed past
runner-up Seton Hall. 15-IS.
In that two-mile relay, Jim
and Ed Rebenack carried for
the first two laps and Bill Cun-
ningham and Denny Murrav
finished in 8:23. Seton Hail
held the previous record,
8:23.7. A fourth place in that
two-mile relay gave Essex the
points which proved decisive.
SETON HALL, Manst and
Our Lady of the Valley each
took a first place in the other
events
The Pirates ran the distance
medley in 8:06 —with Vadim
Schadlenko running a strong
4:33 mile: Marist copped the
88U in 1:42. and Valley -
sparked by Steve Ashurst's
swift 51.2 anchor leg took
the mile.
St Aloysius won three races
during a Jan. 24 program, two
of them on the sophomore
level, where no team title was
awarded. The Aloysians took
the soph mile relay in 3:35
and the sprint medley in 4:10.
Essex Catholic scored its
other points in the 880-yard re-
lay and the distance medley
relay. The meet winners took
second in the a» and third in
the distance medley.
The Top Ton
(lacinde* games Jan. 28)
84. Mary's (E) 11-t
84. Peter's Prep «-2
Roselle Catholic 12-1
St. Benedict’s Prep ...18-3
Seton Hall
... 8-2
Don Boeco 8-4
DePanl 12-1
Bergen Caihotle ...... 74
St. Aleystns 114
Essex Catholic 8-5
In 2-Mile Relay
Setonia Sights Possible Record
NEW YORK - For the first time tn
history, the two-mile relay will be the
feature baton event at the Millrose Games
Feb. 1 at Madison Square Garden tod North
Jersey his more than Just a minor Interest in
what promises to boa world-record race.
Seton Hall University will square off
against Vilianova and Georgetown and, after
the way these three teams ran last weekend,
Kansas’ year-old record of 7:30.8 seems cer-
tain to fall. AU three clubs could |ct under
that clocking.
THE PIRATES broke their school record
(for almost 20 yeers the. world indoor mark)
as they ran 7:32.8 at the Boston A. A. meet
Jan. 28, but still lost to Georgetown, which
hit 7:32.4. The previous night, Seton Hall
had bowed to Vilianova, which clocked 7:33.1
on the 12-lap Maple Leaf Gardens' track in
Toronto.
In both races, the Pirates led until the
third leg when Junior Kevin Hennessey was
unable to bold off two of the finest sophomore
880-yard men in the nation. Tommy Sullivan
of Vilianova end Ed Duchini of Georgetown.
George Germann was then faced with the
task of trying to catch two internationalists,
Villanova's Noel Carroll and Georgetown's
John Reilly, and couldn't quite do it. though
he ran 1:53.4 in Toronto and a blaring 1:30.8
in Boston.
THE BOSTON race may have been loet
on the first leg when Tom Tushingham got
into a neck-snd-neck battle with Marty
Ferko, t sub on the Vilianova team. Ferko
eventually fell, but the effort so tired Tush-
Ingham that he ran only 1:38, compared to
a 1:54.4 in leading home Vic Zwolak of the
Wildcats at Toronto. Had Tom simply re-
pealed his Toronto clocking at Boston. Scion
Hall would have run 7:31.
Seton Hall will go with the same lineup
in the Millrose meet Tushingham, captain
Ed Wyrsch (1:34.8 and 1:33.3 last weekend >.
Hennessey (1:34.4 and 1:33.8) and Germann
Villa nova will put Zwolak back on the first
leg he ran and woo the invitation mile at
Boston to go with A1 Adams of Jersey City,
Sullivan and Carroll. Georgetown's lineup will
be former Don Boeco star Ed Schmitt,
Charles McGovern. Duchini and Reilly.
Seton Hal) did score one victory at Boston
ss Its mile relay team ran 3:24.3 Adam
Fcret led off m SIJ, Bill Wetkel ran 31.7,
Jim Fischer hit 90 7 and Frank Governale
clocked 30.2. This foursome will also be in
action at the Millrose meet.
As the Seton Hall University team will
close the meet, so will the Seton Hall Prep
team open the proceedings in the ooe-milc
relay against Essex Catholic, Our Lady of the
Valley. New Rochelle and Oceanside The
Pony Pirates will have to be razor-shirp to
take New Rochelle, which la loaded this year
in all events.
Among Schoolboy 5s
Showdown, Streaks in Spotlight
NEWARK - A crucial game
and a pair of long winning
streaks will move into the
limelight in the coming week
among North Jersey scholas-
tic basketball ranks.
Bergen Catholic's visit to
Don Boeco Feb. 1 will carry
a great deal of significance,
both in amPmciHiiir• f ttf>b
otic CoaWMK wd Ip The
Advocate’s top 10 list. >. \
WITH A 34 league record,
the Crusaders could Just about
wrap up the T-CCC title with
■ triumph. The Dons, on the
other hand, could snarl the
race with a triumph. They are
2-1 in the conference. Bergen
C'tholic already holds two
wins against the Dons, one in
the Bergen County Holiday
Festival final and another In e
T-CCC battle at OradeU
DePaul, which leaped to
seventh place in the top 10,
will be aiming to protect a
victory skein which has
reached nine games. It has an
independent tussle with • local
rival, Pcquannock, Feb. 1 and
a Passaic-Bergen Catholic
Conference clash with St Jo-
seph’s Feb. 3 oo tap during
the coming week.
The other long etreek is Held
by St. Mary's IE) which has
vmm Us last games and
will be out to extend that
against Edison Tech Feb. I
and against Archbishop Walsh
Feb. 3.
A BUDDING victory streak
which bad reached lour games
including a big upset of St
Peter's Prep was balled for
Bergen Catholic by Psramus.
81-58, last week. Although they
are Just 74 overall, the Cru-
saders still rsak among the
top 10 because of their rugged
schedule.
Don Bosco, which has Mic-
key Vaughn going at a high-
scoring clip, primed for Its
third meeting wtth Bergen
Catholic by toppling Clarks-
town, 7147, and boosting its
record to 84
DePaul and Roselle Catholic
carry the best records. 12-1
e»eh The Spartan* reached
that spot wtth a 8447 win
MtbM St Luke's and a .7341
victory against Morris Cath-
olic Roselle Catholic re-
covered from its loss to St.
Mwy'a iE) with decision*
against SL Anthony’s, -*•).
sad Marist. t|4L
ST. BENEDICTS Prep went
tmo a vital game with Sooth
Side Jan. B wftb a six-game
vi-mteq skein and a IP3 rec-
ord. The Gray Bee* stopped
Orange. 83-33, and Peddle, 7i-
-32, m their previous outings
Another string of triumphs
D in the work* st St PeJ?s
Prep 112-Jl where verdicts
agsuut Marist and Regis set
t> stige for a showdown with
Bayonne Jan. 28 for the soutn-
e-n division of the Hud»m
County Inter scholastic Athletic
Association.
Coasting to an easy, 83-to
rout of Vailsburg, Scum ilaU
raised its record to 8-2 and
Easea Catholic Jumped to P-3
with wins against Newark
Tech. 7840, and Immaculate
Conception. 7348. Both are
strong contenders, along with
St. Benedict’s Prep, for good
spots in the coming Essex
County Tournament.
BT. MARY? (JC) moved to
the edge of the top 10 list
*i(h its 83-91 triumph against
St Aloysius, which had an
eight game victory string rut.
The Aloysians (114) slipped
to ninth place with the defeat.
Besides setting s school rec-
ord for St. Mary’s with his
S3 points. Joe Camillery
scored the deciding points In
the final minute to lead the
winners to a 104 record.
Two other teams waiting for
• chance to break into the list
of leaders are Holy Family
(8-3) and Archbishop W»l»h
(84). The Blue Bishops re-
covered from two consecutive
k>*»e* with wins against Union
Hill and North Bergen They
have an important match with
Hoboken set Jan. 31.
Walsh, which will face St.
Anthony's Feb. I In a game
which features the Parochial
C schedule for the week,
stopped Irvington and Holy
Trinity In its most recent
games.
Camillery Hits
Season High
NEWARK An slmost-per-
feet (coring performance car-
ried Si. Mary's Joe Camillery
to another acbool scoring rec-
ord and a solid lead in the in-
dividual scoring race among
North Jersey Catholic high
school teams.
The S-tl backcourt are rack-
ed up n points to leading his
team to an 03-11 upset of St.
Aloysius Jan. 71. He missed
Just four of 33 shots from the
floor and connected an all IT
foul shots which he attempted
—an amazing effort.
HE HAD SCORED 31 points
In the team's first game of
the season for the previous
St. Mary's record He had es-
tablished the standard at M
points last season
This also put him within
close reach of Ihc 1.000-poinl
level with 102 points, all but
1* of which were scored lasi
season and this yesr. In the
current campaign. Ceoulkry
has 421 points in 13 game* for
a 3*4 average.
The S3 points give him one
of the highest totals ever by a
Catholic schoolboy eager, but
they fall far short of the It
points recorded by Jack Quinn
of Oratory m the 1*3334
sea son
In the scoring race, Rich
Corsetto (2* 3) of St Bootven
turn was threatening to pass
CsmiUcry before the latter's
record afternoon Mike Mo-
doskt of St Anthony's tallied
33 and a points in his last
two games to move into fourth
*>•«« with 221. Just a shade
below third place Tom Brooks
tan «f at. Joseph's (wrrr>.
m
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for Pirates, Peacocks
'Basis' for Comparison Is Coming
As much si "experts” may
disclaim the value of compara-
tive scores, followers of Seton
Hall University and St. Peter s
College will have a number of
them from which to select fol-
lowing a busy week of bas-
ketball action coming up
The rivals won't have their
annus! meeting until Feb 20
but. after this week, both
sides will have ample mate-
rial for the comparison milt.
EACH MOLDS A victory over
tbeir only common opponents
thus far. Fairfield and Loyola
of Baltimore But tbe Pea-
cocks will eatrrtam Fairteigh
Dickinson University Jan. 31,
vuil St. Joseph's at the
Palestra Pah. 2 and com*
home again for a game with
Wagner Teh «. Seton Hat)
has beaten FDU and tost to
the ether two teams
Meanwhile. Seton Hall will
play bom to CstboUe Univer-
sity. which holds a decision
■gaum St Peter's. Feb l.
That, there will be six com-
mon foes after St Peter’s
fares Wagner Tbe acorn,
very likely, will mean noth-
ing. but they're conversation
starter* if nothing else
Paterson Seton Hall will be
trying to run iu current streak
to W victories with home
gamea against Monmouth Feb.
2 and Kings (N Y.) Feb. 8.
Both are Central Atlantic Con-
ference games and wins could
hist about clinch tbe title (or
the Pirates, who are 4-0 in the
circuit and 8-3 in all games
ST PETER'S will be play-
tng its tint home game since
It beat lona at tbe Jersey
City Armory Jan. 10. It will
also mark the Peacoeks'a first
outings since they returned
from a trip to Florida last
week.
During the one-week jaunt.
St Peter's bowed, to Miami,
01-73. and Jacksonville. 10841,
to drop Its record to 8-5.
SETON HALL boosted its
record to 7-3 with a 81-33 vic-
tory against Boston College
last week, but the Interesting
story there was the fact that
Nick Werkman, the nation's
number one scorer, was held
10 points below his previous
career low with 11 points.
This was offset by tbe fact
that Randy Chavc reached a
career high with 14 points and
all of the Pirates contributed
to tbe scoring effort with all
but Sunny Sunkett. who bad
nine points, scoring in doublo
figures.
In addition to the game with
Catholic University. Seton Hall
will take on Upsala Feb. 4.
Paterson Seton Hall ran its
victory vtresk to eight games
with a 7047 victory against its
neighborhood rival, Paterson
State That is the largest mar-
gin of victory in the last threo
games for the Pirates, who
best the two previous foes by
two points apiece.
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Vacation In Europe
- Visit the Shrines
Here’s an ideal holiday in Ireland. France, Spain, Italy,
and England.Aswift Shamrock Jet wings you from New
York to Ireland in lea than six hours aloft. After Dublin,
you’ll fly to Lourdes and see ita unforgettable wonders.
Then Barcelona and a visit to Montserrat. Next stop is
Palma de Mallorca, picturesque island resort. In Roms
see theVatican Museums, theSistine Chapel, theglorious
treasures of the Church. Your tour of Paris includes all
the sightsthat have made this the Queenof Cities. Then
the grandeurof London. The MainTour ends in London,
but you can easily arrange an optional extension in Iro-
land,which includesa day in 15th Century splendor on
the Shannon Medieval Tour. When you leave, Irish In-
ternationalwill carryyou in comfort to New York. Take
the Main Tour from New York for just $83.74 down, in-
cluding transatlanticeconomy jet flight and all European
land arrangements. You'll have 24 months to pay the
balance on our low-interestShamrock Thriftair Plan. A
3-dayextension inIrelandcosts just$6l. Why wait? Your
Travel Agent can book yourtour from May through Sep-
tember. Optional extension to Beauroing ShrineCelehra.
tions, Belgium, August 22.
' mimrnm
mm
mums
#72 WTH AVL, N.Y. M, MX PLAZA7-1200* IN NEW JERSEYCALL MARKET 4-1377
NAITour M«M|or, IrUh InUnuUoruJ Airline*
m Fifth Avmum, N*w York 80, N.Y.
Plea** Mnd to* th* full detail* on lrW> InUm»tlon*r* Tour of tho
Shrin**. .
Pray for Them
Fr. Nugent of Paulists Dies at 48
BOSTON Rev. J. Edward
Nugent, C.S.P., 48, a native
ot East Orange, died suddenly
Jan. 23 at the rectory of St.
Ann’s parish here, where he
has been pastor the last two
years.
A Solemn Mass was offered
Jan. M at 10 a.m. in St,
Ann’s Church. Another Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
Jan. 28 at St. Paul’s Church,
New York.
Presiding at the Boston
Mass was Richard Cardinal
Cushing, who also gave the
final absolution. Both Masses
were offered by Very Rev.
William A. Michell. C.S.P., su-
perior general of the PauUst
Fathers.
Father Nugent had been best
known in the Boston area as
archdiocesan director of the
Newman Clubs from 1933 to
1981. Ha was also procurator
of the Catholic Information
Center from 1930 to 1953.
FATHER NUGENT, who
moved to Harrison rs a child
with his parents, attended
Holy Cross School, Setoo Hall
Prep, attended Vlllanova Uni-
versity, St. Charles Seminary
in CatonsviOe, Md., and St
Paul's College, the Paulists*
major seminary in Washing-
ton, D. C.
Father Nugent was ordained
in New York on May 30, 19t2.
He served first as chaplain of
the Newman Club at
Berkeley. Cal., 1942-43. He la-
ter held the same assignment
at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Harvard Law
School. He was also an assis-
tant at the Church of the Good
Shepherd, New York, 1943-44;
Old St. Mary's, Chicago, 1944-
48 and, St. Paul the Apostle,
Now York City, 1947-49.
During the 1950 Holy Year.
Father Nugent was assigned to
Rome for special duty at Santa
Susanna, the American church
run by the Paulist Fathers
there. He also spent a year
as a missionary at St. Philip
Neri Church, Portland, Ore.
Survivors Include his
mother, Mrs. Helen M. Nugent
of South Orange, and two
brothers, Martin Nugent of
Westfield and Daniel Nugent
of Convent
Washington. D.C., former has-
ketball coach at St. Peter's
College (1934-42) and director
of athletics at Georgetown
univeraity, died Jan. 24 at
Georgetown Hospital.
Michael J. Mclntyre of East
Orange, brother of Sister Mary
Thecla of Glasgow, Scotland,
died Jan. 20.
Mrs. George E. Furlong of
Newark, mother of Mrgr. Wil-
liam F. Furlong, pastor of St.
Mary’s. Elisabeth, died Jan.
26 at home.
Elmer V. Marion. 68, of
Bloomingdale, father of Sister
Mary Felix of St. Joseph's
Convent, Waverly. Pa., died
Jan. 22 at Chilton Memorial
Hospital, Pompton Plains.
Joseph P. Clarke, 70. of
Hackensack, brother of Sister
Joseph Cecilia of Holy Cross,
Harrison, died Jan. 2S at Ber-
gen Pines Hospital, Paramus.
Michael McDonough, father
of five priests including Bish-
op Thomas J. McDonough of
Savannah, Ga., died Jan. 26
in Philadelphia.
In yonr pr+ytrt tho rtmtm-
thru, yonr sletHuol
Prints:
Newark
...
Rev. James McManus, Feb. 2,
1912
Rev. Thomas J. Moran, Feb.
3, 1917
Rev. John P. Washington,
Feb. 3. 1943
Rev. Bonavcnture Kuo, Feb.
3, 1962
Very Rev. Michael J. Whalen,
Feb. 4,1987
Rev. Joseph J. Simaeaiiu,
Feb. 4. 1953
Rev. Williun F. Schott, S.J.,
Feb. 4. 1936
Rev. Time thy J. Hurley, Feb.
C. 1900
Rev. Thomas A. Mullins. Feb.
6. 1920
R». Rev. Msgr. Robert J. By-
er, Feb 6, into
Rev. Hercules DiPrimio, Feb.
8, 1943
Rt Rev. Msgr. William A.
Keyes. Feb. 3. 1947
Paterson
,.,
Rev. Herman L Storck, S J.,
Feb. i, 1962
Rl Rev. Msgr. James Wne-
rwoo. Feb. 8, 1982
Rev, Dominie Grants*, Feb.
T. 1931
FATHER NUGENT
Sister Mary Alice
CONVENT Sister Mary
Alice Dooley of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elisabeth died
Jan. 24 at St. Anne Villa here.
A Solemn Requiem Mau was
offered Jan. 28 at the villa
chapel.
A native of Ireland, Sister
Mary Alice entered the Sisters
of Charity at Salem, Mau.. in
1907. Following her novitiate,
she was stationed at St. Jo-
seph’a Roys School here, at
Seton Hall University and at
Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary. Darlington, from 1927
to I*sB, serving one term as
superior there. She retired to
St. Anne Villa in 1958.
Surviving are a sister. Mrs.
Oliver Goldsmith of Peabody.
Mau.. and a brother, Martin
Dooley of Ireland.
Other Deaths
. . .
Stephen J. Wood. SJ. former-
ly of Springfield, father of Sis-
ter Maria Stepfcaa, &5J.. of
Wildwood, died Jan. 18 at
Clinton.
Francis X. Lee, 89, of Mor-
ris Township, brother of Rev.
Walter Lee, 0.5.8., of St.
Mary’s Priory, Newark, died
Jan. a at All Souls Hospital.
Helen Meyers of Orange,
aunt of Rev. Edward J. Hayes
of St. Thomas Aquinas. New.
ark. and Rev. Paul J. Hayes
of the archdiocesan Legion of
Dorewry office, died Jan. 27.
Peter A. Masterses, 77,
brother of Mother Mary Leo-
eadia, S.M., mistress of nov-
* the Sisters of Mercy
Novitista in SyoaseL N.Y.,
Sister Mary DeSalea, S.M., of
St Mary’s School Rady*.
N.Y.. and SUter
D.C., of the Immaculate Coo
ceptfon Carmelite Conveot.
Towaon. Md, died Jan. 80 at
Van Dyk’a Nursing Home Pa-
ramus.
Harold M. Sweetman. 80, of
Nurges’ Home
Almost Ready
MONTCLAIR Work is
new being completed on the
new nurses' home at St. Vin-
cent's Hospital, the first unit
in a three-stage budding pro-
gram being planned at the
hospital.
Costing about $373,000. the
nurses' home will accommo-
date 38 students and will alio
be the residence of the infant
care technicians. It should be
ready for occupancy May 1.
The second unit will be a
••cond floor for the llalloran
Pavilion, to be used for school
purposes. Auxiliary and med-
ical staff activities. It will cost
about $75,000 and is due for
completion by the end of the
year.
No date has yet been set
for the start of work on the
convent, which will complete
the program.
Council Stamp
MADRID (NC)-A new one-
peaeU postage stamp com-
memorating the ecumenical
council has gone on sale in
Spain.
Would Aid
Migrants
WASHINGTON (NC) - Sen.
Harrison A. Williams Jr.
of New Jersey bas Introduced
a 10-part legislative package
designed to aid and protect
migratory farm workers.
The bills have been referred
to the Senate Labor and Pub-
lic Welfare committee.
THE 18 MEASURES would
provide: Financial aid to state
programs for education of mi-
gratory workers and their
children; loans and grants to
migrants for housing; grant
funds to states for day cara
centers for migrants' children;
establish a national advisory
council on migratory labor;
help finance improved sani-
tary conditions.
Also, establish a voluntary
job placement program with
minimum standards for terms
of employment; require crew
leaders to register with the
Secretary of Labor and bar
them from exploitation of
workers; regulate employment
of child labor on farms; ex-
tend collective bargaining
rights under the Taft-Hartley
Act to migratory workers, and
cover migrant workers under
the minimum wage law with a
provision for gradual wage
raises to 1125 per hour.
CCD Workshops
Open in Newark
NEWARK A workshop for
elementary school teachers in
the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine program will be held
at Essex Catholic High School
Feb. 10 from 2 to 4;39 pm.
Sponsored by the Arch-
diocesan Sisters and Brothers
Committee, the workshop is
for the Essex County-West
Hudson area. Similar work-
shops will be held in the other
counties in early spring.
The theme of the workshop
is "Formation of the Chris-
tian Character." Frank
Moretti of St Michael's. Un-
ion. will give the opening talk
on "Psychology ot the Public
School Student." The work-
shops will be divided into pri-
mary, intermediate and upper
grade levels
Sister Regina Celeste.
MSB T. chairman of the
committee. Is in charge of ar-
rangements.
Marian Congress
At Fatima Planned
FATIMA, Portuggl (NC)
The permanent committee for
international Marian congress-
es is planning a world con-
gresa to be held here In 1987
to mark the 30th anniversary
of the apparitions of Our Lady
here.
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Classical Unit
MeetsFeb. 9
NEW YORK Dr. Gilbert
Highet of Columbia University
will be guest speaker at the
winter meeting of the Catho-
lic Classical Association of
Greater New York Feb. 9 at
Columbia University.
The meeting will be held in
conjunction with the New York
Classical Club and a joint
luncheon will precede the
meeting at Columbia's Facul-
ty Club for Mon.
The Catholic Classical Club
has scheduled two events for
its spring calendar. The 22nd
annual Latin Sight Transla-
tion will be held April 6 and
the spring meeting and awards
ceremonies May 18.
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Seton Hall to Conduct
Summer Chinese Gasses
SOUTH ORANGE - Seton
Hall University is now accept-
ing applicants for its Summer
Language Institute lor sec-
ondary and elementary teach-
ers of Chinese. It will be held
July l-Aug. 23 at the campus.
. The institute has been estab-
lished under a 839.000 grant
from the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation. Applicants must hava
at least one year of back-
ground in Chinese.
Those accepted will receive
a stipend of 173 a week and an
allowance of $l5 a week for
each dependent. All tuition la
covered. Since the National
Defensa Education Act pays
stipends only to public school
teachers, the Carnegie Foun-
dation has provided $90,000 to
include private school teach-
ers.
Ttae program will consist of
Chinese language instruction,
language laboratory tech-
niques and drills, teaching
methods, public lectures and
field trips to Chinese cultural
centers.
Applications may be obtain-
ed from Dr. John Tsu. Insti-
tute director, and must be
submitted no later than March
1. Successful applicants will
be notified by April 15.
Day of Recollection
The monthly day of rec-
ollection (or priests will be
held Feb. ». at Immaculate
Conception Seminary, Dar-
lington.
Apostleship ofPrayer
Charity Is Needed
Court/ imlntiom for F*b-
rmory: Sutctu of lb* Volitsm
CommciL
Again in this month of
February, our Holy Father.
Pope John, asks us to pray (or
the success of the Vatican
Council. The particular grace
he confidently hopes from the
Holy Spirit as response to his
and our prayers is “that those
who have taken part in the
council may seek with mutual
charity and understanding the
universal good of the Church."
The universal good of the
Church achieved through mu-
tual charity and understand-
ing on tha part of the Fathers
of the council.
This ideal is almost beyond
the best efforts of human na-
ture. even aided by superabun-
dant grace.
Its fulfillment require* sanc-
tity on the part of tha moat
brilliant, the most forward-
looking of churchmen.
No question of faith and
morals is involved in the ques-
tion of the vernacular.
In the opinion of some the
matter is settled; for others it
is open to argument, and there
are so many questions on mat-
ters that affect the salvation
Ol ft* Iff inn*
Infallibility will not settle
them; only chanty within the
Church.
Miniom imltmliom: Afrit a
•#• • •
Horning OfJrring
O Jesus, through the Immac-
ulate Heart of Mary. I offer
Thee my prayers, work*, joy*
and sufferings of this day for
afl the intention* af Thy Sa-
cred Heart. In muon with the
Holy ScriOce of the Mat*
throughout the world, to rep-
arattoe far my am*, far the
intentions of all our Asso-
ciates. far the reunion of
Chrietandeos. and fa particu-
lar for success of the council
• • • • ft
* Fee bfwawie* wheel th,
A+OilUtbip ml Prey**■ urn* /•
the JnWiMoei Drrtunr.
ApmuUtkip of Prayer, frtom
HaU Izmir truty. Stunk Or-
mage, N. /.
North Jersey Calendar
FRIDAY, FEB. 1
Gregory Club of New Jersey
—Gay Nineties Valentine
Dance, Commonwealth Club,
Upper Montclair, 9 p.m. Atm
Mehl and Carl Sector chair-
men.
Essex County First Friday
Club—Monthly meeting, Down-
town Club, Newark, noon.
Archbishop Boland speaker.
First Friday Club of Pater-
son—Monthly meeting, Alex-
ander Hamilton Hotel, noon.
Rev. Kenneth Lasch, St. Ther-
esa’s, Paterson, speaker.
Annttnclattoo Church. Pa-
ramns—Parish show, "A Night
to Remember,” 8:30 p.m., fol-
lowed by social. Albert De-
FeUce chairman.
Franciscan Retreat Council
of Beadlx Employees—Seventh
annual retreat, St. Bonaven-
ture Retreat House, 'Paterson.
Rev. Thomas F. Canty Conn-
ell, K. of C., Hillside-Benefit
food collection dance (or St.
Peter’s Orphanage, Newark,
at clubhouse. Robert F. Rfrcun
chairman.
SATURDAY, FEB. 2
Santa Maria General As-
sembly, K. ol C.—Second an-
nual charity ball, K. of C.
clubhouse. Waltington. 8 p.m.
SUNDAY, FEB. 3
New Jersey Province of
Newman . Clubs—Meeting.
Trenton Junior College, to
plan for Atlantic City conven-
tion, March 2-3.
MONDAY, FEB. 4
Mercler Club #f Montclair -
Annual men’s get-together,
Robin Hood Inn, 6:30 p.m.
Msgr. Thomas J. Conroy, pas-
tor. Sacred Heart, Vatlsburg.
speaker. Sports films of World
Series and Montclair-Bloom-
field football game.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 6
Trinity Forum, Westfield
Guest speaker, Bishop John
J. Wright of Pittsburgh on
“Christianity in the Second
Half of Our Century."
SL Aaattasfa'a PTA. Tea-
neek Annual card party,
Quigley llall. 8 pm. Mrv
David Smith and Mrs. Vin-
cent McAuliffe co-chairmen.
Holy Name Society, ML
Carmel. Ridgewood Month
ly meeting Rev. Patrick J.
Sullivan. S.J.. of the national
Legion of Decency. wiU dis-
cuss “The Church and tho
Communications Media.”
Haiy Name Society, JU. past
the Apostle, Irvtagtow-Mootb-
ly meeting Fred O. Eckert,
pest president. wtR discuss
tuitory of Holy Name Society.
Stamp Course
Being Offered
JERSEY CITY - “Fonda-
mental* of Philately" will be
among the two course* given
in the spring tern eg the adult
education program at St.
Peter** College, which brguu
Feb. 14.
Dr. Perry Jackaan. chemis-
try prafeaaor at the college,
wtit present the course.
Among the other comes
< tiered mil be '‘American
Pronunciation for the Foreign
Boro.'* given by Anne Fin-
nerty el A. Harry Moore
School, Jersey City; "Elemen-
tary Arable." given by Jeacph
Abdenonr of the Voice of
America and "Beethoven
A Study of Gra*taeea.M given
hr Prof. Walter Baber of ft.
Pete*-* College
Madonna Council
Assists Rockleigh
ENGLEWOOD Madonna
Cowwctl. Knights of CWumtws.
baa presented a dwrk for tm
to St. JoMph's Village far De-
pendent Children. Rocklaigb
The dooatka waa presented
by Gerard V. Leary, grand
knight, to Slater Vincent de
Paul. CS J., acting for Stater
Marie de Parti. CiJ., super-
far.
'Calendar Capers'
At St. Aloysius
NEWARK Rehearsals
*»»v« started for the seventh
annual variety show to ha pre-
yed by the St. Aloy*lu»
Players. It will be called "Cal-
endar Caper*."
Matinee performance* will
be given Feb 10 and IT and
evening performance* Feb. 14.
and 15. Edwin F. Garriaon it
director.
Custom Home
Building Up
A Chtrrtnoti-CdrroU Krlttl*
LODI (PFS)—Last year was
Bel Aire Homes' most active
since its founding in 1955, re-
ports Charles Fader of West
Orange, president of the cus-
tom building firm with main
offices on Rt. 48 here.
According to Fader, 263 lot
owners purchased custom
homes from Bel Aire during
the year, representing a valu-
ation of $3,612,500, up 7% over
figures of 1961.
In addition, the firm launch-
ed an expansion program in
the late fall of 1963 calling for
the addition of franchises
throughout the Middle Atlan-
tic region. Seven contracts are
currently under negotiation
with regional representatives,
and Fader expecta to announce
the appointment of several of
these soon.
A highlight of the year was
the announcement during Oc-
tober of the completion of Bel
Aire's I,oooth home.
During the early spring of
1962, Bel Aire introduced its
new line of Holiday Homes.
Plan Apartment
At Seashore
A Koytom Rtlrtu*
I.ONG BRANCH (PFS)-A
24-unit garden apartment to
be known as Salrs Village on
Sairs Ave. here is expected to
get under way late this win-
ter tor public showing by the
fall, report builders David
Shane and Marvin Stolofl of
Lincrafl.
The builders, who are cur-
rently developing the 65-housa
Fox Run custom community
to Middletown and the 40-
home Hidden Valley tract to
Ltocrofl, plan to atari con-
struction of (fee garden apart-
ment about March 1. Tha
apartment will offer one and
two bedrooms and will feature
air conditioning.
Harold Kent of Newark is
drawing plans for the two-
story building which wiU he
faceted two Mocks from tha
ocean and cfaae to aU facilities.
The building will have 199% on-
site parking.
Princess Anne
Rentals Rapid
A Kn/oo RrU+t*
PASSAIC «PFS) - Rentals
have reached the haifwey
mark at tha 4A«tnK Princess
Anoe garden-apartment com-
munity «• Pauli>»a and Pen-
nington Aao.. hern.
Veto* Knotty, toe. *t Clifton,
rental •<*«. lists 81 rows is
at the three huiktmg commun-
ity which to being both by
Pautlmn Associate* of Clifton.
Fourteen tenants have moved
The 48 ansi community,
which is showing a furnished
three and a hatf roont modal
unit, offer* threw-, three and
a half-, and five-moan apart-
ments with air rondittonlng
from 8110 per month.
The three-room unit offers
a living room, bedroom, kitch-
en with dining spare and bath.
The three and a half-room
unit contains a living room,
kitchen, (fining a res/bedroom
and hath. The five-room unit
has two bedrooms, bvtog
roam, dining room, kitchen
and bath.
The cofar-coordteated kUrb-
an offers a 14-cubic-foot re-
frigerator, free standing ranch
with fan hood, and wood cabi-
nets.
The apartments also offer
on-sit# parking, hot-water
bate board heat, and laundry-
storage areas to the basement.
New Mountain Gardens Model
A Knylon Rtltase
OAKLAND (PFB) A sec-
ond model, the eight-room
Georgian hl-ranch with four
bedroomi and two and one-
half baths, ia being unveiled
thia weekend at the 88-house
Mountain Gardens community
on Rt. 202 just north or Bt.
208 here. It la priced at $25,-
$9O.
Tha hl-ranch is one of three
designs offered at the Moun-
tain Gardens tract by Homa
Development Cos., Inc., of
Hillsdale. Homes to modified
two-atory design, ranch and hi-
ranch styling art offered from
$24,490.
The homes, which will be
readied for spring delivery
dates, can be purchased with
10% dowd, 30-year convention-
al financing. They are being
built to the Ramapo Moun-
tains about 500 feet above sea
level on wooded, landscaped
plots a half-acre and larger.
Besides the Georgian hi-
ranch, the builder is showing
the L-shapcd Williamsburg
ranch model while plans tre
available for the New Hamp-
shire modified 1two-story. Each
home is available in four front
extcrlora from plana by arebi-
fact L.J. Minco of Hillsdale.
The Georgian hi-ranch mod-
el features an exterior of
brick and wood shakes. Entry
is through a columned 48 1/8
by 6 covered porch into a
foyer.
Princeton Hill Half Sold
A Cbrrrotnn Crrroll RtUtie
NEW PROVIDENCE (PFS)
—As an even dozen families
moved in during this past
week, the total of homes oc-
cupied at Princeton Hiil reach-
ed 45, according to an an-
nouncement made by Cali
Associates (Kenilworth), build-
ers.
This 104-home. pictur-
esque community is rising at
South Gate Rd. and Moun-
tain Ave. to the Murray Hill
section.
Sales at the community have
kept pace with the delivery
schedule, with more than half
the total homes already sold,
and the developers maintain-
ing their construction sched-
ule.
Featured at Princeton Hill
are six models priced from
$26,900. Included is the newly
introduced Madison ground-
level entry.
Select Dooley Book
MILWAUKEE - "Promises
to Keep.” the biography of Dr.
Tom Dooley by Agnes Dooley,
his mother, is the January
selection of the Catholic Lit-
erary Foundation.
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Today, EVERYONE knows
the value of SAVING!
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Federal Aid, Renewal
On NCCM Topic List
NEWARK The spirit ol
renewal in councils of men
and fedoral aid to education
will be discussed at general
sessions of tho 1963 biennial
Convention of the National
Council of Catholic Men in
Atlantic City April 24 28.
Sponsored by Province of
Newark, the convention is ded-
icated to the Fathers of the
Vatican Council. Its theme will
be "The Layman in an Age
of Christian Renewal.”
AN EVENING session April
26 will feature an address on
the convention theme. The
general session on April 27
will bring together five consul,
tants from the ecumenical
council to discuss the main
areas of renewal in the
Church: liturgical, ecumenical,
Biblical-cathcchetical and the
social apostolatc.
On April 2S and 26, 20 semi-
nars will study current Amer-
ican problems in the lay a pos-
tdate and the social order.
Participation in a few will be
by invitation to afford oppor-
tunity for concentrated work
on background papers that
may serve NCCM affiliates.
Among the seminar topics
will be “Communism and the
Christian Way of Life," "En-
tertainment, Decency and the
Family," "Sunday in a Plural-
istic Society," "Catholic Influ-
ence on Racial Barriers,"
"Catholics and the UN,"
"Moral Problems Created by
Business Practices," “Sex Ed-
ucation in the Family," and
"Religious Influence on State
Leglalation."
FORUMS ON April 27 will be
devoted to outlining specific
programs for parish societies
in the various areas of renew-
al discussed by experts at the
morning general session:
The numerous seminars,
forums and workshops will be
held at the Dennis and Shel-
bourne Hotel* and in Atlantic
City Convention Hail. The tra-
ditional convention banquet
will be held on the evening of
April 27 with a nationally
known speaker yet to be an-
nounced.
Resolutions by the National
Council will be adopted at a
general business meeting April
26, at which election of of.
Deers will be held.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND.
as metropolitan of the New
Jersey Province, win be host
to the convention, along with
hi* suffragan Bishops. Arch
bishop Damiano of Camden.
Bishop Ahr of Trenton and
Bishop McNulty of Paterson.
Chairmen for the convention
are: Daniel L. McCormick of
Newark, state-wide; Fred J.
Fecsko of Bayonne, Archdio-
cese of Newark; Cyril W. Col-
lins of Hawthorne, Diocese of
Paterson; Frank McCann of
North Plainfield, Diocese of
Trenton, and Frank Farrell of
Millville, Diocese of Camden.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SATURDAY, FEB. J
18 a.m.. Breaking el ground
for infirmary for FrUcian Sis-
ter*. Immaculate Conception
Convent. Lodi.
SUNDAY. FEB. ta
3 p.m., Holy hour. Boy Scout
Snnday. Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral
List Courses
In Bayonne
BAYONNE - The Mt. Car-
met Institute of Adult Educa-
tion will otter 14 courses dur-
ing the spring semester, for
which registration is being
held each night this week from
1 to 9 p.m.
Courses include Introductory
Russian, elementary Polish,
history of the Reformation,
astronomy and public speak-
ing.
There is no tuition charge
and no formal education re-
requirements for the enrolment
of students.
Msgr. Anthony A Ttalka.
psstor of Mt. Carmel and presi-
dent of the institute, announc-
'd that a catalogue describing
the courses is available from
Rev. Stanley M. Grabowskl.
director and founder
The institute Is sponsored by
the Sodality of Our Lady In
cooperation with the Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine.
Catholic Hospitals Share Increase
ELIZABETH - Two Catho-
lic hnepitala will be among the
seven in Union County shar-
ing the 8730,000 appropriated
by the Board of Freeholder*
for the earn of indigent pa-
tients during IK3,
This is a rise of 8130.000
over last year, but falls short
of the figure of 81 mint™.
which had been asked by the
hospital administrators under
the terms of a recent New
Jersey law.
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Pint Joyful Mystery
THE ANNUNCIATION
OurftFather
The angel Gabriel was sent from God
to a virgin/
and thevirgin's name was Mary.
HailftMaiyf'I'^'*1 ^'*
Han, full of grace, the Lord is with
thee/
Blessed are thou among women.
1
j ■'% - - V;- Luke 1:29
Hail ftMary
When she had heard him she was
troubled at his word/
and kept pondering what manner of
. greeting this might be.
And die angel said to her, *Do not be
afraid, Mary/
for thouhut found grace with God.*
Jfcaawur
“"•*
"Behold, thou shalt conceive in thy
womband shal t bring forth a ton/
and thou shalt call his name Jesus.*
Hailft Mary
** iM
Scriptural
Parti
Tie diall be great, and shall be called
the Sou of the Most High;/
and of hit kingdom there shall be
no end.*
-
Luke 1:32,33
Hail ftMary
But Mary said to theangel, 'How
*K«11 this happen/
1 since Ido not know man?'
Luke l.St
Hail ft Mary
The Holy Spirit shall come uponthee/
and the power of the Most High
shall overshadow thee.*
Uktl:3S
Hail ftMary
*And thereforetheHolyOneto beboro/
shall be called the Son of God.*
Luke I:3S
Hail ft Mary
'Behold the handmaid of die Lord;/
be it done to me accocding to thy
word.*
• A Luke 1:39
Hail ftMary
Glory be to die Father, and to theSon,
and to theHoly Spirit/ As itwas
in the beginning, is now,
and ever shall be,
world without
end. Amen.
Editor’s Note : This Is one ofthe 13decades
of the Scriptural Rosary, a modern version
of the way the Rosary was once prayedin
the Middle Ages. We are presenting the
complete Scriptural Rosary in 15 Install-
ments as a service to our readers. You are
invited to save these meditations for future
use. Or you may obtain the complete set in
illustrated prayer-bookform by sending 31
to the nonprofit Scriptural Rosary Center,
6 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois.
THIS SUNDAY The Newark News
Sunday Magazine brings you two outstanding
full-page pictures of the newly ordained
bishops of the Newark Archdiocese. These are
presented in full-color rotogravure and are
suitable for framing.
v -•*
Auxiliary BISHOP JOHN J. DOUGHERTY
nsfL:
Auxiliary 11SHOP JOSEPH A. COSTELLO
m
Coming THIS SUNDAY in the
m
r .
t s
■ : v ,!
Be SURE to reserve your copy! Mgg,
